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Abstract

The work presented in this thesis is motivated by the twin goals of increasing the
capacity and the flexibility of the Internet. The Internet is comprised of packet-processing
nodes, called routers, that route packets towards their destinations, and physical links that
transport packets from one router to another. Owing to advances in optical technologies,
such as Wavelength Division Multiplexing, the data rates of links have increased rapidly
over the years. However, routers have failed to keep up with this pace because they must
perform expensive per-packet processing operations.
Every router is required to perform a forwarding decision on an incoming packet to
determine the packet’s next-hop router. This is achieved by looking up the destination
address of the incoming packet in a forwarding table. Besides increased packet arrival
rates because of higher speed links, the complexity of the forwarding lookup mechanism
and the large size of forwarding tables have made routing lookups a bottleneck in the routers that form the core of the Internet. The first part of this thesis describes fast and efficient
routing lookup algorithms that attempt to overcome this bottleneck.
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The second part of this thesis concerns itself with increasing the flexibility and functionality of the Internet. Traditionally, the Internet provides only a “best-effort” service,
treating all packets going to the same destination identically, and servicing them in a firstcome-first-served manner. However, Internet Service Providers are seeking ways to provide differentiated services (on the same network infrastructure) to different users based
on their different requirements and expectations of quality from the Internet. For this,
routers need to have the capability to distinguish and isolate traffic belonging to different
flows. The ability to classify each incoming packet to determine the flow it belongs to is
called packet classification, and could be based on an arbitrary number of fields in the
packet header. The second part of this thesis highlights some of the issues in designing
efficient packet classification algorithms, and describes novel algorithms that enable routers to perform fast packet classification on multiple fields.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The Internet is comprised of a mesh of routers interconnected by links. Communication among nodes on the Internet (routers and end-hosts) takes place using the Internet
Protocol, commonly known as IP. IP datagrams (packets) travel over links from one router
to the next on their way towards their final destination. Each router performs a forwarding
decision on incoming packets to determine the packet’s next-hop router.
The capability to forward packets is a requirement for every IP router [3]. Additionally, an IP router may also choose to perform special processing on incoming packets.
Examples of special processing include filtering packets for security reasons, delivering
packets according to a pre-agreed delay guarantee, treating high priority packets preferentially, and maintaining statistics on the number of packets sent by different networks. Such
special processing requires that the router classify incoming packets into one of several
flows — all packets of a flow obey a pre-defined rule and are processed in a similar manner by the router. For example, all packets with the same source IP address may be defined
to form a flow. A flow could also be defined by specific values of the destination IP
address and by specific protocol values. Throughout this thesis, we will refer to routers
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that classify packets into flows as flow-aware routers. On the other hand, flow-unaware
routers treat each incoming packet individually and we will refer to them as packet-bypacket routers.
This thesis is about two types of algorithms: (1) algorithms that an IP router uses to
decide where to forward packets next, and, (2) algorithms that a flow-aware router uses to
classify packets into flows.1 In particular, this thesis is about fast and efficient algorithms
that enable routers to process many packets per second, and hence increase the capacity of
the Internet.
This introductory chapter first describes the packet-by-packet router and the method it
uses to make the forwarding decision, and then moves on to describe the flow-aware
router and the method it uses to classify incoming packets into flows. Finally, the chapter
presents the goals and metrics for evaluation of the algorithms presented later in this thesis.

1 Packet-by-packet IP router and route lookups
A packet-by-packet IP router is a special-purpose packet-switch that satisfies the
requirements outlined in RFC 1812 [3] published by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF).2 All packet-switches — by definition — perform two basic functions. First, a
packet-switch must perform a forwarding decision on each arriving packet for deciding
where to send it next. An IP router does this by looking up the packet’s destination address
in a forwarding table. This yields the address of the next-hop router3 and determines the
1. As explained later in this chapter, the algorithms in this thesis are meant for the router data-plane (i.e., the datapath of
the packet), rather than the router control-plane which configures and populates the forwarding table.
2. IETF is a large international community of network equipment vendors, operators, engineers and researchers interested in the evolution of the Internet Architecture. It comprises of groups working on different areas such as routing,
applications and security. It publishes several documents, called RFCs (Request For Comments). An RFC either overviews an introductory topic, or acts as a standards specification document.
3. A packet may be sent to multiple next-hop routers. Such packets are called multicast packets and are sent out on multiple egress ports. Unless explicitly mentioned, we will discuss lookups for unicast packets only.
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Figure 1.1 The growth in bandwidth per installed fiber between 1980 and 2005. (Source: Lucent
Technologies.)

egress port through which the packet should be sent. This lookup operation is called a
route lookup or an address lookup operation. Second, the packet-switch must transfer the
packet from the ingress to the egress port identified by the address lookup operation. This
is called switching, and involves physical movement of the bits carried by the packet.
The combination of route lookup and switching operations makes per-packet processing in routers a time consuming task. As a result, it has been difficult for the packet processing capacity of routers to keep up with the increased data rates of physical links in the
Internet. The data rates of links have increased rapidly over the years to hundreds of gigabits per second in the year 2000 [133] — mainly because of advances in optical technologies such as WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing). Figure 1.1 shows the increase in
bandwidth per fiber during the period 1980 to 2005, and Figure 1.2 shows the increase in
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Bandwidth per WAN router port (Gbps)

10

Maximum bandwidth: 2x per year

OC48c

1

Average bandwidth
OC12c

0.1
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1998

1999
Year

2000

2001

Figure 1.2 The growth in maximum bandwidth of a wide-area-network (WAN) router port between 1997
and 2001. Also shown is the average bandwidth per router port, taken over DS3, ATM OC3, ATM OC12,
POS OC3, POS OC12, POS OC48, and POS OC192 ports in the WAN. (Data courtesy Dell’Oro Group,
Portola Valley, CA)

the maximum bandwidth of a router port in the period 1997 to 2001. These figures highlight the gap in the data rates of routers and links — for example, in the year 2000, a data
rate of 1000 Gbps is achievable per fiber, while the maximum bandwidth available is limited to 10 Gbps per router port. Figure 1.2 also shows the average bandwidth of a router
port over all routers — this average is about 0.53 Gbps in the year 2000. The work presented in the first part of this thesis (Chapters 2 and 3) is motivated by the need to alleviate
this mismatch in the speeds of routers and physical links — in particular, the need to perform route lookups at high speeds. High-speed switching [1][55][56][57][58][104] is an
important problem in itself, but is not considered in this thesis.
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Figure 1.3 The architecture of a typical high-speed router.
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Switching
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Figure 1.4 Datapath of a packet through a packet-by-packet router.

1.1 Architecture of a packet-by-packet router
Figure 1.3 shows a block diagram of the architecture of a typical high speed router. It
consists of one line card for each port and a switching fabric (such as a crossbar) that interconnects all the line cards. Typically, one of the line cards houses a processor functioning
as the central controller for the router. The path taken by a packet through a packet-bypacket router is shown in Figure 1.4 and consists of two main functions on the packet: (1)
performing route lookup based on the packet’s destination address to identify the outgoing
port, and (2) switching the packet to the output port.
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The routing processor in a router performs one or more routing protocols such as RIP
[33][51], OSPF [65] or BGP [80] by exchanging protocol messages with neighboring
routers. This enables it to maintain a routing table that contains a representation of the network topology state information and stores the current information about the best known
paths to destination networks. The router typically maintains a version of this routing table
in all line cards so that lookups on incoming packets can be performed locally on each line
card, without loading the central processor. This version of the central processor’s routing
table is what we have been referring to as the line card’s forwarding table because it is
directly used for packet forwarding. There is another difference between the routing table
in the processor and the forwarding tables in the line cards. The processor’s routing table
usually keeps a lot more information than the forwarding tables. For example, the forwarding table may only keep the outgoing port number, address of next-hop, and (optionally) some statistics with each route, whereas the routing table may keep additional
information: e.g., time-out values, the actual paths associated with the route, etc.
The routing table is dynamic — as links go down and come back up in various parts of
the Internet, routing protocol messages may cause the table to change continuously.
Changes include addition and deletion of prefixes, and the modification of next-hop information for existing prefixes. The processor communicates these changes to the line card to
maintain up-to-date information in the forwarding table. The need to support routing table
updates has implications for the design of lookup algorithms, as we shall see later in this
thesis.

1.2 Background and definition of the route lookup problem
This section explains the background of the route lookup operation by briefly describing the evolution of the Internet addressing architecture, and the manner in which this
impacts the complexity of the lookup mechanism. This leads us to the formal definition of
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the lookup problem, and forms a background to the lookup algorithms presented thereafter.
1.2.1 Internet addressing architecture and route lookups
In 1993, the Internet addressing architecture changed from class-based addressing to
today’s classless addressing architecture. This change resulted in an increase in the complexity of the route lookup operation. We first briefly describe the structure of IP addresses
and the route lookup mechanism in the original class-based addressing architecture. We
then describe the reasons for the adoption of classless addressing and the details of the
lookup mechanism as performed by Internet routers.
IP version 4 (abbreviated as IPv4) is the version of Internet Protocol most widely used
in the Internet today. IPv4 addresses are 32 bits long and are commonly written in the dotted-decimal notation — for example, 240.2.3.1, with dots separating the four bytes of the
address written as decimal numbers. It is sometimes useful to view IP addresses as 32-bit
 32

unsigned numbers on the number line, 0…  2


– 1  , which we will refer to as the IP

number line. For example, the IP address 240.2.3.1 represents the decimal number


4026663681  240 × 2

24

+2×2

16


8
+ 3 × 2 + 1  and the IP address 240.2.3.10 represents

the decimal number 4026663690. Conceptually, each IPv4 address is a pair (netid, hostid),
where netid identifies a network, and hostid identifies a host on that network. All hosts on
the same network have the same netid but different hostids. Equivalently, the IP addresses
of all hosts on the same network lie in a contiguous range on the IP number line.
The class-based Internet addressing architecture partitioned the IP address space into
five classes — classes A, B and C for unicast traffic, class D for multicast traffic and class
E reserved for future use. Classes were distinguished by the number of bits used to represent the netid. For example, a class A network consisted of a 7-bit netid and a 24-bit hostid, whereas a class C network consisted of a 21-bit netid and an 8-bit hostid. The first few
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128.0.0.0

0.0.0.0

Class A

192.0.0.0

Class B

224.0.0.0 240.0.0.0
255.255.255.255

Class C

Class D Class E

Figure 1.5 The IP number line and the original class-based addressing scheme. (The intervals represented
by the classes are not drawn to scale.)

most-significant bits of an IP address determined its class, as shown in Table 1.1 and
depicted on the IP number line in Figure 1.5.
TABLE 1.1. Class-based addressing.

Most
significant
address
bits

netid

hostid

Class

Range

A

0.0.0.0 127.255.255.255

0

bits 1-7

bits 8-31

B

128.0.0.0 191.255.255.255

10

bits 2-15

bits 16-31

C

192.0.0.0 223.255.255.255

110

bits 3-23

bits 24-31

D (multicast)

224.0.0.0 239.255.255.255

1110

-

-

E (reserved for future
use)

240.0.0.0 255.255.255.255

11110

-

-

The class-based addressing architecture enabled routers to use a relatively simple
lookup operation. Typically, the forwarding table had three parts, one for each of the three
unicast classes A, B and C. Entries in the forwarding table were tuples of the form <netid,
address of next hop>. All entries in the same part had netids of fixed-width — 7, 14 and
21 bits respectively for classes A, B and C, and the lookup operation for each incoming
packet proceeded as in Figure 1.6. First, the class was determined from the most-significant bits of the packet’s destination address. This in turn determined which of the three
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Address

Hash
class C

Figure 1.6 Typical implementation of the lookup operation in a class-based addressing scheme.

parts of the forwarding table to use. The router then searched for an exact match between
the netid of the incoming packet and an entry in the selected part of the forwarding table.
This exact match search could be performed using, for example, a hashing or a binary
search algorithm [13].
The class-based addressing scheme worked well in the early days of the Internet.
However, as the Internet grew, two problems emerged — a depletion of the IP address
space, and an exponential growth of routing tables.
The allocation of network addresses on fixed netid-hostid boundaries (i.e., at the 8th,
16th and 24th bit positions, as shown in Table 1.1) was too inflexible, leading to a large
number of wasted addresses. For example, a class B netid (good for 2 16 hostids) had to be
allocated to any organization with more than 254 hosts.1 In 1991, it was predicted

1. While one class C netid accommodates 256 hostids, the values 0 and 255 are reserved to denote network and broadcast addresses respectively.
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Figure 1.7 Forwarding tables in backbone routers were growing exponentially between 1988 and 1992
(i.e., under the class-based addressing scheme). (Source: RFC1519 [26])

[44][91][92] that the class B address space would be depleted in less than 14 months, and
the whole IP address space would be exhausted by 1996 — even though less than 1% of
the addresses allocated were actually in use [44].
The second problem was due to the fact that a backbone IP router stored every allocated netid in its routing table. As a result, routing tables were growing exponentially, as
shown in Figure 1.7. This placed a high load on the processor and memory resources of
routers in the backbone of the Internet.
In an attempt to slow down the growth of backbone routing tables and allow more efficient use of the IP address space, an alternative addressing and routing scheme called
CIDR (Classless Inter-domain Routing) was adopted in 1993 [26][81]. CIDR does away
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with the class-based partitioning of the IP address space and allows netids to be of arbitrary length rather than constraining them to be 7, 14 or 21 bits long. CIDR represents a
netid using an IP prefix — a prefix of an IP address with a variable length of 0 to 32 significant bits and remaining wildcard bits.1 An IP prefix is denoted by P/l where P is the prefix or netid, and l its length. For example, 192.0.1.0/24 is a 24-bit prefix that earlier
belonged to class C. With CIDR, an organization with, say, 300 hosts can be allocated a
prefix of length 23 (good for 2

32 – 23

9

= 2 = 512 hostids) leading to more efficient

address allocation.
This adoption of variable-length prefixes now enables a hierarchical allocation of IP
addresses according to the physical topology of the Internet. A service provider that connects to the Internet backbone is allocated a short prefix. The provider then allocates
longer prefixes out of its own address space to other smaller Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) or sites that connect to it, and so on. Hierarchical allocation allows the provider to
aggregate the routing information of the sites that connect to it, before advertising routes
to the routers higher up in the hierarchy. This is illustrated in the following example:
Example 1.1: (see Figure 1.8) Consider an ISP P and two sites S and T connected to P. For
instance, sites S and T may be two university campuses using P’s network infrastructure for communication with the rest of the Internet. P may itself be connected
to some backbone provider. Assume that P has been allocated a prefix 192.2.0.0/
22, and it chooses to allocate the prefix 192.2.1.0/24 to S and 192.2.2.0/24 to T.
This implies that routers in the backbone (such as R1 in Figure 1.8) only need to
keep one table entry for the prefix 192.2.0.0/22 with P’s network as the next-hop,
i.e., they do not need to keep separate routing information for individual sites S and
T. Similarly, Routers inside P’s network (e.g., R5 and R6) keep entries to distinguish traffic among S and T, but not for any networks or sites that are connected
downstream to S or T.

1. In practice, the shortest prefix is 8 bits long.
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Routing table at R1

S2

S1

192.2.0.0/22, R2
200.11.0.0/22, R3
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IP Number Line
Figure 1.8 Showing how allocation of addresses consistent with the topology of the Internet helps keep
the routing table size small. The prefixes are shown on the IP number line for clarity.

The aggregation of prefixes, or “route aggregation,” leads to a reduction in the size of
backbone routing tables. While Figure 1.7 showed an exponential growth in the size of
routing tables before widespread adoption of CIDR in 1994, Figure 1.9 shows that the
growth turned linear thereafter — at least till January 1998, since when it seems to have
become faster than linear again.1

1. It is a bit premature to assert that routing tables are again growing exponentially. In fact, the portion of the plot in Figure 1.9 after January 1998 fits well with an exponential as well as a quadratic curve. While not known definitively, the
increased rate of growth could be because: (1) Falling costs of raw transmission bandwidth are encouraging decreased
aggregation and a finer mesh of granularity; (2) Increasing expectations of reliability are forcing network operators to
make their sites multi-homed.
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Figure 1.9 This graph shows the weekly average size of a backbone forwarding table (source [136]). The
dip in early 1994 shows the immediate effect of widespread deployment of CIDR.

Hierarchical aggregation of addresses creates a new problem. When a site changes its
service provider, it would prefer to keep its prefix (even though topologically, it is connected to the new provider). This creates a “hole” in the address space of the original provider — and so this provider must now create specific entries in its routing tables to allow
correct forwarding of packets to the moved site. Because of the presence of specific
entries, routers are required to be able to forward packets according to the most specific
route present in their forwarding tables. The same capability is required when a site is
multi-homed, i.e., has more than one connection to an upstream carrier or a backbone provider. The following examples make this clear:
Example 1.2: Assume that site T in Figure 1.8 with address space 192.2.2.0/24 changed its ISP
to Q, as shown in Figure 1.10. The routing table at router R1 needs to have an additional entry corresponding to 192.2.2.0/24 pointing to Q’s network. Packets des-
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IP Number Line
Figure 1.10 Showing the need for a routing lookup to find the most specific route in a CIDR environment.
tined to T at router R1 match this more specific route and are correctly forwarded
to the intended destination in T (see Figure 1.10).

Example 1.3: Assume that ISP Q of Figure 1.8 is multi-homed, being connected to the backbone
also through routers S4 and R7 (see Figure 1.11). The portion of Q’s network identified with the prefix 200.11.1.0/24 is now better reached through router R7. Hence,
the forwarding tables in backbone routers need to have a separate entry for this
special case.

Lookups in the CIDR environment
With CIDR, a router’s forwarding table consists of entries of the form <route-prefix,
next-hop-addr>, where route-prefix is an IP prefix and next-hop-addr is the IP address of
the next hop. A destination address matches a route-prefix if the significant bits of the pre-
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Figure 1.11 Showing how multi-homing creates special cases and hinders aggregation of prefixes.

fix are identical to the first few bits of the destination address. A routing lookup operation
on an incoming packet requires the router to find the most specific route for the packet.
This implies that the router needs to solve the longest prefix matching problem, defined
as follows.
Definition 1.1: The longest prefix matching problem is the problem of finding the forwarding table entry containing the longest prefix among all prefixes (in
other forwarding table entries) matching the incoming packet’s destination
address. This longest prefix is called the longest matching prefix.
Example 1.4: The forwarding table in router R1 of Figure 1.10 is shown in Table 1.2. If an
incoming packet at this router has a destination address of 200.11.0.1, it will match
only the prefix 200.11.0.0/22 (entry #2) and hence will be forwarded to router R3.
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If the packet’s destination address is 192.2.2.4, it matches two prefixes (entries #1
and #3). Because entry #3 has the longest matching prefix, the packet will be forwarded to router R3.
TABLE 1.2. The forwarding table of router R1 in Figure 1.10.

Entry
Number

Prefix

Next-Hop

1.

192.2.0.0/22

R2

2.

200.11.0.0/22

R3

3.

192.2.2.0/24

R3

Difficulty of longest prefix matching
The destination address of an arriving packet does not carry with it the information
needed to determine the length of the longest matching prefix. Hence, we cannot find the
longest match using an exact match search algorithm (for example, using hashing or a
binary search procedure). Instead, a search for the longest matching prefix needs to determine both the length of the longest matching prefix as well as the forwarding table entry
containing the prefix of this length that matches the incoming packet’s destination address.
One naive longest prefix matching algorithm is to perform 32 different exact match search
operations, one each for all prefixes of length i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 32 . This algorithm would require
32 exact match search operations. As we will see later in this thesis, faster algorithms are
possible.
In summary, the need to perform longest prefix matching has made routing lookups
more complicated now than they were before the adoption of CIDR when only one exact
match search operation was required. Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis will present efficient
longest prefix matching algorithms for fast routing lookups.
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2 Flow-aware IP router and packet classification
As mentioned earlier, routers may optionally classify packets into flows for special
processing. In this section, we first describe why some routers are flow-aware, and how
they use packet classification to recognize flows. We also provide a brief overview of the
architecture of flow-aware routers. We then provide the background leading to the formal
definition of the packet classification problem. Fast packet classification is the subject of
the second part of this thesis (Chapters 4 and 5).

2.1 Motivation
One main reason for the existence of flow-aware routers stems from an ISP’s desire to
have the capability of providing differentiated services to its users. Traditionally, the Internet provides only a “best-effort” service, treating all packets going to the same destination
identically, and servicing them in a first-come-first-served manner. However, the rapid
growth of the Internet has caused increasing congestion and packet loss at intermediate
routers. As a result, some users are willing to pay a premium price in return for better service from the network. To maximize their revenue, the ISPs also wish to provide different
levels of service at different prices to users based on their requirements, while still deploying one common network infrastructure.1
In order to provide differentiated services, routers require additional mechanisms.
These mechanisms — admission control, conditioning (metering, marking, shaping, and
policing), resource reservation (optional), queue management and fair scheduling (such as
weighted fair queueing) — require, first of all, the capability to distinguish and isolate
traffic belonging to different users based on service agreements negotiated between the
ISP and its customer. This has led to demand for flow-aware routers that negotiate these

1. This is analogous to the airlines, who also provide differentiated services (such as economy and business class) to different users based on their requirements, while still using the same common infrastructure.
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Figure 1.12 This figure shows some of the header fields (and their widths) that might be used for
classifying a packet. Although not shown in this figure, higher layer (e.g., application-layer) fields may also
be used for packet classification.

service agreements, express them in terms of rules or policies configured on incoming
packets, and isolate incoming traffic according to these rules.
We call a collection of rules or policies a policy database, flow classifier, or simply a
classifier.1 Each rule specifies a flow that a packet may belong to based on some criteria
on the contents of the packet header, as shown in Figure 1.12. All packets belonging to the
same flow are treated in a similar manner. The identified flow of an incoming packet specifies an action to be applied to the packet. For example, a firewall router may carry out the
action of either denying or allowing access to a protected network. The determination of
this action is called packet classification — the capability of routers to identify the action
associated with the “best” rule an incoming packet matches. Packet classification allows
ISPs to differentiate from their competition and gain additional revenue by providing different value-added services to different customers.

1. Sometimes, the functional datapath element that classifies packets is referred to as a classifier. In this thesis, however,
we will consistently refer to the policy database as a classifier.
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Figure 1.13 Datapath of a packet through a flow-aware router. Note that in some applications, a packet
may need to be classified both before and after route lookup.

2.2 Architecture of a flow-aware router
Flow-aware routers perform a superset of the functions of a packet-by-packet router.
The typical path taken by a packet through a flow-aware router is shown in Figure 1.13
and consists of four main functions on the packet: (1) performing route lookup to identify
the outgoing port, (2) performing classification to identify the flow to which an incoming
packet belongs, (3) applying the action (as part of the provisioning of differentiated services or some other form of special processing) based on the result of classification, and
(4) switching to the output port. The various forms of special processing in function (3),
while interesting in their own right, are not the subject of this thesis. The following references describe a variety of actions that a router may perform: admission control [42],
queueing [25], resource reservation [6], output link scheduling [18][74][75][89] and billing [21].

2.3 Background and definition of the packet classification problem
Packet classification enables a number of additional, non-best-effort network services
other than the provisioning of differentiated qualities of service. One of the well-known
applications of packet classification is a firewall. Other network services that require
packet classification include policy-based routing, traffic rate-limiting and policing, traffic
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E1
Y
Router
ISP1
ISP2

X
Z
NAP

E2

ISP3

Figure 1.14 Example network of an ISP (ISP1) connected to two enterprise networks (E1 and E2) and to
two other ISP networks across a network access point (NAP).

shaping, and billing. In each case, it is necessary to determine which flow an arriving
packet belongs to so as to determine — for example — whether to forward or filter it,
where to forward it to, what type of service it should receive, or how much should be
charged for transporting it.
TABLE 1.3. Some examples of value-added services.

Service

Example

Packet Filtering

Deny all traffic from ISP3 (on interface X) destined to E2.

Policy Routing

Send all voice-over-IP traffic arriving from E1 (on interface Y) and
destined to E2 via a separate ATM network.

Accounting & Billing

Treat all video traffic to E1 (via interface Y) as highest priority and
perform accounting for such traffic.

Traffic Rate-limiting

Ensure that ISP2 does not inject more than 10 Mbps of email traffic
and 50 Mbps of total traffic on interface X.

Traffic Shaping

Ensure that no more than 50 Mbps of web traffic is sent to ISP2 on
interface X.

To help illustrate the variety of packet classifiers, let us consider some examples of
how packet classification can be used by an ISP to provide different services. Figure 1.14
shows ISP1 connected to three different sites: two enterprise networks E1 and E2, and a
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Network Access Point1 (NAP), which is in turn connected to two other ISPs — ISP2 and
ISP3. ISP1 provides a number of different services to its customers, as shown in Table 1.3.
Table 1.4 shows the categories that an incoming packet must be classified into by the
router at interface X. Note that the classes specified may or may not be mutually exclusive.
TABLE 1.4. Given the rules in Table 1.3, the router at interface X must classify an incoming packet into the following
categories.

Service

Flow

Relevant Packet Fields

Packet Filtering

From ISP3 and going to E2

Source link-layer address,
destination network-layer address

Traffic rate-limiting

Email and from ISP2

Source link-layer address, source transport
port number

Traffic shaping

Web and to ISP2

Destination link-layer address, destination
transport port number

All other packets

—

For example, the first and second flow in Table 1.4 overlap. This happens commonly, and
when no explicit priorities are specified, we follow the convention that rules closer to the
top of the list have higher priority.
With this background, we proceed to define the problem of packet classification.
Each rule of the classifier has d components. The i
R [ i ] , is a regular expression on the i

match a particular rule R, if ∀i , the i

th

th

th

component of rule R, denoted as

field of the packet header. A packet P is said to

field of the header of P satisfies the regular expres-

sion R [ i ] . In practice, a rule component is not a general regular expression — often limited by syntax to a simple address/mask or operator/number(s) specification. In an address/
mask specification, a 0 at bit position x in the mask denotes that the corresponding bit in

1. A network access point (NAP) is a network location which acts as an exchange point for Internet traffic. An ISP connects to a NAP to exchange traffic with other ISPs at that NAP.
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the address is a “don’t care” bit. Similarly, a 1 at bit position x in the mask denotes that the
corresponding bit in the address is a significant bit. For instance, the first and third most
significant bytes in a packet field matching the specification 171.4.3.4/255.0.255.0 must
be equal to 171 and 3, respectively, while the second and fourth bytes can have any value.
Examples of operator/number(s) specifications are eq 1232 and range 34-9339, which
specify that the matching field value of an incoming packet must be equal to 1232 in the
former specification, and can have any value between 34 and 9339 (both inclusive) in the
latter specification. Note that a route-prefix can be specified as an address/mask pair where
the mask is contiguous — i.e., all bits with value 1 appear to the left of (i.e., are more significant than) bits with value 0 in the mask. For instance, the mask for an 8-bit prefix is
255.0.0.0. A route-prefix of length l can also be specified as a range of width equal to 2

t

where t = 32 – l . In fact, most of the commonly occurring specifications in practice can
be viewed as range specifications.
We can now formally define packet classification:
Definition 1.2: A classifier C has N rules, R j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N , where R j consists of three entities — (1) A regular expression R j [ i ] , 1 ≤ i ≤ d , on each of the d header
fields, (2) A number pri(R j) , indicating the priority of the rule in the classifier, and (3) An action, referred to as action(R j) . For an incoming packet P
with the header considered as a d-tuple of points (P 1 ,P 2,… ,P d) , the ddimensional packet classification problem is to find the rule R m with the
highest priority among all rules R j matching the d-tuple; i.e.,
pri(R m) > pri(R j) , ∀j ≠ m , 1 ≤ j ≤ N , such that P i matches R j [ i ] ,
∀ ( 1 ≤ i ≤ d ) . We call rule R m the best matching rule for packet P .
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Example 1.5: An example of a classifier in four dimensions is shown in Table 1.5. By convention, the first rule R1 has the highest priority and rule R7 has the lowest priority
(‘*’ denotes a complete wildcard specification, and ‘gt v’ denotes any value greater
than v). Classification results on some example packets using this classifier are
shown in Table 1.6.
TABLE 1.5. An example classifier.

Network-layer
destination
(address/mask)

Network-layer
source (address/
mask)

Transportlayer
destination

Transportlayer
protocol

Action

R1

152.163.190.69/
255.255.255.255

152.163.80.11/
255.255.255.255

*

*

Deny

R2

152.168.3.0/
255.255.255.0

152.163.200.157/
255.255.255.255

eq http

udp

Deny

R3

152.168.3.0/
255.255.255.0

152.163.200.157/
255.255.255.255

range 20-21

udp

Permit

R4

152.168.3.0/
255.255.255.0

152.163.200.157/
255.255.255.255

eq http

tcp

Deny

R5

152.163.198.4/
255.255.255.255

152.163.161.0/
255.255.252.0

gt 1023

tcp

Permit

R6

152.163.198.4/
255.255.255.255

152.163.0.0/
255.255.0.0

gt 1023

tcp

Deny

R7

*

*

*

*

Permit

Rule

TABLE 1.6. Examples of packet classification on some incoming packets using the classifier of Table 1.5.

Packet
Header

Networklayer
destination
address

Networklayer source
address

Transportlayer
destination
port

Transportlayer
protocol

Best
matching
rule,
action

P1

152.163.190.69

152.163.80.11

http

tcp

R1, Deny

P2

152.168.3.21

152.163.200.157

http

udp

R2, Deny

P3

152.168.198.4

152.163.160.10

1024

tcp

R5, Permit

We can see that routing lookup is an instance of one-dimensional packet classification.
In this case, all packets destined to the set of addresses described by a common prefix may
be considered to be part of the same flow. Each rule has a route-prefix as its only compo-
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nent and has the next hop address associated with this prefix as the action. If we define the
priority of the rule to be the length of the route-prefix, determining the longest-matching
prefix for an incoming packet is equivalent to determining the best matching rule in the
classifier. The packet classification problem is therefore a generalization of the routing
lookup problem. Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis will present efficient algorithms for fast
packet classification in flow-aware routers.

3 Goals and metrics for lookup and classification algorithms
A lookup or classification algorithm preprocesses a routing table or a classifier to compute a data structure that is then used to lookup or classify incoming packets. This preprocessing is typically done in software in the routing processor, discussed in Section 1.1.
There are a number of properties that we desire for all lookup and classification algorithms:
• High speed.
• Low storage requirements.
• Flexibility in implementation.
• Ability to handle large real-life routing tables and classifiers.
• Low preprocessing time.
• Low update time.
• Scalability in the number of header fields (for classification algorithms only).
• Flexibility in specification (for classification algorithms only).

We now discuss each of these properties in detail.
• High speed — Increasing data rates of physical links require faster address look-

ups at routers. For example, links running at OC192c (approximately 10 Gbps)
rates need the router to process 31.25 million packets per second (assuming mini-
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mum-sized 40 byte TCP/IP packets).1 We generally require algorithms to perform
well in the worst case, e.g., classify packets at wire-speed. If this were not the
case, all packets (regardless of the flow they belong to) would need to be queued
before the classification function.This would defeat the purpose of distinguishing
and isolating flows, and applying different actions on them. For example, it would
make it much harder to control the delay of a flow through the router. At the same
time, in some applications, for example, those that do not provide qualities of service, a lookup or classification algorithm that performs well in the average case
may be acceptable, in fact desirable, because the average lookup performance can
be much higher than the worst-case performance. For such applications, the algorithm needs to process packets at the rate of 3.53 million packets per second for
OC192c links, assuming an average Internet packet size of approximately 354
bytes [121]. Table 1.7 lists the lookup performance required in one router port to
TABLE 1.7. Lookup performance required as a function of line-rate and packet size.

40-byte
packets
(Mpps)

84-byte
packets
(Mpps)

354-byte
packets
(Mpps)

Year

Line

Line-rate
(Gbps)

1995-7

T1

0.0015

0.0468

0.0022

0.00053

1996-8

OC3c

0.155

0.48

0.23

0.054

1997-8

OC12c

0.622

1.94

0.92

0.22

1999-2000

OC48c

2.50

7.81

3.72

0.88

(Now) 2000-1

OC192c

10.0

31.2

14.9

3.53

(Next) 2002-3

OC768c

40.0

125.0

59.5

14.1

1997-2000

1 GigabitEthernet

1.0

N.A.

1.49

0.35

1. In practice, IP packets are encapsulated and framed before being sent on SONET links. The most commonly used
encapsulation method is PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol) in HDLC-like framing. (HDLC stands for High-level Data Link
Control). This adds either 7 or 9 bytes of overhead (1 byte flag, 1 byte address, 1 byte control, 2 bytes protocol and 2 to
4 bytes of frame check sequence fields) to the packet. When combined with the SONET overhead (27 bytes of line and
section overhead in a 810 byte frame), the lookup rate required for 40 byte TCP/IP packets becomes approximately 25.6
Mpps. (Please see IETF RFC 1661/1662 for PPP/HDLC framing and RFC 1619/2615 for PPP over SONET.)
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handle a continuous stream of incoming packets of a given size (84 bytes is the
minimum size of a Gigabit-Ethernet frame — this includes a 64-byte packet, 7byte preamble, 1-byte start-of-frame delimiter, and 12 bytes of inter-frame gap).
• Flexibility in implementation — The forwarding engine may be implemented

either in software or in hardware depending upon the system requirements. Thus,
a lookup or classification algorithm should be suitable for implementation in both
hardware and software. For the highest speeds (e.g., for OC192c in the year
2000), we expect that hardware implementation will be necessary — hence, the
algorithm design should be amenable to pipelined implementation.
• Low storage requirements — We desire that the storage requirements of the data

structure computed by the algorithm be small. Small storage requirements enable
the use of fast but expensive memory technologies like SRAMs (Synchronous
Random Access Memories). A memory-efficient algorithm can benefit from an
on-chip cache if implemented in software, and from an on-chip SRAM if implemented in hardware.
• Ability to handle large real-life routing tables and classifiers — The algorithm

should scale well both in terms of storage and speed with the size of the forwarding table or the classifier. At the time of the writing of this thesis, the forwarding
tables of backbone routers contain approximately 98,000 route-prefixes and are
growing rapidly (as shown in Figure 1.9). A lookup engine deployed in the year
2001 should be able to support approximately 400,000-512,000 prefixes in order
to be useful for at least five years. Therefore, lookup and classification algorithms
should demonstrate good performance on current real-life routing tables and classifiers, as well as accommodate future growth.
• Low preprocessing time — Preprocessing time is the time taken by an algorithm

to compute the initial data structure. An algorithm that supports incremental
updates of its data structure is said to be “dynamic.” A “static” algorithm
requires the whole data structure to be recomputed each time a rule is added or
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deleted. In general, dynamic algorithms can tolerate larger preprocessing times
than static algorithms. (The absolute values differ with applications.)
• Low update time — Routing tables have been found to change fairly frequently,

often at the peak rate of a few hundred prefixes per second and at the average rate
of more than a few prefixes per second [47]. A lookup algorithm should be able to
update the data structure at least this fast. For classification algorithms, the update
rate differs widely among different applications — a very low update rate may be
sufficient in firewalls where entries are added manually or infrequently. On the
other hand, a classification algorithm must be able to support a high update rate in
so called “stateful” classifiers where a packet may dynamically trigger the addition or deletion of a new rule or a fine-granularity flow.
• Scalability in the number of header fields (for classification algorithms only) —

A classification algorithm should ideally allow matching on arbitrary fields,
including link-layer, network-layer, transport-layer and — in some cases — the
application-layer headers.1 For instance, URL (universal resource locator — the
identifier used to locate resources on the World Wide Web) based classification
may be used to route a user’s packets across a different network or to give the user
a different quality of service. Hence, while it makes sense to optimize for the
commonly used header fields, the classification algorithm should not preclude the
use of other header fields.
• Flexibility in specification (for classification algorithms only) — A classification

algorithm should support flexible rule specifications, including prefixes, operators
(such as range, less than, greater than, equal to, etc.) and wildcards. Even noncontiguous masks may be required, depending on the application using classification.

1. That is why packet-classifying routers have sometimes been called “layerless switches”.
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4 Outline of the thesis
This thesis proposes several novel lookup and classification algorithms. There is one
chapter devoted to each algorithm. Each chapter first presents background work related to
the algorithm. It then presents the motivation, key concepts, properties, and implementation results for the algorithm. It also evaluates the algorithm against the metrics outlined
above and against previous work on the subject.
Chapter 2 presents an overview of previous work on routing lookups. It proposes and
discusses a simple routing lookup algorithm optimized for implementation in dedicated
hardware. This algorithm performs the longest prefix matching operation in two memory
accesses that can be pipelined to give the throughput of one routing lookup every memory
access. This corresponds to 20 million packets per second with 50 ns DRAMs (Dynamic
Random Access Memories).
With the motivation of high speed routing lookups, Chapter 3 defines a new problem
of minimizing the average lookup time while keeping the maximum lookup time bounded.
This chapter then describes and analyzes two algorithms to solve this new problem.
Experiments show an improvement by a factor of 1.7 in the average number of memory
accesses per lookup over those obtained by worst-case lookup time minimization algorithms. Moreover, the algorithms proposed in this chapter support almost perfect balancing of the incoming lookup load, making them easily parallelizable for high speed designs.
In Chapter 4, we move on to the problem of multi-field packet classification. Chapter 4
provides an overview of previous work and highlights the issues in designing solutions for
this problem. This chapter proposes and discusses the performance of a novel algorithm
for fast classification on multiple header fields.
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Chapter 5 presents another new algorithm for high speed multi-field packet classification. This algorithm is different from the one proposed in Chapter 4 in that it supports fast
incremental updates, is otherwise slower, and occupies a smaller amount of storage.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes by discussing directions for future work in the area of fast
routing lookups and packet classification.
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CHAPTER

2

An Algorithm for Performing
Routing Lookups in Hardware

1 Introduction
This chapter describes a longest prefix matching algorithm to perform fast IPv4 route
lookups in hardware. The chapter first presents an overview of previous work on IP lookups in Section 2. As we will see, most longest prefix matching algorithms proposed in the
literature are designed primarily for implementation in software. They attempt to optimize
the storage requirements of their data structure, so that the data structure can fit in the fast
cache memories of high speed general purpose processors. As a result, these algorithms do
not lend themselves readily to hardware implementation.
Motivated by the observation in Section 3 of Chapter 1 that the performance of a
lookup algorithm is most often limited by the number of memory accesses, this chapter
presents an algorithm to perform the longest matching prefix operation for IPv4 route
lookups in hardware in two memory accesses. The accesses can be pipelined to achieve
one route lookup every memory access. With 50 ns DRAM, this corresponds to approximately 20 × 10 6 packets per second — enough to forward a continuous stream of 64-byte
packets arriving on an OC192c line.
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The lookup algorithm proposed in this chapter achieves high throughput by using precomputation and trading off storage space with lookup time. This has the side-effect of
increased update time and overhead to the central processor, and motivates the low-overhead update algorithms presented in Section 5 of this chapter.

1.1 Organization of the chapter
Section 2 provides an overview of previous work on route lookups and a comparative
evaluation of the different routing lookup schemes proposed in literature. Section 3
describes the proposed route lookup algorithm and its data structure. Section 4 discusses
some variations of the basic algorithm that make more efficient use of memory. Section 5
investigates how route entries can be quickly inserted and removed from the data structure. Finally, Section 6 concludes with a summary of the contributions of this chapter.

2 Background and previous work on route lookup algorithms
This section begins by briefly describing the basic data structures and algorithms for
longest prefix matching, followed by a description of some of the more recently proposed
schemes and a comparative evaluation (both qualitative and quantitative) of their performance. In each case, we provide only an overview, referring the reader to the original references for more details.

2.1 Background: basic data structures and algorithms
We will use the forwarding table shown in Table 2.1 as an example throughout this
subsection. This forwarding table has four prefixes of maximum width 5 bits, assumed to
have been added to the table in the sequence P1, P2, P3, P4.
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TABLE 2.1. An example forwarding table with four prefixes. The prefixes are written in binary with a ‘*’ denoting
one or more trailing wildcard bits — for instance, 10* is a 2-bit prefix.

Prefix

Next-hop

P1

111*

H1

P2

10*

H2

P3

1010*

H3

P4

10101

H4

2.1.1 Linear search
The simplest data structure is a linked-list of all prefixes in the forwarding table. The
lookup algorithm traverses the list of prefixes one at a time, and reports the longest matching prefix at the end of the traversal. Insertion and deletion algorithms perform trivial
linked-list operations. The storage complexity of this data structure for N prefixes is
O(N) . The lookup algorithm has time complexity O(N) and is thus too slow for practical

purposes when N is large. The insertion and deletion algorithms have time complexity
O(1) , assuming the location of the prefix to be deleted is known.

The average lookup time of a linear search algorithm can be made smaller if the prefixes are sorted in order of decreasing length. For example, with this modification, the prefixes of Table 2.1 would be kept in the order P4, P3, P1, P2; and the lookup algorithm
would be modified to simply stop traversal of the linked-list the first time it finds a matching prefix.
2.1.2 Caching of recently seen destination addresses
The idea of caching, first used for improving processor performance by keeping frequently accessed data close to the CPU [34], can be applied to routing lookups by keeping
recently seen destination addresses and their lookup results in a route-cache. A full lookup
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(using some longest prefix matching algorithm) is now performed only if the incoming
destination address is not already found in the cache.
Cache hit rate needs to be high in order to achieve a significant performance improvement. For example, if we assume that a full lookup is 20 times slower than a cache lookup,
the hit rate needs to be approximately 95% or higher for a performance improvement by a
factor of 10. Early studies [22][24][77] reported high cache hit rates with large parallel
caches: for instance, Partridge [77] reports a hit rate of 97% with a cache of size 10,000
entries, and 77% with a cache of size 2000 entries. Reference [77] suggests that the cache
size should scale linearly with the increase in the number of hosts or the amount of Internet traffic. This implies the need for exponentially growing cache sizes. Cache hit rates are
expected to decrease with the growth of Internet traffic because of decreasing temporal
locality [66]. The temporal locality of traffic is decreasing because of an increasing number of concurrent flows at high-speed aggregation points and decreasing duration of a
flow, probably because of an increasing number of short web transfers on the Internet.
A cache management scheme must decide which cache entry to replace upon addition
of a new entry. For a route cache, there is an additional overhead of flushing the cache on
route updates. Hence, low hit rates, together with cache search and management overhead,
may even degrade the overall lookup performance. Furthermore, the variability in lookup
times of different packets in a caching scheme is undesirable for the purpose of hardware
implementation. Because of these reasons, caching has generally fallen out of favor with
router vendors in the industry (see Cisco [120], Juniper [126] and Lucent [128]) who tout
fast hardware lookup engines that do not use caching.
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A
1
B
1

0
C

D
1

P2
1
E
0

G

P1

F

P3
1
P4

H

Trie node
next-hop-ptr (if prefix present)
left-ptr

right-ptr

Figure 2.1 A binary trie storing the prefixes of Table 2.1. The gray nodes store pointers to next-hops. Note
that the actual prefix values are never stored since they are implicit from their position in the trie and can be
recovered by the search algorithm. Nodes have been named A, B, ..., H in this figure for ease of reference.

2.1.3 Radix trie
A radix trie, or simply a trie,1 is a binary tree that has labeled branches, and that is traversed during a search operation using individual bits of the search key. The left branch of
a node is labeled ‘0’ and the right-branch is labeled ‘1.’ A node, v , represents a bit-string
formed by concatenating the labels of all branches in the path from the root node to v . A
prefix, p , is stored in the node that represents the bit-string p . For example, the prefix 0*
is stored in the left child of the root node.

1. The name trie comes from retrieval, but is pronounced “try”. See Section 6.3 on page 492 of Knuth [46] for more
details on tries.
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A trie for W -bit prefixes has a maximum depth of W nodes. The trie for the example
forwarding table of Table 2.1 is shown in Figure 2.1.
The longest prefix search operation on a given destination address proceeds bitwise
starting from the root node of the trie. The left (right) branch of the root node is taken if
the first bit of the address is ‘0’ (‘1’). The remaining bits of the address determine the path
of traversal in a similar manner. The search algorithm keeps track of the prefix encountered most recently on the path. When the search ends at a null pointer, this most recently
encountered prefix is the longest prefix matching the key. Therefore, finding the longest
matching prefix using a trie takes W memory accesses in the worst case, i.e., has time
complexity O(W) .
The insertion operation proceeds by using the same bit-by-bit traversal algorithm as
above. Branches and internal nodes that do not already exist in the trie are created as the
trie is traversed from the root node to the node representing the new prefix. Hence, insertion of a new prefix can lead to the addition of at most W other trie nodes. The storage
complexity of a W -bit trie with N prefixes is thus O(NW) .1
An IPv4 route lookup operation is slow on a trie because it requires up to 32 memory
accesses in the worst case. Furthermore, a significant amount of storage space is wasted in
a trie in the form of pointers that are null, and that are on chains — paths with 1-degree
nodes, i.e., that have only one child (e.g., path BCEGH in Figure 2.1).
Example 2.1: Given an incoming 5-bit address 10111 to be looked up in the trie of Figure 2.1,
the longest prefix matching algorithm takes the path ABCE before reaching a null
pointer. The last prefix encountered on this path, prefix P2 (10*) in node C, is the
desired longest matching prefix.

1. The total amount of space is, in fact, slightly less than NW because prefixes share trie branches near the root node.
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A
1
B
1

0
C

P1

P2

D

1
P2

E

0
F

P3 P4

Leaf-pushed trie node
left-ptr or next-hop-ptr

right-ptr or next-hop-ptr

Figure 2.2 A leaf-pushed binary trie storing the prefixes of Table 2.1.

As Figure 2.1 shows, each trie node keeps a pointer each to its children nodes, and if it
contains a prefix, also a pointer to the actual forwarding table entry (to recover the nexthop address). Storage space for the pointer can be saved by ‘pushing’ the prefixes to the
leaves of the trie so that no internal node of the trie contains a prefix. Such a trie is referred
to as a leaf-pushed trie, and is shown in Figure 2.2 for the binary trie of Figure 2.1. Note
that this may lead to replication of the same next-hop pointer at several trie nodes.
2.1.4 PATRICIA1
A Patricia tree is a variation of a trie data structure, with the difference that it has no 1degree nodes. Each chain is compressed to a single node in a Patricia tree. Hence, the traversal algorithm may not necessarily inspect all bits of the address consecutively, skipping
over bits that formed part of the label of some previous trie chain. Each node now stores
an additional field denoting the bit-position in the address that determines the next branch

1. PATRICIA is an abbreviation for “Practical Algorithm To Retrieve Information Coded In Alphanumeric”. It is simply
written as “Patricia” in normal text.
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1

0

C
P1
111*

3

0
D

P2
10*

1
E
5

F
P3
1010*

0

1
G
P4
10101

Patricia tree internal node
bit-position
left-ptr

right-ptr

Figure 2.3 The Patricia tree for the example routing table in Table 2.1. The numbers inside the internal
nodes denote bit-positions (the most significant bit position is numbered 1). The leaves store the complete
key values.

to be taken at this node. The original Patricia tree [64] did not have support for prefixes.
However, prefixes can be concatenated with trailing zeroes and added to a Patricia tree.
Figure 2.3 shows the Patricia tree for our running example of the routing table. Since a
Patricia tree is a complete binary tree (i.e., has nodes of degree either 0 or 2), it has exactly
N external nodes (leaves) and N – 1 internal nodes. The space complexity of a Patricia

tree is thus O(N) .
Prefixes are stored in the leaves of a Patricia tree. A leaf node may have to keep a linear list of prefixes, because prefixes are concatenated with trailing zeroes. The lookup
algorithm descends the tree from the root node to a leaf node similar to that in a trie. At
each node, it probes the address for the bit indicated by the bit-position field in the node.
The value of this bit determines the branch to be taken out of the node. When the algorithm reaches a leaf, it attempts to match the address with the prefix stored at the leaf. This
prefix is the desired answer if a match is found. Otherwise, the algorithm has to recursively backtrack and continue the search in the other branch of this leaf’s parent node.
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Hence, the lookup complexity in a Patricia tree is quite high, and can reach O(W 2) in the
worst case.
Example 2.2: Give an incoming 5-bit address 10111 to be looked up in the Patricia tree of Figure
2.3, the longest prefix matching algorithm takes the path ABEG, and compares the
address to the prefix stored in leaf node G. Since it does not match, the algorithm
backtracks to the parent node E and tries to compare the address to the prefix
stored in leaf node F. Since it does not match again, the algorithm backtracks to the
parent node B and finally matches prefix P2 in node D.

Instead of storing prefixes concatenated with trailing zeros as above, a longest prefix
matching algorithm may also form a data structure with W different Patricia trees — one
for each of the W prefix lengths. The algorithm searches for an exact match in each of the
trees in decreasing order of prefix-lengths. The first match found yields the longest prefix
matching the given address. One exact match operation on a Patricia tree takes O(W) time.
2

Hence, a longest prefix matching operation on this data structure will take O(W ) time and
still have O(N) storage complexity.
2.1.5 Path-compressed trie
A Patricia tree loses information while compressing chains because it remembers only
the label on the last branch comprising the chain — the bit-string represented by the other
branches of the uncompressed chain is lost. Unlike a Patricia trie, a path-compressed trie
node stores the complete bit-string that the node would represent in the uncompressed
basic trie. The lookup algorithm matches the address with this bit-string before traversing
the subtrie rooted at that node. This eliminates the need for backtracking and decreases
lookup time to at most W memory accesses. The storage complexity remains O(N) . The
path-compressed trie for the example forwarding table of Table 2.1 is shown in Figure 2.4.
Example 2.3: Give an incoming 5-bit address 10111 to be looked up in the path-compressed trie
of Figure 2.4, the longest prefix matching algorithm takes path AB and encounters
a null pointer on the right branch at node B. Hence, the most recently encountered
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next-hop (if prefix present)

bit-position
right-ptr

Figure 2.4 The path-compressed trie for the example routing table in Table 2.1. Each node is represented
by (bitstring,next-hop,bit-position).

prefix P2, stored in node B, yields the desired longest matching prefix for the given
address.

2.2 Previous work on route lookups
2.2.1 Early lookup schemes
The route lookup implementation in BSD unix [90][98] uses a Patricia tree and avoids
implementing recursion by keeping explicit parent pointers in every node. Reference [90]
reports that the expected length of a search on a Patricia tree with N non-prefix entries is
1.44 log N . This implies a total of 24 bit tests and 24 memory accesses for N = 98, 000

prefixes. Doeringer et al [19] propose the dynamic prefix trie data structure — a variant of
the Patricia data structure that supports non-recursive search and update operations. Each
node of this data structure has six fields — five fields contain pointers to other nodes of the
data structure and one field stores a bit-index to guide the search algorithm as in a Patricia
tree. A lookup operation requires two traversals along the tree, the first traversal descends
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the tree to a leaf node and the second backtracks to find the longest prefix matching the
given address. The insertion and deletion algorithms as reported in [19] need to handle a
number of special cases and seem difficult to implement in hardware.
2.2.2 Multi-ary trie and controlled prefix expansion
A binary trie inspects one bit at a time, and potentially has a depth of W for W -bit
addresses. The maximum depth can be decreased to W ⁄ k by inspecting k bits at a time.
k

This is achieved by increasing the degree of each internal node to 2 . The resulting trie is
k

k

called a 2 -way or 2 -ary trie, and has a maximum of W ⁄ k levels. The number of bits
inspected by the lookup algorithm at each trie node, k , is referred to as the stride of the
trie. While multi-ary tries have been discussed previously by researchers (e.g., see page
496 of [46], page 408 of [86]), the first detailed exposition in relation to prefixes and routing tables can be found in [97].
Prefixes are stored in a multi-ary trie in the following manner: If the length of a prefix
is an integral multiple of k , say mk , the prefix is stored at level m of the trie. Otherwise, a
prefix of length that is not a multiple of k needs to be expanded to form multiple prefixes,
all of whose lengths are integer multiples of k . For example, a prefix of length k – 1 needs
k

to be expanded to two prefixes of length k each, that can then be stored in a 2 -ary trie.
Example 2.4: The 4-ary trie to store the prefixes in the forwarding table of Table 2.1 is shown in
Figure 2.5. While prefixes P2 and P3 are stored directly without expansion, the
lengths of prefixes P1 and P4 are not multiples of 2 and hence these prefixes need
to be expanded. P1 expands to form the prefixes P11 and P12, while P4 expands to
form prefixes P41 and P42. All prefixes are now of lengths either 2 or 4.

Expansion of prefixes increases the storage consumption of the multi-ary trie data
structure because of two reasons: (1) The next-hop corresponding to a prefix needs to be
stored in multiple trie nodes after expansion; (2) There is a greater number of unused
(null) pointers in a node. For example, there are 8 nodes, 7 branches, and 8 × 2 – 7 = 9
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Figure 2.5 A 4-ary trie storing the prefixes of Table 2.1. The gray nodes store pointers to next-hops.

null pointers in the binary trie of Figure 2.1, while there are 8 nodes, 7 branches, and
8 × 4 – 7 = 25 null pointers in the 4-ary trie of Figure 2.5. The decreased lookup time

therefore comes at the cost of increased storage space requirements. The degree of expansion controls this trade-off of storage versus speed in the multi-ary trie data structure.
Each node of the expanded trie is represented by an array of pointers. This array has
k

size 2 and the pointer at index j of the array represents the branch numbered j and points
to the child node at that branch.
A generalization of this idea is to have different strides at each level of the (expanded)
trie. For example, a 32-bit binary trie can be expanded to create a four-level expanded trie
with any of the following sequence of strides: 10,10,8,4; or 8,8,8,8, and so on. Srinivasan
et al [93][97] discuss these variations in greater detail. They propose an elegant dynamic
programming algorithm to compute the optimal sequence of strides that, given a forwarding table and a desired maximum number of levels, minimizes the storage requirements of
the expanded trie (called a fixed-stride trie) data structure. The algorithm runs in O(W 2 D)
time, where D is the desired maximum depth. However, updates to a fixed-stride trie
could result in a suboptimal sequence of strides and need costly re-runs of the dynamic
programming optimization algorithm. Furthermore, implementation of a trie whose strides
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depend on the properties of the forwarding table may be too complicated to perform in
hardware.
The authors [93][97] extend the idea further by allowing each trie node to have a different stride, and call the resulting trie a variable-stride trie. They propose another
dynamic programming algorithm, that, given a forwarding table and a maximum depth D ,
computes the optimal stride at each trie node to minimize the total storage consumed by
2

the variable-stride trie data structure. The algorithm runs in O(NW D) time for a forwarding table with N prefixes.
Measurements in [97] (see page 61) report that the dynamic programming algorithm
takes 1 ms on a 300 MHz Pentium-II processor to compute an optimal fixed-stride trie for
a forwarding table with 38,816 prefixes. This table is obtained from the MAE-EAST NAP
(source [124]). We will call this forwarding table the reference MAE-EAST forwarding
table as it will be used for comparison of the different algorithms proposed in this section.
This trie has a storage requirement of 49 Mbytes for two levels and 1.8 Mbytes for three
levels. The dynamic programming algorithm that computes the optimal variable-stride trie
computes a data structure that consumes 1.6 Mbytes for 2 levels in 130 ms, and 0.57
Mbytes for 3 levels in 871 ms.
2.2.3 Level-compressed trie (LC-trie)
We saw earlier that expansion compresses the number of levels in a trie at the cost of
increased storage space. Space is especially wasted in the sparsely populated portions of
the trie, which are themselves better compressed by the technique of path compression
mentioned in Section 2.1.5. Nilsson [69] introduces the LC-trie, a trie structure with combined path and level compression. An LC-trie is created from a binary trie as follows.
First, path compression is applied to the binary trie. Second, every node v that is rooted at
a complete subtrie of maximum depth k is expanded to create a 2 k -degree node v' . The
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leaves of the subtrie rooted at node v' in the basic trie become the 2 k children of v' . This
expansion is carried out recursively on each subtrie of the basic trie This is done with the
motivation of minimizing storage while still having a small number of levels in the trie.
An example of an LC-trie is shown in Figure 2.6.
The construction of an LC-trie for N prefixes takes O(N log N) time [69]. Incremental
updates are not supported. Reference [97] notes that an LC-trie is a special case of a variable-stride trie, and the dynamic programming optimization algorithm of [97] would
indeed result in the LC-trie if it were the optimal solution for a given set of prefixes. The
LC-trie data structure consumes 0.7 Mbytes on the reference MAE-EAST forwarding
table consisting of 38,816 prefixes and has 7 levels. This is worse than the 4-level optimal
variable-stride trie, which consumes 0.4 Mbytes [97].
2.2.4 The Lulea algorithm
The Lulea algorithm, proposed by Degermark et al [17], is motivated by the objective
of minimizing the storage requirements of their data structure, so that it can fit in the L1cache of a conventional general purpose processor (e.g., Pentium or Alpha processor).
Their algorithm expands the 32-bit binary trie to a three-level leaf-pushed trie with the
stride sequence of 16, 8 and 8. Each level is optimized separately. We discuss some of the
optimizations in this subsection and refer the reader to [17] for more details.
The first optimization reduces the storage consumption of an array when a number of
consecutive array elements have the same value; i.e., there are Q distinct elements in the
array of size M , with Q « M . For example, an 8-element array that has values
ABBBBCCD could be represented by two arrays: one array, bitarr, stores the 8 bits
1100101, and the second array, valarr, stores the actual pointer values ABCD. The value
of an element at a location j is accessed by first counting the number of bits that are ‘1’ in
bitarr[1..j], say p , and then accessing valarr[p].
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Figure 2.6 An example of an LC-trie. The binary trie is first path-compressed (compressed nodes are
circled). Resulting nodes rooted at complete subtries are then expanded. The end result is a trie which has
nodes of different degrees.
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Hence, an array of M V -bit elements, with Q of them containing distinct values, consumes MV bits when the elements are stored directly in the array, and M + QV bits with
this optimization. The optimization, however, comes with two costs incurred at the time
the array is accessed: (1) the appropriate number of bits that are ‘1’ need to be counted,
and (2) two memory accesses need to be made.
The Lulea algorithm applies this idea to the root node of the trie that contains
2 16 = 64K pointers (either to the next-hop or to a node in the next level). As we saw in

Section 2.2.2, pointers at several consecutive locations could have the same value if they
are the next-hop pointers of a shorter prefix that has been expanded to 16 bits. Storage
space can thus be saved by the optimization mentioned above. In order to decrease the
cost of counting the bits in the 64K-wide bitmap, the algorithm divides the bitmap into 16bit chunks and keeps a precomputed sum of the bits that are ‘1’ in another array, base_ptr,
of size ( 64K ) ⁄ 16 = 4K bits.
The second optimization made by the Lulea algorithm eliminates the need to store the
64K-wide bitmap. They note that the 16-bit bitmap values are not arbitrary. Instead, they
are derived from complete binary trees, and hence are much fewer in number (678 [17])
16

than the maximum possible 2 . This allows them to encode each bitmap by a 10-bit number (called codeword) and use another auxiliary table, called maptable, a two-dimensional
array of size 10, 848 = 678 × 16 . maptable[c][j] gives the precomputed number of bits
that are ‘1’ in the 16-bit bitmap corresponding to codeword c before the bit-position j .
This has the net effect of replacing the need to count the number of bits that are ‘1’ with an
additional memory access into maptable.
The Lulea algorithm makes similar optimizations at the second and third levels of the
trie. These optimizations decrease the data structure storage requirements to approximately 160 Kbytes for the reference forwarding table with 38,816 prefixes — an average
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of only 4.2 bytes per prefix. However, the optimizations made by the Lulea algorithm have
two disadvantages:
1. It is difficult to support incremental updates in the (heavily-optimized) data

structure. For example, an addition of a new prefix may lead to a change in all the
entries of the precomputed array base_ptr.
2. The benefits of the optimizations are dependent on the structure of the forward-

ing table. Hence, it is difficult to predict the worst-case storage requirements of
the data structure as a function of the number of prefixes.
2.2.5 Binary search on prefix lengths
The longest prefix matching operation can be decomposed into W exact match search
operations, one each on prefixes of fixed length. This decomposition can be viewed as a
linear search of the space 1…W of prefix lengths, or equivalently binary-trie levels. An
algorithm that performs a binary search on this space has been proposed by Waldvogel et
al [108]. This algorithm uses hashing for an exact match search operation among prefixes
of the same length.
Given an incoming address, a linear search on the space of prefix lengths requires
probing each of the W hash tables, H 1 …H W , — which requires W hash operations and W
hashed memory accesses.1 The binary search algorithm [108] stores in H j , not only the
prefixes of length j , but also the internal trie nodes (called markers in [108]) at level j .
The algorithm first probes H W ⁄ 2 . If a node is found in this hash table, there is no need to
probe tables H 1 …H W ⁄ 2 – 1 . If no node is found, hash tables H W ⁄ 2 + 1 …H W need not be
probed. The remaining hash tables are similarly probed in a binary search manner. This
requires O(log W) hashed memory accesses for one lookup operation. This data structure
has storage complexity O(NW) since there could be up to W markers for a prefix — each
internal node in the trie on the path from the root node to the prefix is a marker. Reference

1. A hashed memory access takes O(1) time on average. However, the worst case could be O(N) in the pathological
case of a collision among all N hashed elements.
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[108] notes that not all W markers need actually be kept. Only the log W markers that
would be probed by the binary search algorithm need be stored in the corresponding hash
tables — for instance, an IPv4 prefix of length 22 needs markers only for prefix lengths 16
and 20. This decreases the storage complexity to O(N log W) .
The idea of binary search on trie levels can be combined with prefix expansion. For
example, binary search on the levels of a 2 k -ary trie can be performed in time
k

O(log ( W ⁄ k ) ) and storage O(N2 + N log ( W ⁄ k ) ) .

Binary search on trie levels is an elegant idea. The lookup time scales logarithmically
with address length. The idea could be used for performing lookups in IPv6 (the next version of IP) which has 128-bit addresses. Measurements on IPv4 routing tables [108], however, do not indicate significant performance improvements over other proposed
algorithms, such as trie expansion or the Lulea algorithm. Incremental insertion and deletion operations are also not supported, because of the several optimizations performed by
the algorithm to keep the storage requirements of the data structure small [108].
2.2.6 Binary search on intervals represented by prefixes
We saw in Section 1.2 of Chapter 1 that each prefix represents an interval (a contiguous range) of addresses. Because longer prefixes represent shorter intervals, finding the
longest prefix matching a given address is equivalent to finding the narrowest enclosing
interval of the point represented by the address. Figure 2.7(a) represents the prefixes in the
example forwarding table of Table 2.1 on a number line that stretches from address 00000
to 11111. Prefix P3 is the longest prefix matching address 10100 because the interval
[ 10100…10101 ] represented by P3 encloses the point 10100, and is the narrowest such

interval.
The intervals created by the prefixes partition the number line into a set of disjoint
intervals (called basic intervals) between consecutive end-points (see Figure 2.7(b)).
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Figure 2.7 (not drawn to scale) (a) shows the intervals represented by prefixes of Table 2.1. Prefix P0 is
the “default” prefix. The figure shows that finding the longest matching prefix is equivalent to finding the
narrowest enclosing interval. (b) shows the partitioning of the number line into disjoint intervals created
from (a). This partition can be represented by a sorted list of end-points.

Lampson et al [49] suggest an algorithm that precomputes the longest prefix for every
basic interval in the partition. If we associate every basic interval with its left end-point,
the partition could be stored by a sorted list of left-endpoints of the basic intervals. The
longest prefix matching problem then reduces to the problem of finding the closest left
end-point in this list, i.e., the value in the sorted list that is the largest value not greater
than the given address. This can be found by a binary search on the sorted list.
Each prefix contributes two end-points, and hence the size of the sorted list is at most
2N + 1 (including the leftmost point of the number line). One lookup operation therefore

takes O(log ( 2N ) ) time and O(N) storage space. It is again difficult to support fast incremental updates in the worst case, because insertion or deletion of a (short) prefix can
change the longest matching prefixes of several basic intervals in the partition.1 In our

1. This should not happen too often in the average case. Also note that the binary search tree itself needs to be updated
with up to two new values on the insertion or deletion of a prefix.
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simple example of Figure 2.7(b), deletion of prefix P2 requires changing the associated
longest matching prefix of two basic intervals to P0.
Reference [49] describes a modified scheme that uses expansion at the root and implements a multiway search (instead of a binary search) on the sorted list in order to (1)
decrease the number of memory accesses required and (2) take advantage of the cacheline size of high speed processors. Measurements for a 16-bit expansion at the root and a
6-way search algorithm on the reference MAE-EAST forwarding table with 38,816 entries
showed a worst-case lookup time of 490 ns, storage of 0.95 Mbytes, build time of 5.8 s,
and insertion time of around 350 ms on a 200 MHz Pentium Pro with 256 Kbytes of L2
cache.
TABLE 2.2. Complexity comparison of the different lookup algorithms. A ‘-’ in the update column denotes that
incremental updates are not supported. A ‘-’ in the row corresponding to the Lulea scheme denotes that it
is not possible to analyze the complexity of this algorithm because it is dependent on the structure of the
forwarding table.

Algorithm

Lookup
complexity

Storage
complexity

Updatetime
complexity

Binary trie

W

NW

W

Patricia

W2

N

W

Path-compressed trie

W

N

W

Multi-ary trie

W⁄k

2 NW ⁄ k

k

-

LC-trie

W⁄k

2 NW ⁄ k

k

-

Lulea scheme

-

-

-

Binary search on
lengths

log W

N log W

-

Binary search on intervals

log ( 2N )

N

-

Theoretical lower
bound [102]

log W

N

-
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2.2.7 Summary of previous algorithms
Table 2.2 gives a summary of the complexities, and Table 2.3 gives a summary of the
performance numbers (reproduced from [97], page 42) of the algorithms reviewed in Section 2.2.1 to Section 2.2.6. Note that each algorithm was developed with a software implementation in mind.
TABLE 2.3. Performance comparison of different lookup algorithms.

Algorithm

Worst-case lookup
time on 300 MHz
Pentium-II with 15ns
512KB L2 cache (ns).

Storage requirements (Kbytes) on
the reference MAE-EAST
forwarding table consisting of
38,816 prefixes, taken from [124].

Patricia (BSD)

2500

3262

Multi-way fixed-stride
optimal trie (3-levels)

298

1930

Multi-way fixed stride
optimal trie (5 levels)

428

660

LC-trie

-

700

Lulea scheme

409

160

Binary search on
lengths

650

1600

6-way search on intervals

490

950

2.2.8 Previous work on lookups in hardware: CAMs
The primary motivation for hardware implementation of the lookup function comes
from the need for higher packet processing capacity (at OC48c or OC192c speeds) that is
typically not obtainable by software implementations. For instance, almost all high speed
products from major router vendors today perform route lookups in hardware.1 A software
implementation has the advantage of being more flexible, and can be easily adapted in
case of modifications to the protocol. However, it seems that the need for flexibility within
1. For instance, the OC48c linecards built by Cisco [120], Juniper [126] and Lucent [128] use silicon-based forwarding
engines.
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the IPv4 route lookup function should be minimal — IPv4 is in such widespread use that
changes to either the addressing architecture or the longest prefix matching mechanism
seem to be unlikely in the foreseeable future.
A fully associative memory, or content-addressable memory (CAM), can be used to
perform an exact match search operation in hardware in a single clock cycle. A CAM
takes as input a search key, compares the key in parallel with all the elements stored in its
memory array, and gives as output the memory address at which the matching element
was stored. If some data is associated with the stored elements, this data can also be
returned as output. Now, a longest prefix matching operation on 32-bit IP addresses can be
performed by an exact match search in 32 separate CAMs [45][52]. This is clearly an
expensive solution: each of the 32 CAMs needs to be big enough to store N prefixes in
absence of apriori knowledge of the prefix length distribution (i.e., the number of prefixes
of a certain length).
A better solution is to use a ternary-CAM (TCAM), a more flexible type of CAM that
enables comparisons of the input key with variable length elements. Assume that each element can be of length from 1 to W bits. A TCAM stores an element as a (val, mask) pair;
where val and mask are each W -bit numbers. If the element is Y bits wide, 1 ≤ Y ≤ W , the
most significant Y bits of the val field are made equal to the value of the element, and the
most significant Y bits of the mask are made ‘1.’ The remaining ( W – Y ) bits of the mask
are ‘0.’ The mask is thus used to denote the length of an element. The least significant
( W – Y ) bits of val can be set to either ‘0’ or ‘1,’ and are “don’t care” (i.e., ignored).1 For

example, if W = 5 , a prefix 10* will be stored as the pair (10000, 11000). An element
matches a given input key by checking if those bits of val for which the mask bit is ‘1’ are

1. In effect, a TCAM stores each bit of the element as one of three possible values (0,1,X) where X represents a wildcard, or a don’t care bit. This is more powerful than needed for storing prefixes, but we will see the need for this in Chapter 4, when we discuss packet classification.
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Figure 2.8 Showing the lookup operation using a ternary-CAM. Pi denotes the set of prefixes of length i.

identical to those in the key. In other words, (val, mask) matches an input key if (val & m)
equals (key & m), where & denotes the bitwise-AND operation and m denotes the mask.
A TCAM is used for longest prefix matching in the manner indicated by Figure 2.8.
The TCAM memory array stores prefixes as (val, mask) pairs in decreasing order of prefix
lengths. The memory array compares a given input key with each element. It follows by
definition that an element (val, mask) matches the key if and only if it is a prefix of that
key. The memory array indicates the matched elements by setting corresponding bits in
the N -bit bitvector, matched_bv, to ‘1.’ The location of the longest matching prefix can
then be obtained by using an N -bit priority encoder that takes in matched_bv as input, and
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outputs the location of the lowest bit that is ‘1’ in the bitvector. This is then used as an
address to a RAM to access the next-hop associated with this prefix.
A TCAM has the advantages of speed and simplicity. However, there are two main
disadvantages of TCAMs:
1. A TCAM is more expensive and can store fewer bits in the same chip area as

compared to a random access memory (RAM) — one bit in an SRAM typically
requires 4-6 transistors, while one bit in a TCAM typically requires 11-15 transistors (two SRAM cells plus at least 3 transistors [87]). A 2 Mb TCAM (biggest
TCAM in production at the time of writing) running at 50-100 MHz costs about
$60-$70 today, while an 8 Mb SRAM (biggest SRAM commonly available at the
time of writing) running at 200 MHz costs about $20-$40. Note that one needs at
least 512K × 32b = 16 Mb of TCAM to support 512K prefixes. This can be
achieved today by depth-cascading (a technique to increase the depth of a CAM)
eight ternary-CAMs, further increasing the system cost. Newer TCAMs, based on
a dynamic cell similar to that used in a DRAM, have also been proposed [130],
and are attractive because they can achieve higher densities. One, as yet unsolved,
issue with such DRAM-based CAMs is the presence of hard-to-detect soft errors
caused by alpha particles in the dynamic memory cells.1
2. A TCAM dissipates a large amount of power because the circuitry of a TCAM

row (that stores one element) is such that electric current is drawn in every row
that has an unmatched prefix. An incoming address matches at most W prefixes,
one of each length — hence, most of the elements are unmatched. Because of this
reason, a TCAM consumes a lot of power even under the normal mode of operation. This is to be contrasted with an SRAM, where the normal mode of operation
results in electric current being drawn only by the element accessed at the input
memory address. At the time of writing, a 2 Mb TCAM chip running at 50 MHz
dissipates about 5-8 watts of power [127][131].

1. Detection and correction of soft errors is easier in random access dynamic memories, because only one row is
accessed in one memory operation. Usually, one keeps an error detection/correction code (EC) with each memory row,
and verifies the EC upon accessing a row. This does not apply in a CAM because all memory rows are accessed simultaneously, while only one result is made available as output. Hence, it is difficult to verify the EC for all rows in one search
operation. One possibility is to include the EC with each element in the CAM and require that a match be indicated only
if both the element and its EC match the incoming key and the expected EC. This approach however does not take care
of elements that should have been matched, but do not because of memory errors. Also, this mechanism does not work
for ternary CAM elements because of the presence of wildcarded bits.
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An important issue concerns fast incremental updates in a TCAM. As elements need
to be sorted in decreasing order of prefix lengths, the addition of a prefix may require a
large number of elements to be shifted. This can be avoided by keeping unused elements
between the set of prefixes of length i and i + 1 . However, that wastes space and only
improves the average case update time. An optimal algorithm for managing the empty
space in a TCAM has been proposed in [88].
In summary, TCAMs have become denser and faster over the years, but still remain a
costly solution for the IPv4 route lookup problem.

3 Proposed algorithm
The algorithm proposed in this section is motivated by the need for an inexpensive and
fast lookup solution that can be implemented in pipelined hardware, and that can handle
updates with low overhead to the central processor. This section first discusses the
assumptions and the key observations that form the basis of the algorithm, followed by the
details of the algorithm.

3.1 Assumptions
The algorithm proposed in this section is specific to IPv4 and does not scale to IPv6,
the next version of IP. It is based on the assumption that a hardware solution optimized for
IPv4 will be useful for a number of years because of the continued popularity of IPv4 and
delayed widespread use of IPv6 in the Internet. IPv6 was introduced in 1995 to eliminate
the impending problem of IPv4 address space exhaustion and uses 128-bit addresses
instead of 32-bit IPv4 addresses. Our assumption is supported by the observation that IPv6
has seen only limited deployment to date, probably because of a combination of the following reasons:
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1. ISPs are reluctant to convert their network to use an untested technology, partic-

ularly a completely new Internet protocol.
2. The industry has meanwhile developed other techniques (such as network

address translation, or NAT [132]) that alleviate the address space exhaustion
problem by enabling reuse of IPv4 addresses inside administrative domains (for
instance, large portions of the networks in China and Microsoft are behind network elements performing NAT).
3. The addressing and routing architecture in IPv6 has led to new technical issues

in areas such as multicast and multi-homing. We do not discuss these issues in
detail here, but refer the reader to [20][125].

3.2 Observations
The route lookup scheme presented here is based on the following two key observations:
1. Because of route-aggregation at intermediate routers (mentioned in Chapter 1),

routing tables at higher speed backbone routers contain few entries with prefixes
longer than 24-bits. This is verified by a plot of prefix length distribution of the
backbone routing tables taken from the PAIX NAP on April 11, 2000 [124], as
shown in Figure 2.9 (note the logarithmic scale on the y-axis). In this example,
99.93% of the prefixes are 24-bits or less. A similar prefix length distribution is
seen in the routing tables at other backbone routers. Also, this distribution has
hardly changed over time.
2. DRAM memory is cheap, and continues to get cheaper by a factor of approxi-

mately two every year. 64 Mbytes of SDRAM (synchronous DRAM) cost around
$50 in April 2000 [129]. Memory densities are following Moore’s law and doubling every eighteen months. The net result is that a large amount of memory is
available at low cost. This observation provides the motivation for trading off
large amounts of memory for lookup speed. This is in contrast to most of the previous work (mentioned in Section 2.2) that seeks to minimize the storage requirements of the data structure.
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Figure 2.9 The distribution of prefix lengths in the PAIX routing table on April 11, 2000. (Source: [124]).
The number of prefixes longer than 24 bits is less than 0.07%.

TBL24
Dstn
Addr.
0
24
224
entries

TBLlong

Next
Hop

23
31

8

Figure 2.10 Proposed DIR-24-8-BASIC architecture. The next-hop result comes from either TBL24 or
TBLlong.

3.3 Basic scheme
The basic scheme, called DIR-24-8-BASIC, makes use of the two tables shown in Figure 2.10. The first table (called TBL24) stores all possible route-prefixes that are up to, and
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If longest prefix with this 24-bit prefix is < 25 bits long:
Next-hop

0
1 bit

15 bits

If longest prefix with this 24 bits prefix is > 24 bits long:
1

Index into 2nd table TBLlong

1 bit

15 bits

Figure 2.11 TBL24 entry format

including, 24-bits long. This table has 224 entries, addressed from 0 (corresponding to the
24-bits being 0.0.0) to 2

24

– 1 (255.255.255). Each entry in TBL24 has the format shown

in Figure 2.11. The second table (TBLlong) stores all route-prefixes in the routing table
that are longer than 24-bits. This scheme can be viewed as a fixed-stride trie with two levels: the first level with a stride of 24, and the second level with a stride of 8. We will refer
to this as a (24,8) split of the 32-bit binary trie. In this sense, the scheme can be viewed as
a special case of the general scheme of expanding tries [93].
A prefix, X, is stored in the following manner: if X is less than or equal to 24 bits long,
it need only be stored in TBL24: the first bit of such an entry is set to zero to indicate that
the remaining 15 bits designate the next-hop. If, on the other hand, prefix X is longer than
24 bits, the first bit of the entry indexed by the first 24 bits of X in TBL24 is set to one to
indicate that the remaining 15 bits contain a pointer to a set of entries in TBLlong.
In effect, route-prefixes shorter than 24-bits are expanded; e.g. the route-prefix
128.23.0.0/16 will have 2

24 – 16

= 256 entries associated with it in TBL24, ranging from

the memory address 128.23.0 through 128.23.255. All 256 entries will have exactly the
same contents (the next-hop corresponding to the route-prefix 128.23.0.0/16). By using
memory inefficiently, we can find the next-hop information within one memory access.
TBLlong contains all route-prefixes that are longer than 24 bits. Each 24-bit prefix that
8

has at least one route longer than 24 bits is allocated 2 = 256 entries in TBLlong. Each
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entry in TBLlong corresponds to one of the 256 possible longer prefixes that share the single 24-bit prefix in TBL24. Note that because only the next-hop is stored in each entry of
the second table, it need be only 1 byte wide (under the assumption that there are fewer
than 255 next-hop routers – this assumption could be relaxed for wider memory.
Given an incoming destination address, the following steps are taken by the algorithm:
1. Using the first 24-bits of the address as an index into the first table TBL24, the

algorithm performs a single memory read, yielding 2 bytes.
2. If the first bit equals zero, then the remaining 15 bits describe the next-hop.
3. Otherwise (i.e., if the first bit equals one), the algorithm multiplies the remain-

ing 15 bits by 256, adds the product to the last 8 bits of the original destination
address (achieved by shifting and concatenation), and uses this value as a direct
index into TBLlong, which contains the next-hop.
3.3.1 Examples
Consider the following examples of how route lookups are performed using the table in Fig-

ure 2.12.
Example 2.5: Assume that the following routes are already in the table: 10.54.0.0/16,
10.54.34.0/24, 10.54.34.192/26. The first route requires entries in TBL24 that correspond to the 24-bit prefixes 10.54.0 through 10.54.255 (except for 10.54.34). The
second and third routes require that the second table be used (because both of them
have the same first 24-bits and one of them is more than 24-bits long). So, in
TBL24, the algorithm inserts a ‘1’ bit, followed by an index (in the example, the
index equals 123) into the entry corresponding to the 10.54.34 prefix. In the second
table, 256 entries are allocated starting with memory location 123 × 256 . Most of
these locations are filled in with the next-hop corresponding to the 10.54.34 route,
but 64 of them (those from ( 123 × 256 ) + 192 to ( 123 × 256 ) + 255 ) are filled
in with the next-hop corresponding to the route-prefix 10.54.34.192.

We now consider some examples of packet lookups.
Example 2.6: If a packet arrives with the destination address 10.54.22.147, the first 24 bits are
used as an index into TBL24, and will return an entry with the correct next-hop
(A).
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TBLlong
Entry
Number

Contents

123*256

10.53.255

B

10.54.0

0 A

123*256+1 B

10.54.1

0 A

123*256+2 B

10.54.33

0 A

123*256+191 B

10.54.34

1 123

123*256+192 C

10.54.35

0 A

123*256+193 C

10.54.255 0 A

123*256+255 C

10.55.0

124*256

Forwarding Table
(10.54.0.0/16, A)
(10.54.34.0/24, B)
(10.54.34.192/26, C)

256 entries
allocated to
10.54.34
prefix

C

Figure 2.12 Example with three prefixes.

Example 2.7: If a packet arrives with the destination address 10.54.34.14, the first 24 bits are
used as an index into the first table, which indicates that the second table must be
consulted. The lower 15 bits of the TBL24 entry (123 in this example) are combined with the lower 8 bits of the destination address and used as an index into the
second table. After two memory accesses, the table returns the next-hop (B).

Example 2.8: If a packet arrives with the destination address 10.54.34.194, TBL24 indicates that
TBLlong must be consulted, and the lower 15 bits of the TBL24 entry are combined
with the lower 8 bits of the address to form an index into the second table. This
time the next-hop (C) associated with the prefix 10.54.34.192/26 (C) is returned.

The size of second memory that stores the table TBLlong depends on the number of
routes longer than 24 bits required to be supported. For example, the second memory
needs to be 1 Mbyte in size for 4096 routes longer than 24 bits (to be precise, 4096 routes
that are longer than 24 bits and have distinct 24-bit prefixes). We see from Figure 2.9 that
the number of routes with length above 24 is much smaller than 4096 (only 31 for this
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router). Because 15 bits are used to index into TBLlong, 32K distinct 24-bit-prefixed long
routes with prefixes longer than 24 bits can be supported with enough memory.
As a summary, we now review some of the pros and cons associated with the DIR-248-BASIC scheme.
Pros
1. Except for the limit on the number of distinct 24-bit-prefixed routes with length

greater than 24 bits, this infrastructure will support an unlimited number of routeprefixes.
2. The design is well suited to hardware implementation. A reference implementa-

tion could, for example, store TBL24 in either off-chip, or embedded SDRAM and
TBLlong in on-chip SRAM or embedded-DRAM. Although (in general) two
memory accesses are required, these accesses are in separate memories, allowing
the scheme to be pipelined. When pipelined, 20 million packets per second can be
processed with 50ns DRAM. The lookup time is thus equal to one memory access
time.
3. The total cost of memory in this scheme is the cost of 33 Mbytes of DRAM (32

Mbytes for TBL24 and 1 Mbyte for TBLlong), assuming TBLlong is also kept in
DRAM. No special memory architectures are required.
Cons
1. Memory is used inefficiently.
2. Insertion and deletion of routes from this table may require many memory

accesses, and a large overhead to the central processor. This is discussed in detail
in Section 5.

4 Variations of the basic scheme
The basic scheme, DIR-24-8-BASIC, consumes a large amount of memory. This section proposes variations of the basic scheme with lower storage requirements, and
explores the trade-off between storage requirements and the number of pipelined memory
accesses.
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4.1 Scheme DIR-24-8-INT: adding an intermediate “length” table
This variation is based on the observation that very few prefixes in a forwarding table
that are longer than 24 bits are a full 32 bits long. For example, there are no 32-bit prefixes
in the prefix-length distribution shown in Figure 2.9. The basic scheme, DIR-24-8-BASIC,
allocates an entire block of 256 entries in table TBLlong for each prefix longer than 24
bits. This could waste memory — for example, a 26-bit prefix requires only 2

26 – 24

= 4

entries, but is allocated 256 TBLlong entries in the basic scheme.
The storage efficiency (amount of memory required per prefix) can be improved by
using an additional level of indirection. This variation of the basic scheme, called DIR-248-INT, maintains an additional “intermediate” table, TBLint, as shown in Figure 2.13. An
entry in TBL24 that pointed to an entry in TBLlong in the basic scheme now points to an
entry in TBLint. Each entry in TBLint corresponds to the unique 24-bit prefix represented
by the TBL24 entry that points to it. Therefore, TBLint needs to be M entries deep to support M prefixes that are longer than 24 bits and have distinct 24-bit prefixes.
Assume that an entry, e , of TBLint corresponds to the 24-bit prefix q . As shown in
Figure 2.14, entry e contains a 21-bit index field into table TBLlong, and a 3-bit prefixlength field. The index field stores an absolute memory address in TBLlong at which the
set of TBLlong entries associated with q begins. This set of TBLlong entries was always of
size 256 in the basic scheme, but could be smaller in this scheme DIR-24-8-INT. The size
of this set is encoded in the prefix-length field of entry e . The prefix-length field indicates
the longest prefix in the forwarding table among the set of prefixes that have the first 24bits identical to q . Three bits are sufficient because the length of this prefix must be in the
range 25-32. The prefix-length field thus indicates how many entries in TBLlong are allocated to this 24-bit prefix q . For example, if the longest prefix is 30 bits long, then the pre-
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TBLlong
Entry # Contents
325
325+1

Entry #

TBLint
325+31

Contents
Entry# Len Index

10.78.45

1

567

567 6 325

Forwarding Table

325+32

A

325+33

B

325+34

A

325+47

A

64 entries allocated
to 10.78.45 prefix

TBL24

325+48

(10.78.45.128/26, A)
(10.78.45.132/30, B)
325+63

Figure 2.13 Scheme DIR-24-8-INT

index into 2nd table
21 bits

max length
3 bits

Figure 2.14 TBLint entry format.

fix-length field will store 30 – 24 = 6 , and TBLlong will have 2 6 = 64 entries allocated to
the 24-bit prefix q .
Example 2.9: (see Figure 2.13) Assume that two prefixes 10.78.45.128/26 and 10.78.45.132/30
are stored in the table. The entry in table TBL24 corresponding to 10.78.45 will
contain an index to an entry in TBLint (the index equals 567 in this example). Entry
567 in TBLint indicates a length of 6, and an index into TBLlong (the index equals
325 in the example) pointing to 64 entries. One of these entries, the 33rd (bits numbered 25 to 30 of prefix 10.78.45.132/30 are 100001, i.e., 33), contains the nexthop for the 10.78.45.132/30 route-prefix. Entry 32 and entries 34 through 47 (i.e.,
entries indicated by 10**** except 100001) contain the next-hop for the
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10.78.45.128/26 route. The other entries contain the next-hop value for the default
route.

The scheme DIR-24-8-INT improves utilization of table TBLlong, by an amount that
depends on the distribution of the length of prefixes that are longer than 24-bits. For example, if the lengths of such prefixes were uniformly distributed in the range 25 to 32, 16K
such prefixes could be stored in a total of 1.05 Mbytes of memory. This is because TBLint
would

require

16K × 3B ≈ 0.05MB ,

and

TBLlong

would

require

∑

( 16K ) × 
2 i  ⁄ 8 × 1byte ≈ 1MB of memory. In contrast, the basic scheme would
 1…8 

require 16K × 2 8 × 1byte = 4MB to store the same number of prefixes. However, the modification to the basic scheme comes at the cost of an additional memory access, extending
the pipeline to three stages.

4.2 Multiple table scheme
The modifications that we consider next split the 32-bit space into smaller subspaces
so as to decrease the storage requirements. This can be viewed as a special case of the generalized technique of trie expansion discussed in Section 2.2.2. However, the objective
here is to focus on a hardware implementation, and hence on the constraints posed by the
worst-case scenarios, as opposed to generating an optimal sequence of strides that minimizes the storage consumption for a given forwarding table.
The first scheme, called DIR-21-3, extends the basic scheme DIR-24-8-BASIC to use
three smaller tables instead of one large table (TBL24) and one small table (TBLlong). As
an example, tables TBL24 and TBLlong in scheme DIR-24-8-BASIC are replaced by a 221
entry table (the “first” table, TBLfirst21), another 221 entry table (the “second” table,
TBLsec21), and a 220 entry table (the “third” table, TBLthird20). The first 21 bits of the
packet’s destination address are used to index into TBLfirst21, which has entries of width
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Use first n bits of
destination address
as index.
Entry # Contents
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with next m bits of
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Third table TBLthird20
Use index “j” concatenated
with last 32-n-m bits of destination
address as index into this table.
Entry #

j concatenated
with last
32-n-m bits

Contents

Next-hop

Figure 2.15 Three table scheme in the worst case, where the prefix is longer than (n+m) bits long. In this
case, all three levels must be used, as shown.

19 bits.1 As before, the first bit of the entry will indicate whether the rest of the entry is
used as the next-hop identifier or as an index into another table (TBLsec21 in this scheme).
If the rest of the entry in TBLfirst21 is used as an index into another table, this 18-bit
index is concatenated with the next 3 bits (bit numbers 22 through 24) of the packet’s destination address, and is used as an index into TBLsec21. TBLsec21 has entries of width 13
bits. As before, the first bit indicates whether the remaining 12-bits can be considered as a
next-hop identifier, or as an index into the third table (TBLthird20). If used as an index, the
12 bits are concatenated with the last 8 bits of the packet’s destination address, to index
into TBLthird20. TBLthird20, like TBLlong, contains entries of width 8 bits, storing the
next-hop identifier.
The scheme DIR-21-3 corresponds to a (21,3,8) split of the trie. It could be generalized to the DIR-n-m scheme which corresponds to a ( n, m, 32 – n – m ) split of the trie for
general n and m . The three tables in DIR-n-m are shown in Figure 2.15.

1. Word-lengths, such as those which are not multiples of 4, 8, or 16, are not commonly available in off-chip memories.
We will ignore this issue in our examples.
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DIR-21-3 has the advantage of requiring a smaller amount of memory:
( 2 21 ⋅ 19 ) + ( 2 21 ⋅ 13 ) + ( 2 20 ⋅ 8 ) = 9MB . One disadvantage of this scheme is an increase

in the number of pipeline stages, and hence the pipeline complexity. Another disadvantage
is that this scheme puts another constraint on the number of prefixes — in addition to only
supporting 4096 routes of length 25 or greater with distinct 24-bit prefixes, the scheme
supports only 2

18

prefixes of length 22 or greater with distinct 21-bit prefixes. It is to be

noted, however, that the decreased storage requirements enable DIR-21-3 to be readily
implemented using on-chip embedded-DRAM.1
The scheme can be extended to an arbitrary number of table levels between 1 and 32 at
TABLE 2.4. Memory required as a function of the number of levels.

Number of
levels

Bits used per level

Minimum memory
requirement
(Mbytes)

3

21, 3 and 8

9

4

20, 2, 2 and 8

7

5

20, 1, 1, 2 and 8

7

6

19, 1, 1, 1, 2 and 8

7

the cost of an additional constraint per table level. This is shown in Table 2.4, where we
assume that at each level, only 2 18 prefixes can be accommodated by the next higher level
memory table, except the last table, which we assume supports only 4096 prefixes.
Although not shown in the table, memory requirements vary significantly (for the same
number of levels) with the choice of the actual number of bits to use per level. Table 2.4
shows only the lowest memory requirement for a given number of levels. For example, a
three level (16,8,8) split would require 105 Mbytes with the same constraints. As Table

1. IBM offers 128 Mb embedded DRAM of total size 113 mm2 using 0.18 u semiconductor process technology [122] at
the time of writing.
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2.4 shows, increasing the number of levels achieves diminishing memory savings, coupled
with increased hardware logic complexity to manage the deeper pipeline.

5 Routing table updates
Recall from Section 1.1 of Chapter 1 that as the topology of the network changes, new
routing information is disseminated among the routers, leading to changes in routing
tables. As a result, one or more entries must be added, updated, or deleted from the forwarding table. The action of modifying the table can interfere with the process of forwarding packets – hence, we need to consider the frequency and overhead caused by changes
to the table. This section proposes several techniques for updating the forwarding table
and evaluates them on the basis of (1) overhead to the central processor, and (2) number of
memory accesses required per routing table update.
Measurements and anecdotal evidence suggest that routing tables change frequently
[47]. Trace data collected from a major ISP backbone router1 indicates that a few hundred
updates can occur per second. A potential drawback of the 16-million entry DIR-24-8BASIC scheme is that changing a single prefix can affect a large number of entries in the
table. For instance, inserting an 8-bit prefix in an empty forwarding table may require
changes to 2

16

consecutive memory entries. With the trace data, if every routing table

change affected 2

16

entries, it would lead to millions of entry changes per second!2

Because longer prefixes create “holes” in shorter prefixes, the memory entries required
to be changed on a prefix update may not be at consecutive memory locations. This is

1. The router is part of the Sprint network running BGP-4. The trace had a total of 3737 BGP routing updates, with an
average of 1.04 updates per second and a maximum of 291 updates per second.
2. In practice, of course, the number of 8-bit prefixes is limited to just 256, and it is extremely unlikely that they will all
change at the same time.
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10.45.0.0/16
10.0.0.0/8

0.0.0

10.0.0

10.45.0

10.45.255

10.255.255

255.255.255

“Hole” in 10/8
caused by 10.45.0.0/16

Figure 2.16 Holes created by longer prefixes require the update algorithm to be careful to avoid them
while updating a shorter prefix.

illustrated in Figure 2.16 where a route-prefix of 10.45.0.0/16 exists in the forwarding
table. If the new route-prefix 10.0.0.0/8 is added to the table, we need to modify only a
portion of the 216 entries described by the 10.0.0.0/8 route, and leave the 10.45.0.0/16
“hole” unmodified.
We will only focus on techniques to update the large TBL24 table in the DIR-24-8BASIC scheme. The smaller TBLlong table requires less frequent updates and is ignored in
this discussion.

5.1 Dual memory banks
This technique uses two distinct ‘banks’ of memory – resulting in a simple but expensive solution. Periodically, the processor creates and downloads a new forwarding table to
one bank of memory. During this time (which in general will take much longer than one
lookup time), the other bank of memory is used for forwarding. Banks are switched when
the new bank is ready. This provides a mechanism for the processor to update the tables in
a simple and timely manner, and has been used in at least one high-performance router
[76].
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5.2 Single memory bank
It is possible to avoid doubling the memory by making the central processor do more
work. This is typically achieved as follows: the processor keeps a software copy of the
hardware memory contents and calculates the hardware memory locations that need to be
modified on a prefix update. The processor then sends appropriate instructions to the hardware to change memory contents at the identified locations. An important issue to consider is the number of instructions that must flow from the processor to the hardware for
every prefix update. If the number of instructions is too high, performance will become
limited by the processor. We now describe three different update techniques, and compare
their performance when measured by the number of update instructions that the processor
must generate.
5.2.1 Update mechanism 1: Row-update
In this technique, the processor sends one instruction for each modified memory location. For example, if a prefix of 10/8 is added to a table that already has a prefix of
10.45.0.0/16 installed, the processor will send 65536 – 256 = 65280 separate instructions,
each instructing the hardware to change the contents of the corresponding memory locations.
While this technique is simple to implement in hardware, it places a huge burden on
the processor, as experimental results described later in this section show.
5.2.2 Update mechanism 2: Subrange-update
The presence of “holes” partitions the range of updated entries into a series of intervals, which we call subranges. Instead of sending one instruction per memory entry, the
processor can find the bounds of each subrange, and send one instruction per subrange.
The instructions from the processor to the linecards are now of the form: “change X memory entries starting at memory address Y to have the new contents Z ” where X is the
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number of entries in the subrange, Y is the starting entry number, and Z is the new nexthop identifier. In our example above, the updates caused by the addition of a new routeprefix in this technique are performed with just two instructions: the first instruction
updating entries 10.0.0 through 10.44.255, and the second 10.46.0 through 10.255.255.
This update technique works well when entries have few “holes”. However, many
instructions are still required in the worst case: it is possible (though unlikely) in the
pathological case that every other entry needs to be updated. Hence, an 8-bit prefix would
require up to 32,768 update instructions in the worst case.
5.2.3 Update mechanism 3: One-instruction-update
This technique requires only one instruction from the processor for each updated prefix, regardless of the number of holes. This is achieved by simply including an additional
5-bit length field in every memory entry indicating the length of the prefix to which the
entry belongs. The hardware now uses this information to decide whether a memory entry
needs to be modified on an update instruction from the processor.
Consider again the example of a routing table containing the prefixes 10.45.0.0/16 and
10.0.0.0/8. The entries in the “hole” created by the 10.45.0.0/16 prefix contain the value
16 in the 5-bit length field; the other entries associated with the 10.0.0.0/8 prefix contain
the value 8. Hence, the processor only needs to send a single instruction for each prefix
update. This instruction is of the form: “insert a Y -bit long prefix starting in memory at X
to have the new contents Z ”; or “delete the Y -bit long prefix starting in memory at X .”
The hardware then examines 2 24 – Y entries beginning with entry X . On an insertion, each
entry whose length field is less than or equal to Y is updated to contain the value Z . Those
entries with length field greater than Y are left unchanged. As a result, “holes” are skipped
within the updated range. A delete operation proceeds similarly.
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10.1.192.0 10.1.192.255
Depth 3.........................
{
}
10.1.0.0
10.1.255.255
Depth 2...........
{
}
10.0.0.0
10.255.255.255
Depth 1....
}
{

Figure 2.17 Example of the balanced parentheses property of prefixes.

This update technique reduces overhead at the cost of an additional 5-bit field that
needs to be added to all 16 million entries in the table, which is an additional 10 Mbyte
(about 30%) of memory. Also, unlike the Row- and Subrange-update techniques, this
technique requires a read-modify-write operation for each scanned entry. This can be
reduced to a parallel read and write if the marker field is stored in a separate physical
memory.
5.2.4 Update mechanism 4: Optimized One-instruction-update
This update mechanism eliminates the need to store a length field in each memory
entry, and still requires the processor to send only one instruction to the hardware. It does
so by utilizing structural properties of prefixes, as explained below.
First note that for any two distinct prefixes, either one is completely contained in the
other, or the two prefixes have no entries in common. This structure is very similar to that
of parenthetical expressions where the scope of an expression is delimited by balanced
opening and closing parentheses: for example, the characters “{” and “}” used to delimit
expressions in the ‘C’ programming language. Figure 2.17 shows an example with three
“nested” prefixes.
The hardware needs to know the length of the prefix that a memory entry belongs to
when deciding whether or not the memory entry needs to be modified. In the previous
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{
}

}
}

A

B

Figure 2.18 This figure shows five prefixes, one each at nesting depths 1,2 and 4; and two prefixes at
depth 3. The dotted lines show those portions of ranges represented by prefixes that are also occupied by
ranges of longer prefixes. Prefixes at depths 2, 3 and 4 start at the same memory entry A, and the
corresponding parenthesis markers are moved appropriately.

One-instruction-update mechanism, the length is explicitly stored in each memory entry.
However, the balanced parentheses property of prefixes allows the calculation of the nesting depth of a memory entry as follows. The central processor provides the hardware with
the location of the first memory entry to be updated. Assume that this entry is at a nesting
depth d . The hardware performs a sequential scan of the memory, and keeps track of the
number of opening and closing parentheses seen so far in the scan. Since each opening
parenthesis increases the nesting depth, and each closing parenthesis decreases the nesting
depth, the hardware can calculate the nesting depth of each memory entry, and modify it if
the depth is d . The sequential scan stops when the hardware encounters the closing parenthesis at nesting depth d .
Under this technique, each entry in TBL24 is categorized as one of the following
types: an opening parenthesis (start of prefix), a closing parenthesis (end of prefix), no
parenthesis (middle of prefix), or both an opening and closing parenthesis (if the prefix
contains only a single entry). This information is represented by a 2-bit marker field in
each entry.
Care must be taken when a single entry in TBL24 corresponds to the start or end of
multiple prefixes, as shown in Figure 2.18. A 2-bit encoding is not sufficient to describe all
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Figure 2.19 Definition of the prefix and memory start and end of prefixes. Underlined PS (PE) indicates
that this prefix-start (prefix-end) is also the memory-start (memory-end) marker.

the prefixes that begin and end at a memory location ‘A.’ The problem is readily fixed by
shifting the opening and closing markers to the start (end) of the first (last) entry in memory that the prefix affects. The update algorithm is described in detail below.
We first define two terms – prefix-start (PS) and memory-start (MS) of a prefix. PS(p) ,
the prefix-start of a prefix p , is defined to be the memory entry where the prefix is supposed to start in memory (for example, both 10.0.0.0/8 and 10.0.0.0/24 are supposed to
start at 10.0.0). MS(p) , the memory start of a prefix p , is the first memory entry which
actually has the entry corresponding to prefix p in memory. MS(p) may or may not be the
same as PS(p) . These two entries are different for a prefix p if and only if a longer prefix
than p starts at PS(p) . In the same way, we define the prefix- and memory-ends (PE and
ME) of a prefix. Hence, MS(p) is the first memory entry which has p as the deepest (longest) prefix covering it, and ME(p) is the last.
Example 2.10: If we have prefixes p1(10/8) and p2(10.0.0.0/24); PS(p1) = PS(p2) = 10.0.0;
MS(p1) = 10.0.1; MS(p2) = 10.0.0; ME(p1) = PE(p1) = 10.255.255.255,
ME(p2) = PE(p2) = 10.0.0.255.
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1. Initialize a depth-counter ( DC ) to zero.
2. Write the start-marker on m .
3. Scan each memory entry starting with m , until either DC reaches
zero, or, PE(p) is reached (i.e., the memory entry just scanned
has a ‘1’ in its last (24-Y) bits). At each location, perform in
order: (a) If entry has start marker, increment DC by 1.(b) If
DC equals 1, update this entry to denote the next-hop Z. (c) If
entry has an end-marker, decrement DC by 1.

4. After completion of (3), put an end marker on the last memory
entry scanned. If a total of only one memory entry ( m ) was
scanned, put a start-and-end marker on m .

Figure 2.20 The optimized One-instruction-update algorithm executing Update(m,Y,Z).

Example 2.11: Figure 2.19 shows another detailed example with several route-prefixes, along
with their prefix and memory starts and ends.

Now, instead of putting the start/end markers on the prefix start/end entries, this update
mechanism puts the markers on the memory start/end entries. Thus when the hardware
encounters a marker, it can uniquely determine that exactly one prefix has started or
ended. This takes care of the problem that multiple prefixes may start or end at the same
memory location. The exact algorithm can now be formalized:
Assume that the new update is to be carried out starting with memory entry X for a Y bit prefix, p , with new next-hop Z . First, the processor determines the first memory entry,
say m , after X whose next-hop should change to Z as a result of this update. The processor then issues one instruction Update(m,Y,Z) to the hardware, which then executes the
steps shown in Figure 2.20.
The algorithm can be intuitively understood as follows: if the hardware encounters a
start-marker while scanning the memory in order to add a new prefix, it knows that it is
entering a deeper prefix and stops updating memory until it again reaches the prefix at
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which it started. The end condition guarantees that any start-marker it sees will mark the
start of a deeper prefix than Y (and is hence not to be updated). A formal proof of correctness of this algorithm is provided in Appendix A.
If a prefix is updated, the start and end markers may need to be changed. For instance,
if the entry 10.255.240/20 (p7) is deleted in Figure 2.19, the end-marker for p1 has to be
moved from point D to point E. Again this can be achieved in one instruction if the processor sends an indication of whether to move the start/end marker in conjunction with the
relevant update instruction. Note that at most one start/end marker of any other prefix
(apart from the one which is being updated) needs to be changed. This observation enables
the algorithm to achieve all updates (additions/deletions/modifications) in only one processor instruction.

5.3 Simulation results
The behavior of each update technique was simulated with the same sequence of routing updates collected from a backbone router. The trace had a total of 3737 BGP routing
updates, with an average of 1.04 updates per second and a maximum of 291 updates per
second. The simulation results are shown in Table 2.5.1
TABLE 2.5. Simulation results of different routing table update techniques.

Update
Technique

Number of instructions
from processor per
second (avg/max)

Number of memory
accesses per second (avg/
max)

Row

43.4/17545

43.4/17545

Subrange

1.14/303

43.4/17545

One-instruction

1.04/291

115.3/40415

1. For the one-instruction-update (optimized technique) we assume that the extra 2-bits to store the opening/closing
marker fields mentioned above are not stored in a separate memory.
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The results corroborate the intuition that the row-update technique puts a large burden
on the processor. At the other extreme, the one-instruction-update technique is optimal in
terms of the number of instructions required to be sent by the processor. But unless a separate marker memory is used, the one-instruction technique requires more than twice as
many memory accesses as the other update techniques. However, this still represents less
than 0.2% of the routing lookup capacity achievable by the lookup algorithm. This simulation suggests that the subrange-update technique performs well by both measures. The
small number of instructions from the processor can be attributed to the fact that the routing table contained few holes. This is to be expected for most routing tables in the near
term. But it is too early to tell whether routing tables will become more fragmented and
contain more holes in the future.

6 Conclusions and summary of contributions
The main contribution of this chapter is an algorithm to perform one IPv4 routing
lookup operation in dedicated hardware in the time that it takes to execute a single memory access (when pipelined), and no more than two memory accesses. With the throughput
of one memory access rate, approximately 20 million lookups can be completed per second with 50 ns DRAMs (or even faster with upcoming embedded-DRAM technology).
Furthermore, this is the only algorithm that we know of that supports an unlimited
number of prefixes that are less than or equal to 24 bits long. Since a very small proportion
(typically less than 0.1%) of all prefixes in a routing table are longer than 24 bits (see Section 3.2), this algorithm supports, practically speaking, routing tables of unlimited size.
The algorithm operates by expanding the prefixes and trading-off cheap memory for
speed. Yet, the total memory cost today is less than $25, and will (presumably) continue to
halve each year. For those applications where low cost is paramount, this chapter
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described several multi-level variations on the basic scheme that utilize memory more
efficiently.
Another contribution of this chapter is the design of several hardware update mechanisms. The chapter proposed and evaluated two update mechanisms (Subrange-update and
One-instruction-update) that perform efficiently and quickly in hardware, with little burden on the routing processor and low interference to the normal forwarding function.
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CHAPTER

3

Minimum average and bounded
worst-case routing lookup time
on binary search trees

1 Introduction
Most work on routing lookups [17][31][69][93] has focused on the development of
data structures and algorithms for minimizing the worst-case lookup time, given a forwarding table and some storage space constraints. Minimizing the worst-case lookup time
is attractive because it does not require packets to be queued before lookup. This enables
simplicity and helps bound the delay of the packet through the router. However, it suffices
to minimize the average lookup time for some types of traffic, such as “best-effort” traffic.1 This presents opportunities for higher overall lookup performance because an average case constraint is less stringent than the worst-case constraint. This chapter presents
two such algorithms for minimizing the average lookup time — in particular, lookup algorithms that adapt their binary search tree data structure based on the observed statistical
1. Best-effort traffic comprises the highest proportion of Internet traffic today. This is generally expected to continue to
remain true in the near future.
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properties of recent lookup results in order to achieve higher performance. The exact
amount of performance improvement obtained using the proposed algorithms depends on
the forwarding table and the traffic patterns. For example, experiments using one set of
parameters show a reduction of 42% in the average number of memory accesses per
lookup than those obtained by worst-case lookup time minimization algorithms. Another
benefit of these algorithms is the “near-perfect” load balancing property of the resulting
tree data structures. This enables, for example, doubling the lookup speed by replicating
only the root node of the tree, and assigning one lookup engine each to the left and right
subtrees.
As we saw in Chapter 2, most lookup algorithms use a tree-based data structure. A natural question to ask is: “What is the best tree data structure for a given forwarding table?”.
This chapter considers this question in the context of binary search trees as constructed by
the lookup algorithm discussed in Section 2.2.6 of Chapter 2. The two algorithms proposed in this chapter adapt the shape of the binary search tree constructed by the lookup
algorithm of Section 2.2.6 of Chapter 2. The tree is redrawn based on the statistics gathered on the number of accesses to prefixes in the forwarding table, with the aim of minimizing the average lookup time. However, the use of a binary search tree data structure
brings up a problem — depending on the distribution of prefix access probabilities, it is
possible for the worst-case depth of a redrawn binary search tree to be as large as 2m – 1 ,
where m is the total number of forwarding table entries, and is close to 98,000 [136] at the
time of writing. The worst-case lookup time can not be completely neglected — if it takes
very long to lookup even one incoming packet, a large number of packets arriving shortly
thereafter must be queued until the packet has completed its lookup. Practical router
design considerations (such as silicon and board real-estate resources) limit the maximum
size of this queue, and hence make bounding the worst-case lookup time highly desirable.
Bounding the worst-case performance also enables bounding packet delay in the router
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and hence in the network. It is the objective of this chapter to devise algorithms on binary
search trees that minimize the average lookup time while keeping the worst-case lookup
time smaller than a pre-specified maximum.
The approach taken in this chapter has a limitation that it cannot be used in some hardware-based designs where the designer desires a fixed routing lookup time for all packets.
The approach of this chapter can only be used when the router designer wants to minimize
the average, subject to a maximum lookup time. Thus, the designer should be willing to
buffer incoming packets before sending them to the lookup engine in order to absorb the
variability in the lookup times of different packets.

1.1 Organization of the chapter
Section 2 sets up the formal minimization problem. Sections 3 and 4 describe the two
proposed algorithms and analyze their performance. Section 5 discusses the load balancing characteristics of these algorithms, and Section 6 provides experimental results on
publicly available routing tables and a packet trace. Section 7 discusses related work, and
Section 8 concludes with a summary and contributions of this chapter.

2 Problem statement
Recall that the binary search algorithm [49], discussed in Section 2.2.6 of Chapter 2,
views each prefix as an interval on the IP number line. The union of the end points of these
intervals partitions the number line into a set of disjoint intervals, called basic intervals
(see, for example, Figure 2.7 of Chapter 2). The algorithm precomputes the longest prefix
for every basic interval in the partition, and associates every basic interval with its left
end-point. The distinct number of end-points for m prefixes is at most n = 2m . These
end-points are kept in a sorted list. Given a point, P , on the number line representing an
incoming packet, the longest prefix matching problem is solved by using binary search on
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0011 0100

0101

0110

0111

1000
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1010

1011 1100

1101 1110

1111

Figure 3.1 The binary search tree corresponding to the forwarding table in Table 3.1. The bit-strings in
bold are the binary codes of the leaves.

the sorted list to find the end-point in the list that is closest to, but not greater than P .
Binary search is performed by the following binary tree data structure: the leaves (external
nodes) of the tree store the left end-points in order from left to right, and the internal nodes
of the tree contain suitably chosen values to guide the search process to the appropriate
child node. This binary search tree for m prefixes takes O(m) storage space and has a
maximum depth of O(log ( 2m ) ) .1
Example 3.1: An example of a forwarding table with 4-bit prefixes is shown in Table 3.1, and the
corresponding partition of the IP number line and the binary search tree is shown
in Figure 3.1.

1. All logarithms in this chapter are to the base 2.
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TABLE 3.1. An example forwarding table.

Prefix

Interval
start-point

Interval
end-point

P1

*

0000

1111

P2

00*

0000

0011

P3

1*

1000

1111

P4

1101

1101

1101

P5

001*

0010

0011

The key idea used in this chapter is that the average lookup time in the binary search
tree data structure can be decreased by making use of the frequency with which a certain
forwarding table entry is accessed in the router. We note that most routers already maintain such per-entry statistics. Hence, minimizing routing lookup times by making use of
this information comes at no extra data collection cost. A natural question to ask is:
‘Given the frequency with which the leaves of a tree are accessed, what is the best binary
search tree — i.e., the tree with the minimum average depth?’ Viewing it this way, the
problem is readily recognized to be one of minimizing the average weighted depth of a
binary tree whose leaves are weighted by the probabilities associated with the basic intervals represented by the leaves. The minimization is to be carried over all possible binary
trees that can be constructed with the given number and weights of the leaves.
This problem is analogous to the design of efficient codes (see Chapter 5 of Cover and
Thomas [14]), and so we briefly explain here the relationship between the two problems.
A binary search tree is referred to as an alphabetic tree, and the leaves of the tree the letters of that alphabet. Each leaf is assigned a binary codeword depending on its position in
the tree. The length of the codeword of a symbol is equal to the depth of the corresponding
leaf in the tree. For the example in Figure 3.1, the codeword associated with interval I1 is
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Figure 3.2 The optimal binary search tree (i.e., one with the minimum average weighted depth)
corresponding to the tree in Figure 3.1 when leaf probabilities are as shown. The binary codewords are
shown in bold.

000 and that associated with interval I5 is 101, where a bit in the codeword is 0 (respectively 1) for the left (respectively right) branch at the corresponding node.
A prefix code satisfies the property that no two codes are prefixes of each other. An
alphabetic code is a prefix code in which the n letters are ordered lexicographically on
the leaves of the resulting binary tree. In other words, if letter A appears before letter B in
the alphabet, then the codeword associated with letter A has a value of smaller magnitude
than the codeword associated with letter B . Designing a code for an alphabet is equivalent
to constructing a tree for the letters of the alphabet. With a letter corresponding to an inter-
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val, the lookup problem translates to: “Find a minimum average length alphabetic prefix
code (or tree) for an n -letter alphabet.”
Example 3.2: If the intervals I1 through I6 in Figure 3.1 are accessed with probabilities 1/2, 1/4,
1/8, 1/16, 1/32 and 1/32 respectively, then the best (i.e., optimal) alphabetic tree
corresponding to these probabilities (or weights) is shown in Figure 3.2. The codeword for I1 is now 0 and that of I5 is 11110. Since I1 is accessed with a greater
probability than I5, it has been placed higher up in the tree, and thus has a shorter
codeword

The average length of a general prefix code for a given set of probabilities can be minimized using the Huffman coding algorithm [39]. However, Huffman’s algorithm does not
necessarily maintain the alphabetic order of the input data set. This causes implementational problems, as simple comparison queries are not possible at internal nodes to guide
the binary search algorithm. Instead, at an internal node of a Huffman tree, one needs to
ask for memberships in arbitrary subsets of the alphabet to proceed to the next level.
Because this is as hard as the original search problem, it is not feasible to use Huffman’s
algorithm.
As mentioned previously, we wish to bound the maximum codeword length (i.e., the
maximum depth of the tree) to make the solution useful in practice. This can now be better
understood: an optimal alphabetic tree for n letters can have a maximum depth (the root
is assumed to be at depth 0) of n – 1 (see, for instance, Figure 3.2 with n = 6 ). This is
unacceptable in practice because we have seen that n = 2m , and the value of m , the size
of the forwarding table, could be as high as 98,000 [136]. Furthermore, any change in the
network topology or in the distribution of incoming packet addresses can lead to a large
increase in the access frequency of a deep leaf. It is therefore highly desirable to have a
small upper bound on the maximum depth of the alphabetic tree. Therefore, well-known
algorithms for finding an optimal alphabetic tree such as those in [27][36][37] which do
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Figure 3.3 The optimal binary search tree with a depth-constraint of 4, corresponding to the tree in Figure
3.1.

not incorporate a maximum depth-constraint cannot be used in this chapter’s setting. Here
is an example to understand this last point better.
Example 3.3: The alphabetic tree in Figure 3.2 is optimal if the intervals I1 through I6 shown in
the binary tree of Figure 3.1 are accessed with probabilities {1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/
32, 1/32} respectively. For these probabilities, the average lookup time is 1.9375,1
while the maximum depth is 5. If we impose a maximum depth-constraint of 4,
then we need to redraw the tree to obtain the optimal tree that has minimum average weighted depth and has maximum depth no greater than 4. This tree is shown
in Figure 3.3 where the average lookup time is calculated to be 2.

The general minimization problem can now be stated as follows:

1. 1.9375 = 1 ⋅ ( 1 ⁄ 2 ) + 2 ⋅ ( 1 ⁄ 4 ) + 3 ⋅ ( 1 ⁄ 8 ) + 4 ⋅ ( 1 ⁄ 16 ) + 5 ⋅ ( 1 ⁄ 32 ) + 5 ⋅ ( 1 ⁄ 32 )
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i=1

n

n

in order to minimize C =

∑ li ⋅ pi , such that
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l i ≤ D ∀i , and

i=1

{ li}

gives rise to an alphabetic tree for n intervals where p i is the access probability

of the i

interval, and l i is the length of its codeword, i.e., the number of comparisons

i=1
th

required to lookup a packet in the i

th

interval.

The smallest possible value of C is the entropy [14], H(p) , of the set of probabilities
{ p i } , where H(p) = –

∑ pi log pi . It is usually the case that C

is larger than H(p) for

i

depth-constrained alphabetic trees.1 Finding fast algorithms for computing optimal depthconstrained binary trees (without the alphabetic constraint) is known to be a hard problem,
and good approximate solutions are appearing only now [59][60][61], almost 40 years
after the original Huffman algorithm [39]. Imposing the alphabetic constraint renders the
problem harder [27][28][35][109]. Still, an optimal algorithm, proposed by Larmore and
Przytycka [50], finds the best depth-constrained alphabetic tree in O(nD log n) time.
Despite its optimality, the algorithm is complicated and difficult to implement.2
In light of this, our goal is to find a practical and provably good approximate solution
to the problem of computing optimal depth-constrained alphabetic trees. Such a solution
should be simpler to find than an optimal solution. More importantly, it should be much
simpler to implement. Also, as the probabilities associated with the intervals induced by
routing prefixes change and are not known exactly, it does not seem to make much sense
to solve the problem exactly for an optimal solution. As we will see later, one of the two
near-optimal algorithms proposed in this chapter can be analytically proved to be requiring no more than two extra comparisons per lookup when compared to the optimal solution. In practice, this discrepancy has been found to be less than two (for both of the
approximate algorithms). Hence, we refer to them as algorithms for near-optimal depthconstrained alphabetic trees, and describe them next.
1. The lower bound of entropy is achieved in general when there are no alphabetic or maximum depth-constraints.
2. The complexity formula O(nD log n) has large constant factors, as the implementation requires using a list of mergeable priority queues with priority queue operations such as delete_min, merge, find etc.
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3 Algorithm MINDPQ
We first state two results from Yeung [114] as lemmas that we will use to develop
algorithm MINDPQ. The first lemma states a necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of an alphabetic code with specified codeword lengths, and the second prescribes a method for constructing good, near-optimal trees (which are not depth-constrained).
Lemma 3.1 (The Characteristic Inequality): There exists an alphabetic code with codeword
lengths l k if and only if s n ≤ 1 , where s k = c(s k – 1, 2
c(a ,b) =

–lk

)+2

–lk

, s 0 = 0 , and c is defined by

a ⁄ b b.

Proof: For a complete proof, see [114]. The basic idea is to construct a canonical coding
tree, a tree in which the codewords are chosen lexicographically using the lengths l i . For
instance, suppose that l i = 4 for some i , and in drawing the canonical tree we find the
codeword corresponding to letter i to be 0010. If l i + 1 = 4 , then the codeword for letter
i + 1 will be chosen to be 0011; if l i + 1 = 3 , the codeword for letter i + 1 is chosen to be

010; and if l i + 1 = 5 , the codeword for letter i + 1 is chosen to be 00110. Clearly, the
resulting tree will be alphabetic and Yeung's result verifies that this is possible if and only
if the characteristic inequality defined above is satisfied by the lengths l i .
The next lemma (also from [114]) considers the construction of good, near-optimal
codes. Note that it does not produce alphabetic trees with prescribed maximum depths.
That is the subject of this chapter.
Lemma 3.2 The minimum average length, C min , of an alphabetic code on n letters, where the
i

th

letter occurs with probability p i satisfies: H(p) ≤ C min ≤ H(p) + 2 – p 1 – p min . Therefore,

there exists an alphabetic tree on n letters with average code length within 2 bits of the entropy of
the probability distribution of the letters.
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Proof: The lower bound, H(p) , is obvious. For the upper bound, the code length l k of the
k

th

letter occurring with probability p k is chosen to be:

l k = 


– log p k

k = 1 ,n
2≤k≤n–1

– log p k + 1

The proof in [114] verifies that these lengths satisfy the characteristic inequality of Lemma
3.1, and shows that a canonical coding tree constructed with these lengths has an average
depth satisfying the upper bound.
We now return to our original problem of finding near-optimal depth-constrained
alphabetic trees. Let D be the maximum allowed depth. Since the given set of probabilities { p k } might be such that p min = min k { p k } < 2

–D

, a direct application of Lemma 3.2

could yield a tree where the maximum depth is higher than D . To work around this problem, we transform the given probabilities p k into another set of probabilities q k such that
q min = min k { q k } ≥ 2

–D

. This allows us to apply the following variant of the scheme in

Lemma 3.2 to obtain a near-optimal depth-constrained alphabetic tree with leaf probabilities q k .
Given a probability vector q k such that q min ≥ 2

–D

, we construct a canonical alpha-

betic coding tree with the codeword length assignment to the k
 min( – log q , D)
*
k
l k = 
 min( – log q k + 1, D)

th

letter given by:

k = 1, n
2≤k≤n–1

(3.1)

Each codeword is clearly at most D bits long and the tree thus generated has a maximum depth of D . It remains to be shown that these codeword lengths yield an alphabetic
*

tree. By Lemma 3.1 it suffices to show that the { l k } satisfy the characteristic inequality.
This verification is deferred to Appendix B later in the thesis.
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*

Proceeding, if the codeword lengths are given by { l k } , the resulting alphabetic tree
has an average length of

∑ pk lk . Now,
*

k

∑

*

pk lk ≤

∑
k

k

1
p k log ----- + 2 =
qk

∑
k

pk
p k log ----- –
qk

∑ pk log pk + 2 = D(p || q) + H(p) + 2

(3.2)

k

where D(p || q) is the ‘relative entropy’ (see page 22 of [14]) between the probability
distributions p and q , and H(p) is the entropy of the probability distribution p . In order to
minimize
D(p || q) .

∑ pk lk , we must therefore choose
*

{ q i } , given { p i } , so as to minimize

k

3.1 The minimization problem
We are thus led to the following optimization problem:
Given { p i } , choose { q i } in order to minimize DPQ = D(p || q) =
ject to

∑ q i = 1, q i ≥ Q = 2

–D

∑ pi log ( pi ⁄ qi)

sub-

i

∀i .

i

Observe that the cost function D(p || q) is convex in ( p, q ) (see page 30 of [14]). Further, the constraint set is convex and compact. In fact, we note that the constraint set is
defined by linear inequalities. Minimizing convex cost functions with linear constraints is
a standard problem in optimization theory and is easily solved by using Lagrange multiplier methods (see, for example, Section 3.4 of Bertsekas [5]).
Accordingly, define the Lagrangean
L(q, λ, µ) =

∑ pi log ( pi ⁄ qi) + ∑ λi ( Q – qi) + µ  ∑ qi – 1
*

Setting the partial derivatives with respect to q i to zero at q i , we get:
pi
 ∂L

*
= 0  ⇒ q i = -------------
µ – λi
 ∂ qi


(3.3)
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G(λ, µ) =

this

back

in

L(q, λ, µ) ,

we

get
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the

dual:

∑ ( pi log ( µ – λi) + λi Q) + ( 1 – µ) . Now minimizing G(λ, µ) subject to λi ≥ 0
i

and µ > λ i ∀i gives:

∂G
= 0⇒
∂µ

pi

-=1
∑ ------------µ – λi
i

pi
∂G
= 0 ∀i ⇒ Q = -------------- ,
µ – λi
∂ λi
*

which combined with the constraint that λ i ≥ 0 gives us λ i = max(0, µ – p i ⁄ Q) . Substituting this in Equation 3.3, we get
*

q i = max(p i ⁄ µ, Q)

(3.4)
*

To finish, we need to solve Equation 3.4 for µ = µ under the constraint that
n

∑ qi

*

= 1 . The desired probability distribution is then { q * } . It turns out that we can find
i

i=1

an explicit solution for µ∗ , using which we can solve Equation 3.4 by an algorithm that
takes O(n log n) time and O(n) storage space. This algorithm first sorts the original probabilities { p i } to get { pˆi } such that { pˆ1 } is the largest and { pˆn } the smallest probability.
Call the transformed (sorted) probability distribution { qˆi∗ } . Then the algorithm solves
for µ∗ such that F(µ∗) = 0 where:
n

F(µ) =

∑
i=1

ˆ*
qi – 1 =

kµ

∑
i=1

pˆi
---- + ( n – k µ ) Q – 1
µ

(3.5)
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µ

pˆn ⁄ Q p nˆ– 1 ⁄ Q

p k ˆ + 1 ⁄ Q pˆk ⁄ Q p k ˆ – 1 ⁄ Q
µ
µ
µ

pˆ2 ⁄ Q pˆ1 ⁄ Q

Figure 3.4 Showing the position of µ and k µ .

Here, k µ is the number of letters with probability greater than ( µ ⋅ Q ) , and the second
equality follows from Equation 3.4. Figure 3.4 shows the relationship between µ and k µ .
ˆ*
ˆ*
For all letters to the left of µ in Figure 3.4, q i = Q and for others, q i = pˆi ⁄ µ .

Lemma 3.3 F(µ) is a monotonically decreasing function of µ .
Proof: First, it is easy to see that if µ increases in the interval p r ˆ+ 1 ⁄ Q, pˆr ⁄ Q  , i.e.,
such that k µ does not change, F(µ) decreases monotonically. Similarly, if µ increases
from pˆr ⁄ Q – ε to pˆr ⁄ Q + ε so that k µ decreases by 1, it is easy to verify that F(µ)
decreases.
The algorithm uses Lemma 3.3 to do a binary search (in O(log n) time) for finding the
h a l f - c l o sed interval that contains µ , i.e ., a suita ble va lue of r suc h tha t
µ ∈ pˆr ⁄ Q, p rˆ– 1 ⁄ Q  and F(pˆr ⁄ Q) ≥ 0 and F(p rˆ– 1 ⁄ Q) < 0 .1 The algorithm then knows
*
the exact value of k µ = K and can directly solve for µ using Equation 3.5 to get an
K


*
explicit formula to calculate µ∗ = 
pˆi  ⁄ ( 1 – ( n – K ) Q ) . Putting this value of µ in


ˆ
i=1
Equation 3.4 then gives the transformed set of probabilities { qˆi∗ } . Given such { q i } , the

∑

algorithm then constructs a canonical alphabetic coding tree as in [114] with the codeword
lengths l k∗ as chosen in Equation 3.1. This tree clearly has a maximum depth of no more
than D , and its average weighted depth is worse than the optimal algorithm by no more
kµ

1. Note that O(n) time is spent by the algorithm in the calculation of
implemented to find the interval pˆr ⁄ Q, p r – 1 ⁄ Q  .

∑ pˆi
i=1

anyway, so a simple linear search can be
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than 2 bits. To see this, let us refer to the codeword lengths in the optimal tree as { l k } .
Then C opt =

∑ pk lk

opt

= H(p) + D(p || 2 – l k ) . As q∗ has been chosen to be such that

k

D(p || q∗) ≤ D(p || q) for all probability distributions q in the set { q i :q i ≥ Q } , it follows

from Equation 3.2 that C mindpq ≤ H(p) + D(p || q∗) + 2 ≤ C opt + 2 . This proves the following
main theorem of this chapter:
Theorem 3.1 Given a set of n probabilities { p i } in a specified order, an alphabetic tree with a
depth-constraint D can be constructed in O(n log n) time and O(n) space such that the average
codeword length is at most 2 bits more than that of the optimal depth-constrained alphabetic tree.
Further, if the probabilities are given in sorted order, such a tree can be constructed in linear time.

4 Depth-constrained weight balanced tree (DCWBT)
This section presents a heuristic algorithm to generate near-optimal depth-constrained
alphabetic trees. This heuristic is similar to the weight balancing heuristic proposed by
Horibe [35] with the modification that the maximum depth-constraint is never violated.
The trees generated by this heuristic algorithm have been observed to have even lower
average weighted depth than those generated by algorithm MINDPQ. Also, the implementation of this algorithm turns out to be even simpler. Despite its simplicity, it is unfortunately hard to prove optimality properties of this algorithm.
We proceed to describe the normal weight balancing heuristic of Horibe, and then
describe the modification needed to incorporate the constraint of maximum depth. First,
we need some terminology. In a tree, suppose the leaves of a particular subtree correspond
t

to letters numbered r through t — we say that the weight of the subtree is
node of this subtree is said to represent the probabilities { p r , p r + 1 , ...,
{ pi}

∑ pi . The root
i=r
p t };

denoted by

t

. Thus, the root node of an alphabetic tree has weight 1 and represents the probai=r

bility distribution { p i }

n

.
i=1
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In the normal weight balancing heuristic of Horibe [35], one constructs a tree such that
the weight of the root node is split into two parts representing the weights of its two children in the most balanced manner possible. The weights of the two children nodes are then
split recursively in a similar manner. In general, at an internal node representing the probabilities { p r …p t } , the left and right children are taken as representing the probabilities
{ p r …p s } and { p s + 1 …p t } , r ≤ s < t , if s is such that
s

∆(r, t) =

t

∑ pi – ∑
i=r

u

p i = min ∀u ( r ≤ u < t )

i = s+1

t

∑ pi – ∑
i=r

pi

i = u+1

This ‘top-down’ algorithm clearly produces an alphabetic tree. As an example, the
weight-balanced tree corresponding to Figure 3.1 is the tree shown in Figure 3.2. Horibe
[35] proves that the average depth of such a weight-balanced tree is greater than the
entropy of the underlying probability distribution { p i } by no more than 2 – ( n + 2 ) p min ,
where p min is the minimum probability in the distribution.
Again this simple weight balancing heuristic can produce a tree of unbounded maxim u m d e p t h . F o r i n s t a n c e , a d i s t r i b u t i o n { pi} s u c h t h a t pn = 2
pi = 2

–i

– ( n – 1)

and

∀1 ≤ i ≤ n – 1 , will produce a highly skewed tree of maximum depth n – 1 . Fig-

ure 3.2 is an instance of a highly skewed tree on such a distribution. We now propose a
simple modification to account for the depth constraint. The modified algorithm follows
Horibe's weight balancing heuristic, constructing the tree in the normal top-down weight
balancing manner until it reaches a node such that if the algorithm were to split the weight
of the node further in the most balanced manner, the depth-constraint would be violated.
Instead, the algorithm splits the node maintaining as much balance as it can while respecting the depth-constraint. In other words, if this node is at depth d representing the proba-
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bilities { p r …p t } , the algorithm takes the left and right children as representing the
probabilities { p r …p s } and { p s + 1 …p t } , a ≤ s < b , if s is such that
s

∆(r, t) =

t

∑ pi – ∑
i=r

u

p i = min ∀u ( a ≤ u < b )

i = s+1

t

∑ pi – ∑
i=r

pi ,

i = u+1

and a = t – 2 D – d – 1 and b = r + 2 D – d – 1 . Therefore, the idea is to use the weight balancing heuristic as far down into the tree as possible. This implies that any node where the
modified algorithm is unable to use the original heuristic would be deep down in the tree.
Hence, the total weight of this node would be small enough so that approximating the
weight balancing heuristic does not cause any substantial effect to the average path length.
For instance, Figure 3.5 shows the depth-constrained weight balanced tree for a maximum
depth-constraint of 4 for the tree in Figure 3.1.
As mentioned above, we have been unable to come up with a provably good bound on
the distance of this heuristic from the optimal solution, but its conceptual and implementational simplicity along with the experimental results (see next section) suggest its usefulness.
Lemma 3.4 A depth-constrained weight balanced tree (DCWBT) for n leaves can be constructed
in O(n log n) time and O(n) space.

Proof: At an internal node, the signed difference in the weights between its two subtrees is
a monotonically increasing function of the difference in the number of nodes in the left
and right subtrees. Thus a suitable split may be found by binary search in O(log n) time at
every internal node.1 Since there are n – 1 internal nodes in a binary tree with n leaves,
the total time complexity is O(n log n) . The space complexity is the complexity of storing
the binary tree and is thus linear.
s

1. Note that we may need access to
linear time and space.

s

∑ pi, ∀1 ≤ r, s ≤ n . This can be obtained by precomputing

∑ pi, ∀1 ≤ s ≤ n

i=r

i=1

in
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0001
≤

>

I1

0011

1/2

>

≤

0

I2

1100

1/4

≤

10

v

>

0111
≤

1101
>

I3

I4

1/8
1100

≤

>

I5

I6

1/16

1/32

1/32

1101

1110

1111

Figure 3.5 Weight balanced tree for Figure 3.1 with a depth-constraint of 4. The DCWBT heuristic is
applied in this example at node v (labeled 1100).

5 Load balancing
Both of the algorithms MINDPQ and DCWBT produce a binary search tree that is
fairly weight-balanced. This implies that such a tree data structure can be efficiently parallelized. For instance, if two separate lookup engines for traversing a binary tree were
available, one engine can be assigned to the left-subtree of the root node and the second to
the right-subtree. Since the work load is expected to be balanced among the two engines,
we can get twice the average lookup rate that is possible with one engine. This ‘near-perfect load-balancing’ helps achieve speedup linear in the number of lookup engines, a feature attractive in parallelizable designs. The scalability property can be extended — for
instance, the average lookup rate could be made 8 times higher by having 8 subtrees, each
being traversed by a separate lookup engine running at 1/8th the aggregate lookup rate
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T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

1/8

1/8

1/8

1/8

1/8

1/8

1/8

1/8

Figure 3.6 Showing 8-way parallelism achievable in an alphabetic tree constructed using algorithm
MINDPQ or DCWBT.

(see Figure 3.6). It is to be remembered, however, that only the average lookup rate is balanced among the different engines, and hence, a buffer is required to absorb short-term
bursts to one particular engine in such a parallel architecture.

6 Experimental results
A plot at CAIDA [12] shows that over 80% of the traffic is destined to less than 10%
of the autonomous systems — hence, the amount of traffic is very non-uniformly distributed over prefixes. This provides some real-life evidence of the possible benefits to be
gained by optimizing the routing table lookup data structure based on the access frequency
of the table entries. To demonstrate this claim, we performed experiments using two large
default-free routing tables that are publicly available at IPMA [124], and another smaller
table available at VBNS [118].
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A knowledge of the access probabilities of the routing table entries is crucial to make
an accurate evaluation of the advantages of the optimization algorithms proposed in this
chapter. However, there are no publicly available packet traffic traces with non-encrypted
destination addresses that access these tables. Fortunately, we were able to find one trace
of about 2.14 million packet destination addresses at NLANR [134]. This trace has been
taken from a different network location (Fix-West) and thus does not access the same routing tables as obtained from IPMA. Still, as the default-free routing tables should not be too
different from each other, the use of this trace should give us valuable insights into the
advantages of the proposed algorithms. In addition, we also consider the ‘uniform’ distribution in our experiments, where the probability of accessing a particular prefix is proportional to the size of its interval, i.e., an 8-bit long prefix has a probability of access twice
that of a 9-bit long prefix.
Table 3.2 shows the sizes of the three routing tables considered in our experiments,
along with the entropy values of the uniform probability distribution and the probability
distribution obtained from the trace. Also shown is the number of memory accesses
required in an unoptimized binary search (denoted as “Unopt_srch”), which simply is
log ( #Intervals ) .
TABLE 3.2. Routing tables considered in experiments. Unopt_srch is the number of memory accesses required in a
naive, unoptimized binary search tree.

Routing table

Number of
prefixes

Number of
intervals

Entropy
(uniform)

Entropy
(trace)

Unopt_s
rch

VBNS [118]

1307

2243

4.41

6.63

12

MAE_WEST
[124]

24681

39277

6.61

7.89

16

MAE_EAST
[124]

43435

65330

6.89

8.02

16
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Figure 3.7 Showing how the average lookup time decreases when the worst-case depth-constraint is
relaxed: (a) for the “uniform” probability distribution, (b) for the probability distribution derived by the
2.14 million packet trace available from NLANR. X_Y in the legend means that the plot relates to
algorithm Y when applied to routing table X.

Figure 3.7 plots the average lookup query time (measured in terms of the number of
memory accesses) versus the maximum depth-constraint value for the two different probability distributions. These figures show that as the maximum depth-constraint is relaxed
from log m to higher values, the average lookup time falls quickly, and approaches the
entropy of the corresponding distribution (see Table 3.2). An interesting observation from
the plots (that we have not been able to explain) is that the simple weight-balancing heuristic DCWBT almost always performs better than the near-optimal MINDPQ algorithm,
especially at higher values of maximum depth-constraint.

6.1 Tree reconfigurability
Because routing tables and prefix access patterns are not static, the data-structure build
time is an important consideration. This is the amount of time required to compute the
optimized tree data structure. Our experiments show that even for the bigger routing table
at MAE_EAST, the MINDPQ algorithm takes about 0.96 seconds to compute a new tree,
while the DCWBT algorithm takes about 0.40 seconds.1 The build times for the smaller
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VBNS routing table are only 0.033 and 0.011 seconds for the MINDPQ and DCWBT
algorithms respectively.
Computation of a new tree could be needed because of two reasons: (1) change in the
routing table, or (2) change in the access pattern of the routing table entries. As mentioned
in Chapter 2, the average frequency of routing updates in the Internet today is of the order
of a few updates per second, even though the peak value can be up to a few hundred
updates per second. Changes in the routing table structure can be managed by batching
several updates to the routing table and running the tree computation algorithm periodically. The change in access patterns is harder to predict, but there is no reason to believe
that it should happen at a very high rate. Indeed, if it does, there is no benefit to optimizing
the tree anyway. In practice, we expect that the long term access pattern will not change a
lot, while a small change in the probability distribution is expected over shorter time
scales. Hence, an obvious way for updating the tree would be to keep track of the current
average lookup time as measured by the last few packet lookups in the router, and do a
new tree computation whenever this differs from the tree's average weighted depth (which
is the expected value of the average lookup time if the packets were obeying the probability distribution) by more than some configurable threshold amount. The tree could also be
recomputed at fixed intervals regardless of the changes.
To investigate tree reconfigurability in more detail, the packet trace was simulated
with the MAE_EAST routing table. For simplicity, we divided the 2.14 million packet
destination addresses in the trace into groups, each group consisting of 0.5M packets. The
addresses were fed one at a time to the simulation and the effects of updating the tree simulated after seeing the last packet in every group. The assumed initial condition was the
‘equal’ distribution, i.e., every tree leaf, which corresponds to a prefix interval, is equally

1. These experiments were carried out by implementing the algorithms in C and running as a user-level process under
Linux on a 333 MHz Pentium-II processor with 96 Mbytes of memory.
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(b)
Showing the probability distribution on the MAE_EAST routing table: (a) “Uniform”
probability distribution, i.e., the probability of accessing an interval is proportional to its length, (b) As
derived from the packet trace. Note that the “Equal” Distribution corresponds to a horizontal line at y=1.5e5.

Figure 3.8

likely to be accessed by an incoming packet. Thus the initial tree is simply the complete
tree of depth log m . The tree statistics for the MINDPQ trees computed for every group
are shown in Table 3.3 for (an arbitrarily chosen) maximum lookup time constraint of 22
memory accesses.
TABLE 3.3. Statistics for the MINDPQ tree constructed at the end of every 0.5 million packets in the 2.14 million
packet trace for the MAE_EAST routing table. All times/lengths are specified in terms of the number of
memory accesses to reach the leaf of the tree storing the interval. The worst-case lookup time is denoted
by luWorst, the average look up time by luAvg, the standard deviation by luSd. and the average weighted
depth of the tree by WtDepth.

PktNum

luWorst

luAvg

luSd

Entropy

WtDepth

0-0.5M

16

15.94

0.54

15.99

15.99

0.5-1.0M

22

9.26

4.09

7.88

9.07

1.0-1.5M

22

9.24

4.11

7.88

9.11

1.5-2.0M

22

9.55

4.29

7.89

9.37

2.0-2.14M

22

9.38

4.14

7.92

9.31

The table shows how computing a new tree at the end of the first group brings down
the average lookup time from 15.94 to 9.26 memory accesses providing an improvement
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in the lookup rate by a factor of 1.72. This improvement is expected to be greater if the
depth-constraint were to be relaxed further. The statistics show that once the first tree
update (at the end of the last packet of the first group) is done, the average lookup time
decreases significantly and the other subsequent tree updates do not considerably alter this
lookup time. In other words, the access pattern changes only slightly across groups. Figure
3.8(b) shows the probability distribution derived from the trace, and also plots the ‘equal’
distribution (which is just a straight line parallel to the x-axis). Also shown for comparison
is the ‘uniform’ distribution in Figure 3.8(a). Experimental results showed that the distribution derived from the trace was relatively unchanging from one group to another, and
therefore only one of the groups is shown in Figure 3.8(b).

7 Related work
Early attempts at using statistical properties comprised caching recently seen destination addresses and their lookup results (discussed in Chapter 2). The algorithms considered in this chapter adapt the lookup data structure based on statistical properties of the
forwarding table itself, i.e., the frequency with which each forwarding table entry has been
accessed in the past. Intuitively, we expect that these algorithms should perform better
than caching recently looked up addresses because of two reasons. First, the statistical
properties of accesses on a forwarding table are relatively more static (as we saw in Section 6.1) because these properties relate to prefixes that are aggregates of destination
addresses, rather than the addresses themselves. Second, caching provides only two discrete levels of performance (good or bad) for all packets depending on whether they take
the slow or the fast path. Hence, caching performs poorly when only a few packets take
the fast path. In contrast, an algorithm that adapts the lookup data structure itself provides
a more continuous level of performance for incoming packets, from the fastest to the
slowest, and hence can provide a higher average lookup rate.
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Since most previous work on routing lookups has focussed on minimizing worst-case
lookup time, the only paper with a similar formulation as ours is by Cheung and McCanne
[10]. Their paper also considers the frequency with which a certain prefix is accessed to
improve the average time taken to lookup an address. However, reference [10] uses a trie
data structure answering the question of “how to redraw a trie to minimize the average
lookup time under a given storage space constraint,” while the algorithms described here
use a binary search tree data structure based on the binary search algorithm [49] discussed
in Section 2.2.6 of Chapter 2. Thus, the methods and the constraints imposed in this chapter are different. For example, redrawing a trie typically entails compressing it by increasing the degree of some of its internal nodes. As seen in Chapter 2, this can alter its space
consumption. In contrast, it is possible to redraw a binary search tree without changing the
amount of space consumed by it, and hence space consumption is not a constraint in this
chapter’s formulation.
While it is not possible to make a direct comparison with [10] because of the different
nature of the problems being solved, we can make a comparison of the complexity of
computation of the data structures. The complexity of the algorithm in [10] is stated to be
O(DnB) where B is a constant around 10, and D = 32 , which makes it about 320n . In

contrast, both the MINDPQ and the DCWBT algorithms are of complexity O(n log n) for
n prefixes, which, strictly speaking, is worse than O(n) . However, including the constants

in calculations, these algorithms have complexity O(Cn log n) , where the constant factor C
is no more than 3. Thus even for very large values of n , say 2

17

= 128K , the complexity

of these algorithms is no more than 96n .

8 Conclusions and summary of contributions
This chapter motivates and defines a new problem — that of minimizing the average
routing lookup time while still keeping the worst case lookup time bounded — and pro-
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poses two near-optimal algorithms for this problem using a binary search tree data structure. This chapter explores the complexity, performance and optimality properties of the
algorithms. Experiments performed on data taken from routing tables in the backbone of
the Internet show that the algorithms provide a performance gain up to a factor of about
1.7. Higher lookup rates can be achieved with low overhead by parallelizing the data
structure using its “near-perfect” load balancing property.
Finding good depth-constrained alphabetic and Huffman trees are problems of independent interest, e.g., in computationally efficient compression and coding. The general
approach of this chapter, although developed for alphabetic trees for the application of
routing lookups, turns out to be equally applicable for solving related problems of independent interest in Information theory — such as finding depth-constrained Huffman
trees, and compares favorably to recent work on this topic (for example, Mildiu and Laber
[59][60][61] and Schieber [85]). Since this extension is tangential to the subject of this
chapter, it is not discussed here.
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CHAPTER

4

Recursive Flow Classification:
An Algorithm for Packet
Classification on Multiple Fields

1 Introduction
Chapters 2 and 3 described algorithms for routing lookups. In this chapter and the next
we consider algorithms for multi-field packet classification.1
This chapter presents an algorithm for fast packet classification on multiple header
fields. The algorithm, though designed with a hardware realization in mind, is suitable for
implementation in software as well. As we will see from the overview of previous work
on packet classification algorithms in Section 2, the packet classification problem is
expensive to solve in the worst-case — theoretical bounds state that solutions to multifield classification either require storage that is geometric, or a number of memory
accesses that is polylogarithmic, in the number of classification rules. Hence, most classi-

1. The packet classification problem was introduced in Chapter 1: its motivation described in Section 2.1, problem definition in Section 2.3 and the metrics for classification algorithms in Section 3.
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fication algorithms proposed in the literature [7][23][96] are designed to work well for two
dimensions (i.e., with two header fields), but do not perform as well in multiple dimensions. This is explained in detail in Section 2.
This chapter makes the observation that classifiers in real networks have considerable
structure and redundancy that can be exploited by a practical algorithm. Hence, this chapter takes a pragmatic approach, and proposes a heuristic algorithm, called RFC1 (Recursive Flow Classification), that seems to work well with a selection of classifiers in use
today. With current technology, it appears practical to use the proposed classification algorithm for OC192c line rates in hardware and OC48c rates in software. However, the storage space and preprocessing time requirements become large for classifiers with more
than approximately 6000 four-field rules. For this, an optimization of the basic RFC algorithm is described which decreases the storage requirements of a classifier containing
15,000 four-field rules to below 4 Mbytes.

1.1 Organization of the chapter
Section 2 overviews previous work on classification algorithms. Section 3 describes
the proposed algorithm, RFC, and Section 4 discusses experimental results of RFC on the
classifiers in our dataset. Section 5 describes variations of RFC to handle larger classifiers.
Section 6 compares RFC with previous work described in Section 2, and finally, Section 7
concludes with a summary and contributions of this chapter.

2 Previous work on classification algorithms
Recall from Section 3 of Chapter 1 that a classification algorithm preprocesses a given
classifier to build a data structure, that is then used to find the highest priority matching
rule for every incoming packet. We will assume throughout this chapter that rules do not

1. This is not to be confused with “Request for Comments”.
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carry an explicit priority field, and that the matching rule closest to the top of the list of
rules in the classifier is the highest priority matching rule. We will work with the following
example classifier in this section.
Example 4.1: The classifier C shown in Table 4.1 consists of six rules in two fields (dimensions)
labeled F1 and F2 . All field specifications are prefixes of maximum length 3 bits.
As per convention, rule priorities are ordered in decreasing order from top to bottom of the classifier.
TABLE 4.1. An example classifier.

Rule

F1

F2

R1

00*

00*

R2

0*

01*

R3

1*

0*

R4

00*

0*

R5

0*

1*

R6

*

1*

2.1 Range lookups
Algorithms that perform classification in multiple dimensions often use a one-dimensional lookup algorithm as a primitive. If the field specifications in a particular dimension
are all prefixes, a lookup in this dimension usually involves either finding all matching
prefixes or the longest matching prefix — this could be performed using any of the algorithms discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. However, as we will see in Section 3.2, field specifications can be arbitrary ranges. Hence, it will be useful to define the following range
lookup problem for a dimension of width W bits.
Definition 1.1: Given a set of N disjoint ranges G = { G i = [l i,u i] } that form a partition
W

of the number line [0,2 – 1] , i.e., l i and u i are such that
W

l 1 = 0, l i ≤ u i, l i + 1 = u i + 1, u N = 2 – 1 ; the range lookup problem is to find
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the range G P (and any associated information) that contains an incoming
point P .
We have already seen one algorithm to solve the range lookup problem — the binary
search algorithm of Section 2.2.6 in Chapter 2 builds a binary search tree on the endpoints
of the set of ranges. We could also solve the range lookup problem by first converting each
range to a set of maximal prefixes, and then solving the prefix matching problem on the
union of the prefixes thus created. The conversion of a range to prefixes uses the observation that a prefix of length s corresponds to a range [ l, u ] where the ( W – s ) least significant bits of l are all 0 and those of u are all 1. Hence, if we split a given range into the
minimum number of subranges satisfying this property, we arrive at a set of maximal prefixes equivalent to the original range. Table 4.2 lists examples of some range to prefix conversions for 4-bit fields.
TABLE 4.2. Examples of range to prefix conversions for 4-bit fields.

Range

Constituent maximal prefixes

[4,7]

01**

[3,8]

0011, 01**, 1000

[1,14]

0001, 001*, 01**, 10**, 110*, 1110

It can be seen that a range on a W -bit dimension can be split into a maximum of
2W – 2 maximal prefixes.1 Hence, the range lookup problem can be solved using a prefix

matching algorithm, but with the storage complexity increased by a factor of 2W . Feldmann and Muthukrishnan [23] show a reduction of the range lookup problem to the prefix
matching problem with an increase in storage complexity by only a constant factor of 2.
However, as we will see later, this reduction cannot be used in all multi-dimensional classification schemes.
W

1. For example, the range 1, 2 – 2 is split into 2W – 2 prefixes. An example of this is the last row in Table 4.2 with
W = 4.
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2.2 Bounds from Computational Geometry
There is a simple geometric interpretation of the packet classification problem. We
have seen that a prefix represents a contiguous interval on the number line. Similarly, a
two-dimensional rule represents an axes-parallel rectangle in the two-dimensional euclidean space of size 2

W1

×2

W2

, where W 1 and W 2 are the respective widths of the two

dimensions. Generalizing, a rule in d dimensions represents a d -dimensional hyperrectangle in d -dimensional space. A classifier is therefore a collection of rectangles, each of
which is labeled with a priority. An incoming packet header represents a point with coordinates equal to the values of the header fields corresponding to the d dimensions. For
example, Figure 4.1 shows the geometric representation of the classifier in Table 4.1.
Rules of higher priority overlay those of lower priority in the figure.
Given this geometric representation, classifying an arriving packet is equivalent to
finding the highest priority rectangle among all rectangles that contain the point representing the packet. If higher priority rectangles are drawn on top of lower priority rectangles
(as in Figure 4.1), this is equivalent to finding the topmost visible rectangle containing a
given point. For example, the packet represented by the point P(011,110) in Figure 4.1
would be classified by rule R 5 .
There are several standard problems in the field of computational geometry
[4][79][84], such as ray-shooting, point location and rectangle enclosure, that resemble
packet classification. Point location in a multi-dimensional space requires finding the
enclosing region of a point, given a set of non-overlapping regions. Since the hyperrectangles in packet classification could be overlapping, packet classification is at least as hard
as point location. The best bounds for point location in N rectangular regions and d
d

dimensions in the worst-case, for d > 3 , are O(log N) time with O(N ) space; 1 or
O( ( log N )

d–1

) time and O(N) space [73][79]. Clearly this is impracticably slow for classi-

1. The time bound for d ≤ 3 is O(log log N) [73] but has large constant factors.
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110
101
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100
011
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R3

010
001

R1

000
000

001

010

100
110
101
111
011

Figure 4.1 Geometric representation of the two-dimensional classifier of Table 4.1. An incoming packet
represents a point in the two dimensional space, for instance, P(011,110). Note that R4 is completely hidden
by R1 and R2.
d

fication in a high speed router — with just 100 rules and 4 fields, N space is about 100
Mbytes; and ( log N )

d–1

is about 350 memory accesses.

2.3 Linear search
As in the routing lookup problem, the simplest data structure is a linked-list of all the
classification rules, possibly stored in sorted order of decreasing priorities. For every
arriving packet, each rule is evaluated sequentially until a rule is found that matches all the
relevant fields in the packet header. While simple and storage-efficient, this algorithm
clearly has poor scaling properties: the time to classify a packet grows linearly with the
number of rules.1

2.4 Ternary CAMs
We saw in Section 2.2.8 of Chapter 2 how ternary CAMs (TCAMs) can be used for
performing longest prefix matching operations in dedicated hardware. TCAMs can similarly be used for multi-dimensional classification with the modification that each row of
the TCAM memory array needs to be wider than 32 bits — the required width depends on
1. Practical evidence suggests that this data structure can support a performance between 10,000 and 30,000 packets per
second using a 200 MHz CPU with a few hundred 4-dimensional classification rules.
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the number of fields used for classification, and usually varies between 128 and 256 bits
depending on the application. An increasing number of TCAMs are being used in the
industry at the time of writing (for at least some applications) because of their simplicity,
speed (the promise of classification in a single clock-cycle), improving density, and possibly absence of competitive algorithmic solutions. While the same advantages and disadvantages as discussed in Chapter 2 hold for a classification TCAM, we look again at a few
issues specifically raised by classification.
• Density: The requirement of a wider TCAM further decreases its depth for a

given density. Hence, for a 2 Mb 256-bit wide TCAM, at most 8K classification
rules can be supported. As a TCAM row stores a (value, mask) pair, range specifications need to be split into mask specifications, further bringing down the numd

ber of usable TCAM entries by a factor of ( 2W – 2 ) in the worst case for d dimensional classification. Even if only two 16-bit dimensions specify ranges
(which is quiet common in practice with the transport-layer source and destination
port number fields), this is a multiplicative factor of 900.
• Power: Power dissipated in one TCAM row increases proportionally to its

width.
In summary, classification makes worse the disadvantages of existing TCAMs.
Because of these reasons, TCAMs will probably still remain unsuitable in the near future
for the following situations: (1) Large classifiers (256K-1M rules) used for microflow recognition at the edge of the network, (2) Large classifiers (128-256K rules) used at edge
routers that manage thousands of subscribers (with a few rules per subscriber), (3)
Extremely high speed (greater than 200-250 Mpps) classification, and (4) Software-based
classification that may be required for a large number of dimensions, for instance, more
than 8.
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Figure 4.2 The hierarchical trie data structure built on the rules of the example classifier of Table 4.1. The
gray pointers are the “next-trie” pointers. The path traversed by the query algorithm on an incoming packet
(000, 010) is also shown.

2.5 Hierarchical tries
A d -dimensional hierarchical radix trie is a simple extension of the radix trie data
structure in one dimension (henceforth called a 1-dimensional trie), and is constructed
recursively as follows. If d equals 1, the hierarchical trie is identical to the 1-dimensional
radix trie studied before in Section 2.1.3 of Chapter 2. If d is greater than 1, we first construct a 1-dimensional trie on say dimension F1 , called the F1 -trie. Hence, the F1 -trie is
a ‘trie’ on the set of prefixes { R j1 } , belonging to dimension F1 of all rules in the classifier, C = { R j } , where R j = {R j1, R j2} . For each prefix, p , in the 1-dimensional F1 -trie,
we recursively construct a ( d – 1 ) -dimensional hierarchical trie, T p , on those rules which
exactly specify p in dimension F1 , in other words, on the set of rules { R j :R j1 = p }. Prefix
p is linked to the trie T p using another pointer called the next-trie pointer. For instance,

the data structure in two dimensions is comprised of one F1 -trie and several F2 -tries
linked to nodes in the F1 -trie. The storage complexity of the data structure for an N -rule
classifier is O(NdW) . The hierarchical trie data structure for the example classifier of
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Table 4.1 is shown in Figure 4.2. Hierarchical tries are sometimes called “multi-level
tries,” “backtracking-search tries,” or “trie-of-tries.”
A classification query on an incoming packet ( v 1, v 2, …, v d ) proceeds recursively on
each dimension as follows. The query algorithm first traverses the 1-dimensional F1 -trie
based on the bits in v 1 in the usual manner. At each F1 -trie node encountered during this
traversal, the algorithm follows the next-trie pointer (if non-null) and recursively traverses
the ( d – 1 ) -dimensional hierarchical trie stored at that node. Hence, this query algorithm
encounters a rule in its traversal if and only if that rule matches the incoming packet, and it
need only keep track of the highest priority rule encountered. Because of its recursive
nature, the query algorithm is sometimes referred to as a backtracking search algorithm.
d

The query time complexity for d -dimensions is O(W ) . Incremental updates can be car2

ried out in O(d W) time since each of the d -prefix components of the updated rule is
stored in exactly one location at maximum depth O(dW) in the data structure. As an example, the path traversed by the classification query algorithm for an incoming packet
(000,010) is also shown in Figure 4.2.

2.6 Set-pruning tries
A set-pruning trie [106] is similar to a hierarchical trie but with reduced data structure
query time obtained by eliminating the need for doing recursive traversals. This is
achieved by replicating rules at several nodes in the data structure as follows. Consider a
d -dimensional hierarchical trie consisting of an F1 -trie and several ( d – 1 ) -dimensional

hierarchical tries. Let S be the set of nodes representing prefixes longer than a prefix p in
the F1 -trie. A set-pruning trie is similar to this hierarchical trie except that the rules in the
( d – 1 ) -dimensional hierarchical trie linked to a prefix p in the F1 -trie are “pushed

down,” i.e., replicated in the ( d – 1 ) -dimensional hierarchical tries linked to all the nodes
in S . This “pushing-down” of prefixes is carried out recursively (during preprocessing) on
the remaining ( d – 1 ) dimensions in the set-pruning trie data structure.
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Figure 4.3 The set-pruning trie data structure built on the rules of example classifier of Table 4.1. The
gray pointers are the “next-trie” pointers. The path traversed by the query algorithm on an incoming packet
(000, 010) is also shown.

The query algorithm for an incoming packet ( v 1, v 2, …, v d ) now need only traverse
the F1 -trie to find the longest matching prefix of v 1 , follow its next-trie pointer (if nonnull), traverse the F2 -trie to find the longest matching prefix of v 1 , and so on for all
dimensions. The manner of replication of rules ensures that every matching rule will be
encountered in this path. The query time complexity reduces to O(dW) at the expense of
d

d

an increased storage complexity of O(N dW) since a rule may need to be replicated O(N )
times — for every dimension k , the k
O(N) other k

th

th

prefix component of a rule may be longer than

prefix components of other rules in the classifier. Update complexity is

d

O(N ) , and hence, this data structure is, practically speaking, static.

The set-pruning trie for the example classifier of Table 4.1 is shown in Figure 4.3. The
path traversed by the query algorithm on an incoming packet (000,010) is also shown.
Note that replication may lead to prefix components of different rules being allocated to
the same trie node. When this happens, only the highest priority rule need be stored at that
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F1-trie

r
T

w
Tw

F2-tries

y
x
Tx

Figure 4.4 Showing the conditions under which a switch pointer is drawn from node w to node x. The
pointers out of nodes s and r to tries Tx and Tw respectively are next-trie pointers.

node — for instance, both R5 and R6 are allocated to node x in the F2 -trie of Figure 4.4,
but the node x stores only the higher priority rule R5.

2.7 Grid-of-tries
The grid-of-tries data structure, proposed by Srinivasan et al [95], is an optimization of
the hierarchical trie data structure for two dimensions. This data structure avoids the memory blowup of set-pruning tries by allocating a rule to only one trie node as in hierarchical
tries. However, it still achieves O(W) query time by using pre-computation and storing a
switch pointer in some trie nodes. A switch pointer is labeled ‘0’ or ‘1’ and guides the
search process in the manner described below. The conditions which must be satisfied for
a switch pointer labeled b ( b = ’0’ or ‘1’) to exist from a node w in the trie T w to a node
x of another trie T x are (see Figure 4.4):
1. T x and T w are distinct tries built on the prefix components of dimension F2 .
Furthermore, T x and T w are respectively pointed to by the next-trie pointers of
two distinct nodes, say r and s of the same trie, T , built on prefix components of
dimension F1 .
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Figure 4.5 The grid-of-tries data structure built on the rules of example classifier in Table 4.1. The gray
pointers are the “next-trie” pointers, and the dashed pointers are the switch pointers. The path traversed by
the query algorithm on an incoming packet (000, 010) is also shown.
2. The bit-string that denotes the path from the root node to node w in trie T w concatenated with the bit b is identical to the bit-string that denotes the path from the
root node to node x in the trie T x .
3. Node w does not have a child pointer labeled b , and
4. Node s in trie T is the closest ancestor of node r that satisfies the above condi-

tions.
If the query algorithm traverses paths U1(s, root ( T x ) , y, x) and U2(r, root ( T w ) , w) for
an incoming packet on the hierarchical trie, the query algorithm need only traverse the
path U(s, r, root ( T w ) , w, x) on a grid-of-tries data structure. This is because paths U1 and
U2 are identical (by condition 2 above) till U1 terminates at node w because w does not

have a child branch labeled b (by condition 3). The use of another pointer, called a
“switch pointer,” from node w directly to node x allows the grid-of-tries query algorithm
to traverse all branches that would have been traversed by the hierarchical trie query algorithm without the need to ever backtrack. This new algorithm examines each bit of the
incoming packet header at most once. Hence, the time complexity reduces to O(W) , while
storage complexity of O(NW) remains identical to that of 2-dimensional hierarchical tries.
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However, adding switch pointers to the hierarchical trie data structure makes incremental
updates difficult to support, so the authors recommend rebuilding the data structure (in
time O(NW) ) in order to carry out updates [95]. The grid-of-tries data structure for the
example classifier of Table 4.1 is shown in Figure 4.5, along with an example path traversed by the query algorithm.
Reference [95] reports a memory usage of 2 Mbytes on a classifier containing 20,000
rules in two dimensions comprising destination and source IP prefixes, when the stride of
the destination prefix trie is 8 bits and that of the source prefix tries is 5 bits. The worst
case number of memory accesses is therefore 9. The classifier was constructed by using a
publicly available routing table for the destination IP dimension and choosing prefixes
from this routing table randomly to form the source IP dimension.
Grid-of-tries is a good data structure for two dimensional classification occupying reasonable amount of memory and requiring a few memory accesses. It can be used as an
optimization for the last two dimensions of a multi-dimensional hierarchical trie, hence
decreasing the classification time complexity by a factor of W to O(NW

d–1

) in d dimen-

sions, in the same amount of storage O(NdW) . As with hierarchical and set-pruning tries,
grid-of-tries requires range specifications to be split into prefixes before the data structure
is constructed.

2.8 Crossproducting
Crossproducting [95] is a packet classification solution suitable for an arbitrary number of dimensions. The idea is to classify an incoming packet in d dimensions by composing the results of separate 1-dimensional range lookups in each dimension as follows.
The preprocessing step to construct the data structure comprises computing the set of
ranges, G k , of size s k = G k , projected by rule specifications in each dimension
j

k, 1 ≤ k ≤ d . Let r k , 1 ≤ j ≤ s k , denote the j

th

range in G k . A crossproduct table C T of size
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Figure 4.6 The table produced by the crossproducting algorithm and its geometric representation of the
two-dimensional classifier of Table 4.1.

d

∏ sk

is then constructed, and the best matching rule for each entry

k=1
id 
 i1 i2
,
,
,
…
r
r
r
 1 2
d  , 1 ≤ i k ≤ s k, 1 ≤ k ≤ d in this table is precomputed and stored.

Classification query on an incoming packet ( v 1, v 2, …, v d ) first performs a range
ik

lookup in each dimension k to identify the range r k containing point v k . The tuple
i1

i2

id

〈 r 1 , r 2 , …, r d 〉 is then directly looked up in the crossproduct table C T to access the pre-

computed best matching rule.
Example 4.5: The crossproduct table for the example classifier of Table 4.1 is shown in Figure
4.6. The figure also illustrates the geometric interpretation of crossproducting.
There is one entry in the crossproduct table for each rectangular cell in the grid created by extending the sides of each original rectangle representing a rule. The
query algorithm for an example incoming packet P(011,110) accesses table entry
2 3
with the address (r 1,r 2) accessing rule R5.

We have seen that N prefixes give rise to at most 2N ranges, hence, s k ≤ 2N , and C T is
d

of size O(N ) . The lookup time is O(dt RL) where t RL is the time complexity of doing a
range lookup in one dimension. Crossproducting is a suitable solution for very small clas-
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sifiers only because of its high worst case storage complexity. Reference [95] proposes
using an on-demand crossproducting scheme together with caching for classifiers bigger
than 50 rules in five dimensions. Crossproducting is a static solution since addition of a
rule could change the set of projected ranges and necessitate re-computing the crossproduct table.

2.9 Bitmap-intersection
The bitmap-intersection classification scheme, proposed by Lakshman and Stiliadis
[48], is based on the observation that the set of rules, S , that match a packet header, is the
intersection of d sets, S i , where S i is the set of rules that match the packet in the i

th

dimension alone. While crossproducting precomputes S and stores the best matching rule
in S , this scheme computes S and the best matching rule on the fly, i.e., during each classification operation.
In order to compute intersection of sets efficiently in hardware, each set is encoded as
an N -bit bitmap with one bit corresponding to each of the N rules. The set of matching
rules is then the set of rules whose corresponding bits are ‘1’ in the bitmap. A classification query on a packet, P , proceeds in a fashion similar to crossproducting by first performing separate range lookups in each of the d dimensions. Each range lookup returns a
bitmap encoding the set of matching rules (precomputed for each range) in that dimension. The d sets are intersected (by a simple hardware boolean AND operation) to give the
set of rules that match P . The best matching rule is then computed from this set. See Figure 4.7 for the bitmaps corresponding to the example classifier of Table 4.1.
Since each bitmap is N bits wide, and there are O(N) of ranges in each of the d dimen2

sions, the total amount of storage space consumed is O(dN ) . The classification time complexity is O(dt RL + dN ⁄ w) where t RL is the time to do one range lookup and w is the
memory width so that it takes N ⁄ w memory operations to access one bitmap. Time com-
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Dimension 2

Dimension 1
r11
r12
r13

{R1,R2,R4,R5,R6}
{R2,R5,R6}
{R3,R6}
Query on P(011,010):
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r21
r22
r23

110111
010011
001001

{R1,R3,R4}
{R2,R3,R4}
{R5,R6}

101100
011000
000111

010011 Dimension-1 bitmap
000111 Dimension-2 bitmap
000011 Intersected bitmap
R5 Best matching rule

Figure 4.7 The bitmap tables used in the “bitmap-intersection” classification scheme for the example
classifier of Table 4.1. See Figure 4.6 for a description of the ranges. Also shown is classification query on
an example packet P(011, 110).

plexity can be brought down by a factor of d by using parallelism in hardware to lookup
each dimension independently in parallel. Incremental updates are not supported. The
same scheme can be implemented in software, but the classification time is expected to be
higher because of the unavailability of hardware-specific features, such as parallelism and
bitmap-intersection.
Reference [48] reports that the scheme could support up to 512 rules with a 33 MHz
FPGA device and five 1 Mbit SRAMs, classifying one million packets per second. The
scheme works well for a small number of rules in multiple dimensions, but suffers from a
quadratic increase in storage space and a linear increase in memory bandwidth requirements (and hence in classification time) with the size of the classifier. A variation is
described in [48] that decreases the storage requirement at the expense of increased classification time.

2.10 Tuple space search
The idea of the basic tuple space search algorithm (Suri et al [96]) is to decompose a
classification query into a number of exact match queries. The algorithm first maps each
d -dimensional rule into a d -tuple whose i

th

component stores the length of the prefix
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Rule
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

Specification
(00*,00*)
(0**,01*)
(1**,0**)
(00*,0**)
(0**,1**)
(***,1**)

Tuple
(2,2)
(1,2)
(1,1)
(2,1)
(1,1)
(0,1)
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Tuple Hash Table Entries
{R6}
(0,1)
(1,1)
{R3,R5}
(1,2)
{R2}
(2,1)
{R4}
(2,2)
{R1}

Figure 4.8 The tuples and associated hash tables in the tuple space search scheme for the example
classifier of Table 4.1.

specified in the i

th

dimension (the scheme supports only prefix specifications). Hence, the

set of rules mapped to the same tuple are of a fixed and known length, and thus stored in a
hash table for exact match query operations. A classification query is carried out by performing exact match operations on each of the hash tables corresponding to all possible
tuples in the classifier. The tuples and their corresponding hash tables for the example
classifier of Table 4.1 are shown in Figure 4.8. A variation of the basic algorithm uses heuristics to avoid searching all hash tables using ideas similar to those used in the “binary
search on prefix lengths” lookup scheme mentioned in Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 2 (see [96]
for details).
Classification time in the tuple space search scheme is equal to the time needed for M
hashed memory accesses, where M is the number of tuples in the classifier. The scheme
uses O(N) storage since each rule is stored in exactly one hash table. Incremental updates
are supported and require just one hashed memory access to the hash table associated with
the tuple of the modified rule. In summary, the tuple space search algorithm performs well
for multiple dimensions in the average case if the number of tuples is small. However, the
use of hashing makes the time complexity of searches and updates non-deterministic.
d

Also, the number of tuples could be very large, up to O(W ) , in the worst case. Furthermore, since the scheme supports only prefixes, the storage complexity increases by a facd

tor of O(W ) for generic rules as each range could be split into O(W) prefixes in the
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100, 111
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Figure 4.9 The data structure of Section 2.11 for the example classifier of Table 4.1 The search path for
example packet P(011, 110) resulting in R5 is also shown.

manner explained in Section 2.1. This is one example where the range-to-prefix transformation technique of [23] cannot be applied because all fields are looked up simultaneously.

2.11 A 2-dimensional classification scheme from Lakshman and Stiliadis [48]
Lakshman and Stiliadis [48] propose a 2-dimensional classification algorithm where
one dimension, say F1 , is restricted to having prefix specifications, while the second
dimension, F2 , is allowed to have arbitrary range specifications. The data structure first
builds an F1 -trie on the prefixes of dimension F1 , and then associates a set G w of nonoverlapping ranges to each trie node, w , that represents prefix p . These ranges are created
by the end-points of possibly overlapping projections on dimension F2 of those rules, S w ,
that specify exactly p in dimension F1 . A range lookup data structure (e.g., an array or a
binary search tree) is then constructed on G w and associated with trie node w . The data
structure for the example classifier of Table 4.1 is shown in Figure 4.9.
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Given a point P (v 1,v 2) , the query algorithm proceeds downwards from the root of the
trie according to the bits of v 1 in the usual manner. At every trie node, w , encountered
during this traversal, a range lookup is performed on the associated data structure G w . The
range lookup operation returns the range in G w containing v 2 , and hence the best matching rule, say R w , within the set S w that matches point P . The highest priority rule among
the rules { R w } for all trie nodes w encountered during the traversal is the desired highest
priority matching rule in the classifier.
The query algorithm takes time O(W log N) because a range lookup needs to be performed (in O(log N) time) at every trie node in the path from the root to a null node in the
F1 -trie. This can be improved to O(W + log N) using a technique called fractional cascad-

ing borrowed from Computational Geometry [4]. This technique augments the data structure such that the problem of searching for the same point in several sorted lists is reduced
to searching in only one sorted list plus accessing a constant number of elements in the
remaining lists. The storage complexity is O(NW) because each rule is stored only once in
the data structure. However, the use of fractional cascading renders the data structure
static.

2.12 Area-based quadtree
The Area-based Quadtree (AQT) data structure proposed by Buddhikot et al [7] for
classification in two dimensions supports incremental updates that can be traded off with
classification time by a tunable parameter. The preprocessing algorithm first builds a
quadtree [4], a tree in which each internal node has four children. The parent node of a
quadtree represents a two dimensional space that is decomposed into four equal sized
quadrants, each of which is represented by a child of that node. The original two dimensional space is thus recursively decomposed into four equal-sized quadrants till each quadrant has less than or equal to one rule in it (see Figure 4.10 for an example of the
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Figure 4.10 An example quadtree constructed by spatial decomposition of two-dimensional space. Each
decomposition results in four quadrants.

decomposition process). A set of rules is then allocated to each node of the quadtree in the
manner described next.
A rule is said to cross a quadrant in dimension j if it completely spans the dimensionj of the area represented by that quadrant. For instance, rule R6 spans in both dimensions

the quadrant represented by the root node (the complete 2-dimensional space) of Figure
4.11, while rule R5 does not. If we divide the 2-dimensional space into four quadrants,
rule R5 crosses the north-west quadrant in both dimensions while rule R2 crosses the
south-west quadrant in dimension- F1 . The set of rules crossing the quadrant represented
by a node in dimension k is called the “ k -crossing filter set ( k -CFS)” of that node.
Two instances of the same data structure are associated with each quadtree node —
one each for storing the rules in k -CFS ( k = 1, 2 ). Since rules in crossing filter sets span
at least one of the two dimensions, only the range specified in the other dimension need be
stored in the data structure. The classification query proceeds by traversing the quadtree
according to the bits in the given packet — looking at two bits at a time, formed by transposing one bit from each dimension. The query algorithm does two 1-dimensional look-
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Figure 4.11 The AQT data structure for the classifier of Table 4.1. The label of each node denotes {1CFS, 2-CFS}. Also shown is the path traversed by the query algorithm for an incoming packet P(001, 010),
yielding R1 as the best matching rule.

ups (one for each dimension on k -CFS) at each quadtree node traversed. Figure 4.11
shows the AQT data structure for the example classifier of Table 4.1.
Reference [7] also proposes an efficient incremental update algorithm that enables
AQT to achieve the following bounds for N two-dimensional rules: O(NW) space complexity, O(αW) search time and O(α α N) update time for a tunable integral parameter α .

2.13 Fat Inverted Segment Tree (FIS-tree)
Feldmann and Muthukrishnan [23] propose the FIS-tree data structure for two dimensional classification as a modification of the segment tree data structure. We first describe
the segment tree data structure, and then the FIS-tree data structure.
A segment tree [4] stores a set S of line segments (possibly overlapping) to answer
queries such as finding the highest priority line segment containing a given point efficiently. It consists of a balanced binary search tree on the end points of the line segments
in S . Each node, w , of a segment tree represents a range G w — leaves represent the original line segments in S , and parent nodes represent the union of the ranges represented by
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Figure 4.12 The segment tree and the 2-level FIS-tree for the classifier of Table 4.1.

their children. A line segment is allocated to a node w if it contains G w but does not contain G parent(w) . The highest priority line segment among all the line segments allocated to
a node is precomputed and stored at the node. The search algorithm for finding the highest
priority line segment containing a given point traverses the segment tree downwards from
the root, and calculates the highest priority of all the precomputed segments encountered
at each node during its traversal. Figure 4.12 shows the segment tree for the line segments
created by the F1 -projections of the rules of classifier in Table 4.1.
An FIS-tree is a segment tree with two modifications: (1) The segment tree is compressed (made “fat” by increasing the degree to more than two) in order to decrease its
depth so that it occupies a given number of levels l . (2) Pointers are set up inverted, i.e.,
go from child nodes to the parent to help the search process described below. The classification data structure for 2-dimensional classifiers consists of an FIS-tree on dimension
F1 , and a range lookup data structure associated with each node of the FIS-tree. An
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instance of the range lookup data structure associated with node w of the FIS-tree stores
the ranges formed by the F2 -projections of those classifier rules whose F1 -projections
were allocated to w .
A classification query on a given point P (v 1,v 2) first solves the range lookup problem
in dimension F1 . This returns a leaf node of the FIS-tree representing the range containing the point v 1 . The query algorithm then follows the parent pointers from this leaf node
up towards the root node, carrying out 1-dimensional range lookups in the associated
range lookup data structures at each node traversed. The algorithm finally computes the
highest priority rule containing the given point at the end of the traversal.
The search time complexity for an l -level FIS-tree is O( ( l + 1 ) t RL) with a storage
space complexity of O(ln

1+1⁄l

) , where t RL is the time taken to carry out a 1-dimensional

range lookup. Storage space can be traded off with search time by suitably tuning the
parameter l . Several variations to the FIS-tree are needed in order to support incremental
updates — even then, it is easier to support inserts than deletes [23]. The static FIS-tree
can be extended to multiple dimensions by building hierarchical FIS-trees, but the bounds
obtained are similar to other data structures studied earlier. (Please see [23] for details on
supporting updates in FIS trees and multi-dimensional static FIS trees).
Extensive measurements on real-life 2-dimensional classifiers are reported in [23]
using the static FIS-tree data structure. These measurements indicate that two levels suffice in the FIS tree for 4-60K rules with a storage consumption of less than 5 Mbytes. One
classification operation requires fewer than 15 memory accesses. For larger classifiers
containing up to one million 2-dimensional rules, at least 3 levels are required with a storage consumption of approximately 100 Mbytes, while one classification operation
requires fewer than 18 memory accesses.
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2.14 Summary of previous work
Table 4.3 gives a summary of the complexities of the multi-dimensional classification
algorithms reviewed in this chapter. Most proposed algorithms work well for two dimensions, but do not extend to multiple dimensions. Others have either non-deterministic
search time (e.g., tuple space search), or do not scale to classifiers larger than a few hundred rules (e.g., crossproducting or bitmap-intersection). This is not surprising since theoretical bounds tell us that multi-dimensional classification has poor worst-case
performance, in either storage or time complexity.
TABLE 4.3. Comparison of the complexities of previously proposed multi-dimensional classification algorithms on a
classifier with N rules and d W -bit wide dimensions. The results assume that each rule is stored in
O(1) space and takes O(1) time to determine whether it matches a packet. This table ignores the
d
multiplicative factor of ( 2W – 2 ) in the storage complexity caused by splitting of ranges to prefixes.

Algorithm

Worst-case time
complexity

Worst-case storage
complexity

Linear Search

N

N

Hierarchical tries
Set-pruning tries
Grid-of-tries

W

d

dW
W

d–1

NdW
d

N dW
NdW

Crossproducting

dW

N

Bitmap-intersection

( W + N ⁄ memwidth ) d

dN

Tuple space search

N

N

FIS-tree

( l + 1) W

Ternary CAM

1

l×N

d
2

1+1⁄l

N
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3 Proposed algorithm RFC (Recursive Flow Classification)
3.1 Background
The RFC algorithm is motivated by the observation that real-life classifiers contain a
large amount of structure and redundancy that can be exploited by a pragmatic classification algorithm. RFC works well for a selection of multi-dimensional real-life classifiers
available to us. We proceed to describe the observed characteristics of these real-life classifiers and a description of the structure present in them.

3.2 Characteristics of real-life classifiers
We collected 793 packet classifiers from 101 different ISP and enterprise networks
with a total of 41,505 rules. For privacy reasons, sensitive information such as IP
addresses were sanitized while preserving the relative structure in the classifiers.1 Each
network provided up to ten separate classifiers for different services.2 We found the classifiers to have the following characteristics:
1. The classifiers do not contain a large number of rules. Only 0.7% of the classifi-

ers contain more than 1000 rules, with a mean of 50 rules. The distribution of the
number of rules in a classifier is shown in Figure 4.13. The relatively small number of rules per classifier should not come as a surprise: in most networks today,
rules are configured manually by network operators, and it is a non-trivial task to
ensure correct behavior if the classifier becomes large.
2. The syntax of these classifiers allows a maximum of 8 header fields to be speci-

fied: source/destination network-layer address (32-bits), source/destination transport-layer port numbers (16-bits for TCP and UDP), type-of-service (TOS) field
1. We wanted to preserve the properties of set relationship, e.g. inclusion, among the rules, or their fields. A 32-bit IP
address p0.p1.p2.p3 is sanitized as follows: (a) A random 32-bit number c0.c1.c2.c3 is first chosen, (b) a random permutation of the 256 numbers 0...255 is then generated to get perm[0..255] (c) Another random number S between 0 and 255
is generated: these randomly generated numbers are common for all the rules in the classifier, (d) The IP address with
bytes: perm[(p0 ^ c0 + 0 * s) % 256], perm[(p1 ^ c1 + 1 * s) % 256], perm[(p2 ^ c2 + 2 * s) % 256] and perm[(p3 ^ c3
+ 3 * s) % 256] is then returned as the sanitized transformation of the original IP address, where ^ denotes the exclusiveor operation. This transformation preserves set relationship across bytes but not necessarily within a byte. Hence, some
structure present in the original classifier may be lost. However, we have since had access to some of the original classifiers, with results similar to those shown in this chapter.
2. In the collected dataset, classifiers for different services are made up of one or more ACLs (access control lists). An
ACL rule can have one of two actions, “deny” or “permit”. In this discussion, we will assume that each ACL is a separate classifier, a common case in practice.
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Figure 4.13 The distribution of the total number of rules per classifier. Note the logarithmic scale on both
axes.

(8-bits), protocol field (8-bits), and transport-layer protocol flags (8-bits) with a
total of 120 bits. 17% of all rules in the dataset have 1 field specified, 23% have 3
fields specified and 60% have 4 fields specified.1
3. The transport-layer protocol field is restricted to a small set of values: in our

dataset, this field contained only the following values: TCP, UDP, ICMP, IGMP,
(E)IGRP, GRE and IPINIP, or the wildcard ‘*’ (i.e., the set of all transport protocols).
4. The transport-layer address fields have a wide variety of specifications. Many

(10.2%) of them are range specifications — such as ‘range 20-24’ or ‘gt 1023,’
which means all values greater than 1023. In particular, the specification ‘gt 1023’
occurs in about 9% of the rules. Splitting this range into prefixes results in six
constituent maximal prefixes: 1024-2047, 2048-4095, 4096-8191, 8192-16383,
16384-32767, 32768-65535. Thus, converting all range specifications to prefix
specifications could result in a large increase in the size of a classifier.

1. If a field is not specified, the wildcard specification is assumed. Note that this is determined by the syntax of the rule
specification language.
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5. Approximately 14% of all classifiers had at least one rule with a non-contiguous

mask, and 10.2% of all rules had non-contiguous masks. A non-contiguous mask
means that the bits that are ‘1’ in the mask are not contiguous. For example, a
specification of 137.98.217.0/8.22.160.80 has a non-contiguous mask, which is
surprising. One suggested reason for this is that some network operators choose a
specific numbering/addressing scheme for their routers. This observation indicates that a packet classification algorithm cannot always rely on a network-layer
address specification to be a prefix.
6. It is common for different rules in the same classifier to share a number of field

specifications. Sharing occurs because a network operator frequently wants to
specify the same policy for a pair of communicating groups of hosts or subnetworks — for instance, the network operator may want to prevent every host in one
group of IP addresses from accessing any host in another group of IP addresses.
Given the limitations of a simple address/mask syntax specification, a separate
rule must be written for each pair in the two (or more) groups. This observation is
used in an optimization of the basic algorithm, described later in Section 5.1.
7. We found that 15% of the rules were redundant. A rule R is said to be redundant

if one of the following conditions hold (here, we think of a rule R as the set of all
packet headers which could match R ): (a) There exists a rule T appearing earlier
than R in the classifier such that R is a subset of T . Thus, no packet will ever
match R , i.e., R is redundant. We call this backward redundancy — 7.8% of the
rules were found to be backward redundant. (b) There exists a rule T appearing
after R in the classifier such that (i) R is a subset of T , (ii) R and T have the same
actions, and (iii) For each rule V appearing in between R and T in the classifier,
either V is disjoint from R , or V has the same action as R . We call this forward
redundancy — 7.2% of the rules were forward redundant. In this case, R can be
eliminated to obtain a new smaller classifier. A packet matching R in the original
classifier will match T in the new classifier, but will yield the same action.

3.3 Observations about the structure of the classifiers
To illustrate the structure we found in our dataset, we start with an example 2-dimensional classifier containing three rules. Figure 4.14(a) shows three such rectangles, where
each rectangle represents a rule with a range of values in each dimension. The classifier
contains three explicitly defined rules, and the default rule (represented by the background
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(c) 7 regions

Figure 4.14 Some possible arrangements of three rectangles (2-dimensional rules). Each differently
shaded rectangle comprises one region. The total number of regions indicated includes the white
background region.

rectangle). The arrangement of the three rules in Figure 4.14(a) is such that four distinct
regions, differently shaded, are created (including the white background region). A different arrangement could create five regions, as in Figure 4.14(b), or seven regions, as in Figure 4.14(c). A classification algorithm must keep a record of each region and be able to
determine the region to which each newly arriving packet belongs. Intuitively, the larger
the number of regions that the classifier contains, the more storage is required, and the
longer it takes to classify a packet.
Even though the number of rules is the same in each of the three cases in Figure 4.14,
the task of the classification algorithm becomes progressively harder as it needs to distinguish more regions. In general, it can be shown that the number of regions created by N
d

rules in d dimensions can be O(N ) . Such a worst case example for two dimensions is
shown in Figure 4.15.
We analyzed the structure in our dataset and found that the number of overlapping
regions is considerably smaller than the worst case. Specifically, for the biggest classifier
with 1733 rules, the number of distinct overlapping regions in four dimensions was found
to be 4316, compared to approximately 10

11

regions for the worst possible combination

of rules. Similarly, the number of overlapping regions was found to be relatively small in
each of the classifiers in the dataset. This is because rules originate from specific policies
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Figure 4.15 A worst case arrangement of N rectangles. N ⁄ 2 rectangles span the first dimension, and the
remaining N ⁄ 2 rectangles span the second dimension. Each of the black squares is a distinct region. The
2
2
total number of distinct regions is therefore N ⁄ 4 + N + 1 = O(N ) .

of network operators and agreements between different networks. For example, the operators of two different networks may specify several policies relating to the interaction of
the hosts in one network with the hosts in the other. This implies that rules tend to be clustered in small groups instead of being randomly distributed. As we will see, the proposed
algorithm exploits this structure to simplify its task.

3.4 The RFC algorithm
Classifying a packet can be viewed as mapping S bits in the packet header to T bits of
classID (an identifier denoting the rule, or action), where T = log N , T « S , in a manner dic-

tated by the N classifier rules. A simple and fast, but unrealistic, way of doing this mapS

ping might be to precompute the value of classID for each of the 2 different packet header
values. This would yield the answer in one step (i.e., one memory access) but would
require too much memory. The main aim of RFC is to perform the same mapping but over
several stages. As shown in Figure 4.16, RFC performs this mapping recursively — in
each stage the algorithm performs a reduction, mapping one set of values to a smaller set.
The RFC algorithm has P phases, where each phase consists of a set of parallel memory lookups. Each lookup is a reduction in the sense that the value returned by the memory
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Recursive Flow Classification
2S=2128
Phase 0
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224

Phase 1 Phase 2

2T=212
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Figure 4.16 Showing the basic idea of Recursive Flow Classification. The reduction is carried out in
multiple phases, with a reduction in phase I being carried out recursively on the image of the phase I-1. The
example shows the mapping of 2 S bits to 2 T bits in 4 phases.

lookup is shorter (is expressed in fewer bits) than the index of the memory access. The
algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 4.17, operates as follows:
1. In the first phase (phase 0), d fields of the packet header are split up into multi-

ple chunks that are used to index into multiple memories in parallel. For example,
the number of chunks equals 8 in Figure 4.17. Figure 4.18 shows an example of
how the fields of a packet may be split into chunks. Each of the parallel lookups
yields an output value that we will call eqID. (The reason for calling this identifier
eqID will become clear shortly). The contents of each memory are chosen so that
the result of the lookup is narrower than the index, i.e., requires fewer bits.
2. In subsequent phases, the index into each memory is formed by combining the

results of the lookups from earlier phases. For example, the results from the lookups may be concatenated to form a wider index — we will consider another way
to combine them later.
3. After successive combination and reduction, we are left with one result from the

memory lookup in the final phase. Because of the way the memory contents have
been precomputed, this value corresponds to the classID of the packet.
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Figure 4.17 Packet flow in RFC.
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Figure 4.18 Example chopping of the packet header into chunks for the first RFC phase. L3 and L4 refer
to the network-layer and transport-layer fields respectively.

For the above scheme to work, the contents of each memory are filled after suitably
preprocessing the classifier. To illustrate how the memories are populated, we consider a
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simple example based on the classifier in Table 4.4.
TABLE 4.4. An example 4-dimensional classifier.

Dst L3 (value/mask)

Src L3 (value/mask)

Dst L4

L4 protocol

152.163.190.69/
255.255.255.0

152.163.80.1/
255.255.255.255

*

*

152.168.3.0/
255.255.255.0

152.163.200.157/
255.255.255.255

eq http

udp

152.168.3.0/
255.255.255.0

152.163.200.157/
255.255.255.255

range 20-21

udp

152.168.3.0/
255.255.255.0

152.163.200.157/
255.255.255.255

eq http

tcp

152.168.3.198.4/
255.255.255.255

152.163.160.0/
255.255.252.0

gt 1023

tcp

152.163.198.4/
255.255.255.255

152.163.36.0/
255.255.255.0

gt 1023

tcp

We will see how the 24 bits used to express the two chunks: chunk #4 (L4, i.e., transport-layer protocol) and chunk #6 (Dst L4, i.e, transport-layer destination) are reduced to
just three bits by Phases 0 and 1 of the RFC algorithm. We start with chunk #6, which contains the 16-bit transport-layer destination address. The column corresponding to the
transport-layer field in Table 4.4 partitions the set of all possible chunk values into four
sets: (a) {20, 21} (b) {http (=80)} (c) {>1023} (d) {all remaining numbers in the range 065535}. The four sets can be encoded using two bits 00 through 11 . We call these two bit
values the equivalence class IDs (eqIDs) of the respective sets. The memory corresponding to chunk #6, in Phase 0, is indexed using the 2

16

different values of 16-bit wide chunk

#6. In each memory location m , we place the eqID for the set containing the value m . For
example, the value in the memory location 20 is 00 , denoting the set {20,21}. In this way,
a 16-bit to 2-bit reduction is obtained for chunk #6 in Phase 0. Similarly, the column corresponding to 8-bit transport-layer protocol in Table 4.4 consists of three sets: (a) {tcp} (b)
{udp} (c) {all remaining protocol values in the range 0-255} — which can be encoded
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using two-bit eqIDs. Hence, chunk #4 undergoes an eight-bit to two-bit reduction in Phase
0.
In the second phase (Phase 1), we consider the combination of the transport-layer Destination and protocol chunks. Table 4.4 shows that the five sets corresponding to the combination of these chunks are: (a) {({80}, {udp})} (b) {({20-21}, {udp})} (c) {({80},
{tcp})} (d) {({gt 1023}, {tcp})} (e) {all remaining crossproducts of the two columns}.
The five sets can be represented using 3-bit eqIDs. The index into the memory in Phase 1
is constructed by concatenating the two 2-bit eqIDs from Phase 0. Hence, Phase 1 reduces
the number of bits from four to three. If we now consider the combination of both Phase 0
and Phase 1, we find that 24 bits have been reduced to just 3 bits. Hence, the RFC algorithm uses successive combination and reduction to map the long original packet header to
a short classID.
We will now see how a classifier is preprocessed to generate the values to be stored in
the memory tables at each phase. In what follows, we will use the term Chunk Equivalence Set (CES) to denote a set mentioned in the example above, e.g., each of the three
sets: (a) {tcp} (b) {udp} (c) {all remaining protocol values in the range 0-255} is said to
be a Chunk Equivalence Set because if there are two packets with different protocol values lying in the same set (and having otherwise identical headers), the rules of the classifier do not distinguish between them. Each CES can be constructed in the following
manner.
First phase (Phase 0): The process of constructing a CES in a single dimension is
similar to the procedure mentioned earlier for constructing non-overlapping basic intervals from the projections of the rules onto this dimension. The difference lies in that two
non-contiguous ranges may now form a part of the same CES. Consider a fixed chunk of
size b bits, and those component(s) of the rules in the classifier corresponding to this
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E3 = {0-19,22-79,81-1023}

Figure 4.19 An example of computing the four equivalence classes E0...E3 for chunk #6 (corresponding
to the 16-bit transport-layer destination port number) in the classifier of Table 4.4.
b

chunk. Project the rules in the classifier on the number line [0,2 – 1] . Each component
projects to a set of (not necessarily contiguous) intervals on the number line. The end
points of all the intervals projected by these components form a set of non-overlapping
intervals. Two points in the same interval always belong to the same equivalence set. Also,
two intervals are in the same equivalence set if exactly the same rules project onto them.
As an example, consider chunk #6 (destination L4 port) of the classifier in Table 4.4. The
intervals, I0…I4 , and the constructed equivalence sets, E0…E3 are shown in Figure 4.19.
The RFC table kept in the memory for this chunk is filled with the corresponding eqIDs.
Thus, in this example, table[20] = 00 , table[23] = 11 , etc. The pseudocode for computing the eqIDs in Phase 0 is shown in Figure 4.20.
To facilitate the calculation of eqIDs for subsequent RFC phases, we assign a class bitmap (CBM) for each CES. The CBM has one bit for each rule in the classifier, and indicates those rules that contain the corresponding CES. For example, E0 in Figure 4.19 will
have the CBM 101000 , indicating that the first and the third rules of the classifier in Table
4.4 contain E0 in chunk #6. Note that the class bitmap is not physically stored in the RFC
table: it is just used to facilitate the calculation of the stored eqIDs by the preprocessing
algorithm.
Subsequent phases: A chunk in a subsequent phase is formed by a combination of
two (or more) chunks obtained from memory lookups in previous phases. If, for example,
the resulting chunk is of width b bits, we again create equivalence sets such that two b -bit
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/* Phase 0, Chunk j of width b bits*/
for each rule rl in the classifier
begin
b
project the ith component of rl onto the number line [0,2 – 1] , marking the start and end points of
each of its constituent intervals.
endfor
/* Now scan through the number line looking for distinct equivalence classes */
bmp := 0; /* all bits of bmp are initialised to ‘0’ */
for n in 0..2b-1
begin
if (any rule starts or ends at n)
begin
update bmp;
if (bmp not seen earlier)
begin
eq := new_equivalence_class();
eq->cbm := bmp;
endif
endif
else eq := the equivalence class whose cbm is bmp;
table_0_j[n] = eq->ID; /* fill ID in the rfc table*/
endfor

Figure 4.20 Pseudocode for RFC preprocessing for chunk j of Phase 0.

packet header values that are not distinguished by the rules of the classifier belong to the
same CES. Hence, (20,udp) and (21,udp) will be in the same CES in the classifier of Table
4.4 in Phase 1. The new equivalence sets for a phase are determined by computing all possible intersections of equivalence sets from the previous phases being combined. Each distinct intersection is an equivalence set for the newly created chunk. The pseudocode for
this preprocessing is shown in Figure 4.20.

3.5 A simple complete example of RFC
Realizing that the preprocessing steps are involved, we present a complete example of
RFC operation on a classifier, showing how preprocessing is performed to determine the
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/* Assume that chunk i is formed by combining m distinct chunks c1, c2, ..., cm of phases p1,p2, ...,
pm where p1, p2, ..., pm < j */
indx := 0; /* indx runs through all the entries of the RFC table, table_j_i */
listEqs := nil;
for each CES, c1eq, of chunk c1
for each CES, c2eq, of chunk c2
........
for each CES, cmeq of chunk cm
begin
intersectedBmp := c1eq->cbm & c2eq->cbm & ... & cmeq->cbm;/* bitwise ANDing */
neweq := searchList(listEqs, intersectedBmp);
if (not found in listEqs)
begin
/* create a new equivalence class */
neweq := new_Equivalence_Class();
neweq->cbm := bmp;
add neweq to listEqs;
endif
/* Fill up the relevant RFC table contents.*/
table_j_i[indx] := neweq->ID;
indx++;
endfor

Figure 4.21 Pseudocode for RFC preprocessing for chunk i of Phase j .

contents of the memories, and how a packet is looked up. The example is based on a 4field classifier of Table 4.5 and is shown in Figure 4.22.
TABLE 4.5. The 4-dimensional classifier used in Figure 4.22.

Rule#

Chunk#0
(Src L3 bits
31..16)

Chunk#1
(Src L3 bits
15..0)

Chunk#2
(Dst L3 bits
31..16)

Chunk#3
(Dst L3 bits
15..0)

Chunk#4
(L4 protocol)
[8 bits]

Chunk#5
(Dstn L4) [16
bits]

R0

0.83/0.0

0.77/0.0

0.0/0.0

4.6/0.0

udp (17)

*

R1

0.83/0.0

1.0/0.255

0.0/0.0

4.6/0.0

udp

range 20 30

R2

0.83/0.0

0.77/0.0

0.0/255.255

0.0/255.255

*

21

R3

0.0/255.255

0.0/255.255

0.0/255.255

0.0/255.255

*

21

R4

0.0/255.255

0.0/255.255

0.0/255.255

0.0/255.255

*

*

4 Performance of RFC
In this section, we look at the performance obtained by the RFC algorithm on the classifiers in our dataset. First, we consider the storage requirements of RFC. Then we consider its performance to determine the rate at which packets can be classified.
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0
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Chunk#1
Accesses made by the lookup of a packet with
Src network-layer Address = 0.83.1.32
Dst network-layer Address = 0.0.4.6
Transport-layer Protocol = 17 (udp)
Dst transport-layer port number = 22

Figure 4.22 This figure shows the contents of RFC tables for the example classifier of Table 4.5. The sequence of accesses
made by the example packet have also been shown using big gray arrows. The memory locations accessed in this sequence
have been marked in bold.
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4.1 RFC preprocessing
As our dataset has a maximum of four fields, the chunks for Phase 0 are created as
shown in Table 4.6.
TABLE 4.6. Packet header fields corresponding to chunks for RFC Phase 0.

Chunk#

Field (subfield)

0

Source L3 address (most significant 16-bits)

1

Source L3 address (least significant 16-bits)

2

Destination L3 address (most significant 16-bits)

3

Destination L3 address (most significant 16-bits)

4

L4 protocol and flags

5

L4 destination port number

The performance of RFC (storage requirements and classification time) can be tuned
with two parameters: (i) The number of phases, P , and (ii) The reduction tree used for a
given P . For instance, two of the several possible reduction trees for P = 3 and P = 4
are shown in Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 respectively. (For P = 2 , there is only one
reduction tree possible.) When there is more than one reduction tree possible for a given
value of P , the algorithm chooses a tree based on two heuristics: (i) Given a classifier, the
maximum amount of pruning of the search space is likely to be obtained by combining
those chunks together which have the most “correlation.” As an example, the combination
of chunk 0 (most significant 16 bits of the source network address) and chunk 1 (least significant 16 bits of the source network address) in the toy example of Figure 4.22 would
result in only 3 eqIDs, while the combination of chunk 0 and chunk 4 (destination transport port number) would result in 5 eqIDs. (ii) The algorithm combines as many chunks as
it can without causing unreasonable memory consumption. Following these heuristics, we
find that the “best” reduction tree for P = 3 is tree_B in Figure 4.23, and the “best” reduction tree for P = 4 is tree_A in Figure 4.24.1
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Figure 4.23 Two example reduction trees for three phases in RFC.
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5

5
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tree_A

Phase 0 Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

tree_B

Figure 4.24 Two example reduction trees for four phases in RFC.

We now look at the performance of RFC on our dataset. Our first goal is to keep the
total storage consumption small. The storage requirements for each of our classifiers is
plotted in Figure 4.25, Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 for 2, 3 and 4 phases respectively.The
graphs show how memory usage increases with the number of rules in each classifier. For
practical purposes, it is assumed that memory is only available in widths of 8, 12 or 16
bits. Hence, an eqID requiring 13 bits is assumed to occupy 16 bits in the RFC table.
As we might expect, the graphs show that storage requirements decrease with an
increase in the number of phases from three to four. However, this comes at the expense of

1. These reduction trees gave better performance results over other trees for a vast majority of the classifiers in our
experiments.
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Figure 4.25 The RFC storage requirement in Megabytes for two phases using the dataset. This special
case of RFC with two phases is identical to the Crossproducting method of [95].

two additional memory accesses, illustrating the trade-off between memory consumption
and lookup time in RFC.
Like most algorithms in the literature, RFC does not support quick incremental
updates, and may require rebuilding the data structure in the worst case. It turns out, however, that rebuilding is only necessary in the case of the addition of a new rule. Deletion of
existing rules can be simply handled by changing the chunk equivalence sets of eqIDs in
the final phase. The performance of an implementation of such an incremental delete algorithm on random deletes is shown in Figure 4.28.
Our second goal is to keep the preprocessing time small — this is useful when updates
necessitate rebuilding the data structure. Figure 4.29 plots the preprocessing time required
for both three and four phases of RFC.1 These graphs indicate that, if the data structure is
1. The case P=2 is not plotted: it was found to take hours of preprocessing time because of the unwieldy size of the RFC
tables.
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Figure 4.26 The RFC storage requirement in Kilobytes for three phases using the dataset. The reduction
tree used is tree_B in Figure 4.23.

rebuilt on the addition of every rule, RFC may be suitable if (and only if) the rules change
relatively slowly — for example, not more than once every few seconds. Thus, RFC may
be suitable in environments where rules are changed infrequently; for example, if they are
added manually, or on a router reboot.
Finally, note that there are some similarities between the RFC algorithm and the bitmap-intersection scheme of [48]; each distinct bitmap in [48] corresponds to a CES in the
RFC algorithm. Also, note that when there are just two phases, RFC corresponds to the
crossproducting method described in [95]. RFC is different from both these schemes in
that it generalizes the concept of crossproducting to make storage requirements feasible
for larger classifiers, along with a lookup time that scales better than that of the bitmapintersection approach.
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Figure 4.27 The RFC storage requirement in Kilobytes for four phases using the dataset. The reduction
tree used is tree_A in Figure 4.24.

4.2 RFC lookup performance
The RFC lookup operation can be performed in hardware or in software.1 We will discuss the lookup performance in each case separately.
4.2.1 Lookups in hardware
An example hardware implementation for the tree tree_B in Figure 4.23 (three phases)
is illustrated in Figure 4.30 for four fields (six chunks in Phase 0). This design is suitable
for all the classifiers in our dataset, and uses two 4 Mbit SRAMs and two 4-bank 64 Mbit
SDRAMs clocked at 125 MHz.2 The design is pipelined such that a new lookup may
begin every four clock cycles.

1. Note that preprocessing is always performed in software.
2. These devices are in production in industry at the time of writing. In fact, even bigger and faster devices are available
at the time of writing — see for example, reference [137].
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Figure 4.28 This graph shows the average amount of time taken by the incremental delete algorithm in
milliseconds on the classifiers available to us. Rules deleted were chosen randomly from the classifier. The
average is taken over 10,000 delete operations, and although not shown, variance was found to be less than
1% for all experiments. This data is taken on a 333 MHz Pentium-II PC running the Linux operating
system.

The pipelined RFC lookup proceeds as follows:
1. Pipeline Stage 0: Phase 0 (Clock cycles 1-4): In the first three clock cycles,
three accesses are made to the two SRAM devices in parallel to yield the six eqIDs
of Phase 0. In the fourth clock cycle, the eqIDs from Phase 0 are combined to

compute the two indices for the next phase.
2. Pipeline Stage 1: Phase 1(Clock cycles 5-8): The SDRAM devices can be

accessed every two clock cycles, but we assume that a given bank can be accessed
again only after eight clock cycles. By keeping the two memories for Phase 1 in
different banks of the SDRAM, we can perform the Phase 1 lookups in four clock
cycles. The data is replicated in the other two banks (i.e. two banks of memory
hold a fully redundant copy of the lookup tables for Phase 1). This allows Phase 1
lookups to be performed on the next packet as soon as the current packet has completed. In this way, any given bank is accessed once every eight clock cycles.
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Figure 4.29 The preprocessing times for three and four phases in seconds, using the set of classifiers
available to us. This data is taken by running the RFC preprocessing code on a 333 MHz Pentium-II PC
running the Linux operating system.
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Figure 4.30 An example hardware design for RFC with three phases. The registers for holding data in the
pipeline and the on-chip control logic are not shown. This design achieves OC192c rates in the worst case
for 40 byte packets. The phases are pipelined with 4 clock cycles (at 125 MHz clock rate) per pipeline
stage.
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3. Pipeline Stage 2: Phase 2 (Clock cycles 9-12): Only one lookup is to be made.

The operation is otherwise identical to Phase 1.
This design classifies approximately 30 million packets per second (to be exact, 31.25
million packets per second with a 125 MHz clock) with a total memory cost of approximately $40.1 This is fast enough to process minimum length TCP/IP packets at OC192
rates.
Discussion of how RFC exploits the structure in real-life classifiers
We saw in Section 3.3 that rules in real-life classifiers form a small number of overlapping regions and tend to cluster in small groups. The idea behind the reduction steps used
in the RFC algorithm is to quickly narrow down the large search space to smaller subspaces containing these clusters. In order to do this without consuming too much storage,
the reduction is carried out on small-sized chunks. However, the whole packet header
needs to be looked at in order to prune the search space completely to arrive at the best
matching rule — this is the purpose of the combination steps used in the RFC algorithm
that incrementally combine a few chunks at a time till the whole packet header has been
considered. Because the rules form a small number of overlapping regions, combining
results of the reduction steps creates chunks that are still small enough to keep the total
storage requirements reasonable.
Discussion of hardware implementation of RFC
We have seen that lower bounds to the multi-field packet classification problem imply
that any solution will be either too slow, or will consume a large amount of storage in the
worst case. Given that it is difficult to design hardware around an engine with unpredictable speed, RFC takes the approach of ensuring bounded worst-case classification time.

1. At the time of writing, SDRAMs are available at approximately $1.0 per megabyte, and SRAMs at $12 for a 4 Mbit
device running at 125 MHz [119][129].
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/* pktFields[i] stores the value of field i in the packet header */
for (each chunk numbered chkNum of phase 0)
eqNums[0][chkNum] = contents of appropriate rfc table at memory location pktFields[chkNum];
for (phaseNum = 1..numPhases-1)
for (each chunk numbered chkNum in Phase phaseNum)
begin
/* chd stores the number and description about this chunk’s parents chkParents[0..numChkParents1]*/
chd = parent descriptor of (phaseNum, chkNum);
indx = eqNums[phaseNum of chkParents[0]][chkNum of chkParents[0]];
for (i=1..chd->numChkParents-1)
begin
indx = indx * (total #eqIDs of chd->chkParents[i]) + eqNums[phaseNum of chd->chkParents[i]][chkNum of chd->chkParents[i]];
/*** Alternatively: indx = (indx << (#bits of equivID of chd->chkParents[i])) ^ (eqNums[phaseNum of chkParents[i]][chkNum of chkParents[i]] ***/
endfor
eqNums[phaseNum][chkNum] = contents of appropriate rfc table at address indx
endfor
endfor
return (eqNums[numPhases-1][0]); /* this contains the desired classID */

Figure 4.31 Pseudocode for the RFC lookup operation.

This has the side-effect of making it difficult to accurately predict the storage requirements
of RFC as a function of the size of the classifier — the performance of RFC is determined
by the structure present in the classifier. Even though pathological sets of rules do not
seem to appear in practice, RFC storage requirements could scale geometrically with the
number of rules in the worst case. This lack of characterization of the precise storage
requirements of RFC as a function of only the number of rules in a classifier is a disadvantage to designers implementing RFC in hardware.
4.2.2 Lookups in software
Figure 4.31 shows the pseudocode to perform RFC lookups. When written in ‘C,’
approximately 30 lines of code are required to implement RFC. When compiled on a 333
MHz Pentium-II PC running Windows NT, we found that the worst case path for the code
took ( 140clk + 9t m ) time for three phases, and ( 146clk + 11t m ) for four phases, where
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t m is the memory access time, and clk equals 3 ns.1 With t m = 60ns , this corresponds to
0.96µs and 1.1µs for three and four phases respectively. This implies that RFC can clas-

sify close to one million packets per second in the worst case for this dataset. The average
lookup time was found to be approximately 50% faster than the worst case — Table 4.7
shows the average time taken per packet classification for 100,000 randomly generated
packets for some classifiers in the dataset.
TABLE 4.7. Average time to classify a packet using a software implementation of RFC.

Number of rules in
classifier

Average time per
classification (ns)

39

587

113

582

646

668

827

611

1112

733

1733

621

The pseudocode in Figure 4.31 calculates the indices into each memory using multiplication/addition operations on eqIDs from previous phases. Alternatively, the indices can
be computed by simple concatenation. This has the effect of increasing the memory consumed because the tables do not remain as tightly packed.2 Given the simpler processing,
we might expect the classification time to decrease at the expense of increased memory
usage. Indeed the memory consumed grows approximately by a factor of two for the classifiers we have considered. Surprisingly, we saw no significant reduction in classification
times. We believe that this is because the processing time is dominated by memory access
time as opposed to the CPU cycle time.

1. The performance of the lookup code was analyzed using VTune [138], an Intel performance analyzer for processors
of the Pentium family.
2. Not packing rfc tables in memories may in fact be desirable to accomodate newly added rules in the classifier.
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4.3 Larger classifiers
To estimate how RFC might perform with future, larger classifiers, we synthesized
large artificial classifiers. We used two different ways to create large classifiers (given the
importance of the structure, it did not seem meaningful to generate rules randomly):
1. A large classifier can be created by concatenating classifiers for different ser-

vices, but belonging to the same network, into a single classifier. This is actually
desirable in scenarios where only one set of RFC tables is desired for the whole
network. In such cases, the classID obtained would have to be combined with
some other information (such as the classifier ID) to obtain the correct intended
action. By only concatenating classifiers from the same network, we were able to
create classifiers such that the biggest classifier had 3896 rules. For each classifier
created, we measured the storage requirements of RFC with both three and four
phases. This is shown in Figure 4.32.
2. To create even larger classifiers, we concatenated all the classifiers of a few (up

to ten) different networks. The performance of RFC with four phases is plotted as
the ‘Basic RFC’ curve in Figure 4.35. We found that RFC frequently runs into
storage problems for classifiers with more than 6000 rules. Employing more
phases does not help as we must combine at least two chunks in every phase, and
finish with one chunk in the final phase.1 An alternative way to process large classifiers would be to split them into two (or more) parts and construct separate RFC
tables for each part. This would of course come at the expense of doubling the
number of memory accesses.2

5 Variations
Several variations and improvements of RFC are possible. First, it is easy to see how
RFC can be extended to process a larger number of fields in each packet header.
Second, we can possibly speed up RFC by taking advantage of fast lookup algorithms
that find longest matching prefixes in one field. Note that in our examples, we use three

1. With six chunks in Phase 0, we could have increased the number of phases to a maximum of six. However we found
no appreciable improvement by doing so.
2. For Phase 0, we need not lookup memory twice for the same chunk if we use wide memories. This would help us
access the contents of both the RFC tables in one memory access.
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Figure 4.32 The memory consumed by RFC for three and four phases on classifiers created by merging
all the classifiers of one network.

memory accesses each for the source and destination network-layer address lookups during the first two phases of RFC. This is necessary because of the large number of non-contiguous address/mask specifications. If only prefixes are allowed in the specification, one
can use a more sophisticated and faster algorithm for looking up in one dimension, for
instance, one of the algorithms described in Chapter 2.
Third, we can employ the technique described below to decrease the storage requirements for large classifiers.

5.1 Adjacency groups
Since the size of RFC tables depends on the number of chunk equivalence classes, we
try to reduce this number by merging two or more rules of the original classifier as
explained below. We find that each additional phase of RFC further increases the amount
of compaction possible on the original classifier.
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First we define some notation. We call two distinct rules R and S , with R appearing
first in the classifier, to be adjacent in dimension i if all of the following three conditions
are satisfied: (1) Both rules have the same action, (2) All but the i

th

field have the exact

same specification in the two rules, and (3) All rules appearing in between R and S in the
classifier have either the same action or are disjoint from R (i.e., do not overlap with R ).
Two rules are simply said to be adjacent if they are adjacent in some dimension. Adjacency can also be viewed in the following way: Treat each rule with d fields as a boolean
expression of d (multi-valued) variables. Each rule is a conjunction (logical-AND) of
these variables. Two rules are now defined to be adjacent if they are adjacent vertices in
the d -dimensional hypercube created by the symbolic representation of the d fields.
Example 4.3: For the example classifier of Table 4.8, R2 and R3 are adjacent in the dimension
corresponding to the transport-layer Destination field. Similarly R5 is adjacent to
R6 (in the dimension network-layer Source), but not to R4 (different actions), or to
R7.
TABLE 4.8. An example classifier in four dimensions. The column headings indicate the names of the corresponding
fields in the packet header. “gt N” in a field specification specifies a value strictly greater than N.

Network-layer
destination (address/
mask)

Network-layer
source (address/
mask)

Transportlayer
destination

Transport
-layer
protocol

Action

R1

152.163.190.69/
255.255.255.255

152.163.80.11/
255.255.255.255

*

*

Deny

R2

152.168.3.0/
255.255.255.0

152.163.200.157/
255.255.255.255

eq http

udp

Permit

R3

152.168.3.0/
255.255.255.0

152.163.200.157/
255.255.255.255

range 20-21

udp

Permit

R4

152.168.3.0/
255.255.255.0

152.163.200.157/
255.255.255.255

eq http

tcp

Deny

R5

152.163.198.4/
255.255.255.255

152.163.161.0/
255.255.252.0

gt 1023

tcp

Permit

R6

152.163.198.4/
255.255.255.255

152.163.0.0/
255.255.252.0

gt 1023

tcp

Permit

R7

0.0.0.0/0.0.0.0

0.0.0.0/0.0.0.0

*

*

Permit

Rule
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R(a1,b1,c1,d1)
S(a1,b1,c2,d1)
T(a2,b1,c2,d1)
U(a2,b1,c1,d1)

Merge along
Dimension 3

V(a1,b1,c4,d2)
W(a1,b1,c3,d2)

RS(a1,b1,c1+c2,d1)
TU(a2,b1,c1+c2,d1)
VW(a1,b1,c3+c4,d2)

Merge along
Dimension 1

RSTU(a1+a2,b1,c1+c2,d1)
VWXY(a1+a2,b1,c3+c4,d2)

XY(a2,b1,c3+c4,d2)
Assume:
Carry out an RFC Phase.
Assume:chunks 1 and 2 are combined,
and also chunks 3 and 4 are combined.

X(a2,b1,c3,d2)
Y(a2,b1,c4,d2)

(a1+a2,b1) reduces to m1
(c1+c2,d1) reduces to n1
(c3+c4,d2) reduces to n2

RSTUVWXY(m1,n1+n2)
Continue with RFC ...

Merge along
Dimension 2

RSTU(m1,n1)
VWXY(m1,n2)

Figure 4.33 This example shows how adjacency groups are formed on a classifier. Each rule is denoted
symbolically by RuleName(value-of-field1, value-of-field2,...). All rules shown are assumed to have the
same action. ‘+’ denotes a logical OR.

Two rules R and S that are adjacent in dimension i are merged to form a new rule T
with the same action as R (or S ). T has the same specifications as that of R (or S ) for all
th

fields except that of the i , which is simply the logical-OR of the i

th

field specifications

in R and S . The third condition above ensures that the relative priority of the rules in
between R and S will not be affected by this merging.
An adjacency group is defined recursively as: (1) Every rule in the original classifier is
an adjacency group, and (2) Every merged rule that is created by merging two or more
adjacency groups is an adjacency group.
The classifier is compacted as follows. Initially, every rule is in its own adjacency
group. Next, adjacent rules are combined to create a new smaller classifier. This is implemented by iterating over all fields in turn, checking for adjacency in each dimension. After
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Figure 4.34 The memory consumed by RFC for three phases with the adjacency group optimization
enabled on classifiers created by merging all the classifiers of one network. The memory consumed by the
basic RFC scheme for the same set of classifiers is plotted in Figure 4.35.

these iterations are completed, the resulting classifier will not have any more adjacent
rules. As each RFC phase collapses some dimensions, groups which were not adjacent in
earlier phases may become so in later stages. In this way, the number of adjacency groups,
and hence the size of the compacted classifier, keeps on decreasing with every phase. An
example of this operation is shown in Figure 4.33.
Note that there is no change in the actual lookup operation: the equivalence class identifiers now represent bitmaps which keep track of adjacency groups rather than the original rules. The benefits of the adjacency group optimization are demonstrated in Figure
4.34 (using 3 RFC phases on 101 large classifiers created by concatenating all the classifiers belonging to one network) and in Figure 4.35 (using 4 RFC phases on even larger classifiers created by concatenating all the classifiers of a few different networks together)
respectively. With this optimization, the storage requirements of RFC for a 15,000 rule
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Figure 4.35 The memory consumed with four phases with the adjacency group optimization enabled on
the large classifiers created by concatenating all the classifiers of a few different networks. Also shown is
the memory consumed when the optimization is not enabled (i.e. the basic RFC scheme). Notice the
absence of some points in the “Basic RFC” curve. For those classifiers, the basic RFC scheme takes too
much memory/preprocessing time.

classifier decreases to only 3.85 MB. The intuitive reason for the reduction in storage is
that several rules in the same classifier commonly share a number of specifications for
many fields (an observation mentioned in Section 3.2).
However, the storage space savings come at a cost. Although the classifier will correctly identify the action for each arriving packet, it cannot tell which rule in the original
classifier it matched — as the rules have been merged to form adjacency groups, the distinction between each rule has been lost. This may be undesirable in applications that wish
to maintain matching statistics for each rule.
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TABLE 4.9. A qualitative comparison of some multi-dimensional classification algorithms.

Scheme

Pros

Cons

Sequential evaluation

Good storage and update requirements. Suitable for multiple fields.

High classification time.

Grid-of-tries and
FIS-tree

Good storage requirements and fast
lookup rates for two fields. Suitable for
big 2-dimensional classifiers.

Results in two dimensions do not
extend as well to more than two fields.
Not suitable for non-contiguous masks.

Crossproducting

Fast accesses. Suitable for multiple
fields. Can be adapted to rules with
non-contiguous masks.

Large memory requirements. Suitable
without caching for small classifiers up
to 50 rules.

Bitmap-intersection

Suitable for multiple fields. Can be
adapted to rules with non-contiguous
masks.

Large memory size and memory bandwidth required. Comparatively slow
lookup rate. Hardware only.

Tuple space
search

Suitable for multiple fields. Fast average classification and update time.

Non-deterministic and high classification time.

Recursive flow
classification

Suitable for multiple fields. Supports
rules with non-contiguous masks. Reasonable storage requirements for reallife classifiers. Fast classification.

High preprocessing time and memory
requirements for large classifiers (i.e.
having more than 6000 rules without
adjacency group optimization).

6 Comparison with related work
Table 4.9 shows a qualitative comparison of RFC with previously proposed schemes
for doing packet classification.

7 Conclusions and summary of contributions
It is relatively simple to perform packet classification at high speeds using excessively
large amounts of storage, or at low speeds with small amounts of storage. When matching
multiple fields simultaneously, theoretical bounds show that it is difficult to achieve both
high classification rate and modest storage in the worst case. This chapter shows that real
classifiers exhibit a considerable amount of structure and redundancy, and introduces for
the first time the idea of using simple heuristic algorithms to solve the multi-dimensional
packet classification problem.
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The contribution of this chapter is the first proposed algorithm, RFC, that deliberately
attempts to exploit this structure. RFC appears to perform well with the selection of reallife classifiers available to us. A hardware implementation of RFC can classify minimumsized IP packets at OC192c rates with commercial memories commonly available today,
while a software implementation can classify at OC48c rates. This chapter also shows that
while the basic RFC scheme may consume a large amount of storage for large four-field
classifiers (with more than 6000 rules), the structure and redundancy in the classifiers can
be further exploited with an optimization of the basic RFC scheme. This optimization
makes RFC practical for classifiers containing up to approximately 15,000 rules.
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CHAPTER

5

Hierarchical Intelligent Cuttings:
A Dynamic Multi-dimensional
Packet Classification Algorithm

1 Introduction
We saw in the previous chapter that real-life classifiers exhibit structure and redundancy that can be exploited by simple algorithms. One such algorithm RFC, was described
in the previous chapter. RFC enables fast classification in multiple dimensions. However,
its data structure (reduction tree) has a fixed shape independent of the characteristics of
the classifier.
This chapter is motivated by the observation that an algorithm capable of adapting its
data structure based on the characteristics of the classifier may be better suited for exploiting the structure and redundancy in the classifier. One such classification algorithm, called
HiCuts (Hierarchical Intelligent Cuttings), is proposed in this chapter.
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HiCuts discovers the structure while preprocessing the classifier and adapts its data
structure accordingly. The data structure used by HiCuts is a decision tree on the set of
rules in the classifier. Classification of a packet is performed by a traversal of this tree followed by a linear search on a bounded number of rules. As computing the optimal decision tree for a given search space is known to be an NP-complete problem [40], HiCuts
uses simple heuristics to partition the search space in each dimension.
Configuration parameters of the HiCuts algorithm can be tuned to trade-off query time
against storage requirements. On 40 real-life four-dimensional classifiers obtained from
ISP and enterprise networks with 100 to 1733 rules,1 HiCuts requires less than 1 Mbyte of
storage. The worst case query time is 12, and the average case query time is 8 memory
accesses, plus a linear search on 8 rules. The preprocessing time can be sometimes large
— up to a minute2 — but the time to incrementally update a rule in the data structure is
less than 100 milliseconds on average.

1.1 Organization of the chapter
Section 2 describes the data structure built by the HiCuts algorithm, including the heuristics used while preprocessing the classifier. Section 3 discusses the performance of
HiCuts on the classifier dataset available to us. Finally, Section 4 concludes with a summary and contributions of this chapter.

1. The dataset used in this chapter is identical to that in Chapter 4 except that small classifiers having fewer than 100
rules are not considered in this chapter.
2. Measured using the time() lynx system call in user level ‘C’ code on a 333MHz Pentium-II PC, with 96 Mbytes of
memory and 512 Kbytes of L2 cache.
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Tree

binth

Figure 5.1 This figure shows the tree data structure used by HiCuts. The leaf nodes store a maximum of
binth classification rules.

2 The Hierarchical Intelligent Cuttings (HiCuts) algorithm
2.1 Data structure
HiCuts builds a decision tree data structure (shown in Figure 5.1) such that the internal
nodes contain suitable information to guide the classification algorithm, and the external
nodes (i.e., the leaves of the tree) store a small number of rules. On receiving an incoming
packet, the classification algorithm traverses the decision tree to arrive at a leaf node. The
algorithm then searches the rules stored at this leaf node sequentially to determine the best
matching rule. The tree is constructed such that the total number of rules stored in a leaf
node is bounded by a small number, which we call binth (for ‘bin-threshold’). The shape
characteristics of the decision tree — such as its depth, the degree of each node, and the
local search decision to be made by the query algorithm at each node — are chosen while
preprocessing the classifier, and depend on the characteristics of the classifier.
Next, we describe the HiCuts algorithm with the help of the following example.
Example 5.1: Table 5.1 shows a classifier in two 8-bit wide dimensions. The same classifier is
illustrated geometrically in Figure 5.2. A decision tree is constructed by recursively partitioning1 the two-dimensional geometric space. This is shown in Figure
5.3 with a binth of 2. The root node of the tree represents the complete two-dimen8
8
sional space of size 2 × 2 . The algorithm partitions this space into four, equal
1. We will use the terms ‘partition’ and ‘cut’ synonymously throughout this chapter.
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Figure 5.2 An example classifier in two dimensions with seven 8-bit wide rules.
sized geometric subspaces by cutting across the X dimension. The subspaces are
represented by each of the four child nodes of the root node. All child nodes,
except the node labeled A, have less than or equal to binth rules. Hence, the algorithm continues with the tree construction only with node A. The geometric sub6
8
space of size 2 × 2 at node A is now partitioned into two equal-sized subspaces
by a cut across dimension Y . This results in two child nodes, each of which have
two rules stored in them. That completes the construction of the decision tree, since
all leaf nodes of this tree have less than or equal to binth rules
TABLE 5.1. An example 2-dimensional classifier.

Rule

Xrange

Yrange

R1

0-31

0-255

R2

0-255

128-131

R3

64-71

128-255

R4

67-67

0-127

R5

64-71

0-15

R6

128-191

4-131

R7

192-192

0-255

We can now generalize the description of the HiCuts algorithm in d dimensions as follows. Each internal node, v , of the tree represents a portion of the geometric search space
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Figure 5.3 A possible HiCuts tree with binth = 2 for the example classifier in Figure 5.2. Each ellipse
denotes an internal node v with a tuple 〈 B(v), dim(C(v)), np(C(v))〉 . Each square is a leaf node which
contains the actual classifier rules.

— for example, the root node represents the complete geometric space in d dimensions.
The geometric space at node v is partitioned into smaller geometric subspaces by cutting
across one of the d dimensions. These subspaces are represented by each of the child
nodes of v . The subspaces are recursively partitioned until a subspace has no more than
binth number of rules — in which case, the rules are allocated to a leaf node.
More formally, we associate the following entities with each internal node v of the
HiCuts data structure for a d -dimensional classifier:
• A hyperrectangle B(v) , which is a d -tuple of ranges (i.e., intervals): ( [l 1,r 1] ,
[l 2,r 2] , ..., [l d,r d] ). This rectangle defines the geometric subspace stored at v .
• A cut C(v) , defined by two entities. (1) k = dim(C(v)) , the dimension across

which B(v) is partitioned. (2) np(C(v)) , the number of partitions of B(v) , i.e., the
number of cuts in the interval [l d,r d] . Hence, the cut, C(v) , divides B(v) into
smaller rectangles which are then associated with the child nodes of v .
• A set of rules, CRS(v) . If v is a child of w , then CRS(v) is defined to be the sub-

set of CRS(w) that ‘collides’ with B(v) , i.e., every rule in CRS(w) that spans, cuts
or is contained in B(v) is also a member of CRS(v) . CRS(root) is the set of all
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rules in the classifier. We call CRS(v) the colliding rule set of v , and denote the
number of rules in CRS(v) by NumRules(v) .
As an example of two W -bit wide dimensions, the root node represents a rectangle of
W

W

size 2 × 2 . The cuttings are made by axis-parallel hyperplanes, which are simply lines
in the case of two dimensions. The cut C of a rectangle B is described by the number of
equal-sized intervals created by partitioning one of the two dimensions. For example, if
the algorithm decides to cut the root node across the first dimension into D intervals, the
 W



root node will have D children, each with a rectangle of size  2 ⁄ D  × 2

W

associated

with it.

2.2 Heuristics for decision tree computation
There are many ways to construct a decision tree for a given classifier. During preprocessing, the HiCuts algorithm uses the following heuristics based on the structure present
in the classifier:
1. A heuristic that chooses a suitable number of interval cuts, np(C) , to make at an

internal node. A large value of np(C) will decrease the depth of the tree, hence
accelerating query time at the expense of increased storage. To balance this tradeoff, the preprocessing algorithm follows a heuristic that is guided and tuned by a
pre-determined space measure function spmf() . For example, the definition
spmf(n) = spfac × n , where spfac is a constant, is used in the experimental results
in Section 3. We also define a space measure for a cut C(v) as:
np(C(v))

sm(C(v)) =

∑

NumRules ( child i ) + np ( C(v) ) , where child j denotes the j

th

i=1

child node of node v . HiCuts makes as many cuttings as spmf() allows at a certain node, depending on the number of rules at that node. For instance, np(C(v))
could be chosen to be the largest value (using a simple binary search) such that
sm(C(v)) < spmf(NumRules(v)) . The pseudocode for such a search algorithm is
shown in Figure 5.4.
2. A heuristic that chooses the dimension to cut across, at each internal node. For

example, it can be seen from Figure 5.2 that cutting across the Y-axis would be
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/* Algorithm to do binary search on the number of cuts to be made at node v. When the number of cuts are
such that the corresponding storage space estimate becomes more than what is allowed by the spacemeasure function spmf(), we end the search. Note that it is possible to do smarter variations of this search algorithm.*/
n = numRules(v);
nump = max(4, sqrt(n)); /* arbitrary starting value of number of partitions to make at this node */
for (done=0;done == 0;)
{
sm(C) = 0;
for each rule r in R(v)
{ sm(C) += number of partitions colliding with rule r; }
sm(C) += nump;
if (sm(C) < spmf(n))
{
nump = nump * 2; /* increase the number of partitions in a binary search fashion */
}
else { done = 1;}
}
/* The algorithm has now found a value of nump (the number of children of this node) that fits the storage
requirements */

Figure 5.4 Pseudocode for algorithm to choose the number of cuts to be made at node v .

less beneficial than cutting across the X-axis at the root node. There are various
methods to choose a good dimension: (a) Minimizing max j(NumRules(child j)) in
an attempt to decrease the worst-case depth of the tree. (b) Treating
 np(C(v))


 NumRules(child j) ⁄ 
NumRules ( child i )   as a probability distribution


î

∑

i=1

with np(C) elements, and maximizing the entropy of the distribution. Intuitively,
this attempts to pick a dimension that leads to the most uniform distribution of
rules across nodes, so as to create a balanced decision tree. (c) Minimizing sm(C)
over all dimensions. (d) Choosing the dimension that has the largest number of
distinct components of rules. For instance, in the classifier of Table 5.1, rules R3
and R5 share the same rule component in the X dimension. Hence, there are 6
components in the X dimension and 7 components in the Y dimension. The use of
this heuristic would dictate a cut across dimension Y for this classifier.
3. A heuristic that maximizes the reuse of child nodes. We have observed in our

experiments that in real classifiers, many child nodes have identical colliding rule
sets. Hence, a single child node can be used for each distinct colliding rule set,
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Figure 5.5 An example of the heuristic maximizing the reuse of child nodes. The gray regions correspond
to children with distinct colliding rule sets.

while other child nodes with identical rule sets can simply point to this node. Figure 5.5 illustrates this heuristic.
4. A heuristic that eliminates redundancies in the colliding rule set of a node. As a

result of the partitioning of a node, rules may become redundant in some of the
child nodes. For example, in the classifier of Table 5.1, if R6 were higher priority
than R2 , then R2 would be made redundant by R6 in the third child of the root
node labeled B (see Figure 5.3). Detecting and eliminating these redundant rules
can decrease the data structure storage requirements at the expense of increased
preprocessing time. In the experiments described in the next section, we invoked
this heuristic when the number of rules at a node fell below a threshold.

3 Performance of HiCuts
We built a simple software environment to measure the performance of the HiCuts
algorithm. Our dataset consists of 40 classifiers containing between 100 and 1733 rules
from real ISP and enterprise networks. For each classifier, a data structure is built using
the heuristics described in the previous section. The preprocessing algorithm is tuned by
two parameters: (1) binth, and (2) spfac — used in the space measure function spmf(),
defined as spmf(n) = spfac × n .
Figure 5.6 shows the total data structure storage requirements for binth = 8 and
spfac = 4 . As shown, the maximum storage requirement for any classifier is approxi-

mately 1 Mbyte, while the second highest value is less than 500 Kbytes. These small stor-
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Figure 5.6 Storage requirements for four dimensional classifiers for binth=8 and spfac=4.

age requirements imply that in a software implementation of the HiCuts algorithm, the
whole data structure would readily fit in the L2 cache of most general purpose processors.
For the same parameters ( binth = 8 and spfac = 4 ), Figure 5.7 shows the maximum
and average tree depth for the classifiers in the dataset. The average tree depth is calculated under the assumption that each leaf is accessed in proportion to the number of rules
stored in it. As shown in Figure 5.7, the worst case tree depth for any classifier is 12, while
the average is approximately 8. This implies that — in the worst case — a total of 12
memory accesses are required, followed by a linear search on 8 rules to complete the classification. Hence, a total of 20 memory accesses are required in the worst case for these
parameters.
The preprocessing time required to build the decision tree is plotted in Figure 5.8. This
figure shows that the highest preprocessing time is 50.5 seconds, while the next highest
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Figure 5.7 Average and worst case tree depth for binth=8 and spfac=4.

value is approximately 20 seconds. All but four classifiers have a preprocessing time of
less than 8 seconds.
The reason for the fairly large preprocessing time is mainly the number and complexity of the heuristics used in the HiCuts algorithm. We expect this preprocessing time to be
acceptable in most applications, as long as the time taken to incrementally update the tree
remains small. In practice, the update time depends on the rule to be inserted or deleted.
Simulations indicate an average incremental update time between 1 and 70 milliseconds
(averaged over all the rules of a classifier), and a worst case update time of nearly 17 seconds (see Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.8 Time to preprocess the classifier to build the decision tree. The measurements were taken
using the time() linux system call in user level ‘C’ code on a 333 MHz Pentium-II PC with 96 Mbytes of
memory and 512 Kbytes of L2 cache.
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Figure 5.9 The average and maximum update times (averaged over 10,000 inserts and deletes of
randomly chosen rules for a classifier). The measurements were taken using the time() linux system call in
user level ‘C’ code on a 333 MHz Pentium-II PC with 96 Mbytes of memory and 512 Kbytes of L2 cache.
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Figure 5.10 Variation of tree depth with parameters binth and spfac for a classifier with 1733 rules.

3.1 Variation with parameters binth and spfac
Next, we show the effect of varying the configuration parameters binth and spfac on
the data structure for the largest 4-dimensional classifier available to us containing 1733
rules. We carried out a series of experiments where parameter binth took the values 6, 8
and 16; and parameter spfac took the values 1.5, 4 and 8. We make the following, somewhat expected, observations from our experiments:
1. The HiCuts tree depth is inversely proportional to both binth and spfac. This is

shown in Figure 5.10.
2. As shown in Figure 5.11, the data structure storage requirements are directly

proportional to spfac but inversely proportional to binth.
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Figure 5.11 Variation of storage requirements with parameters binth and spfac for a classifier with 1733
rules.

3. The preprocessing time is proportional to the storage requirements, as shown in

Figure 5.12.

3.2 Discussion of implementation of HiCuts
Compared with the RFC algorithm described in Chapter 4, the HiCuts algorithm is
slower but consumes a smaller amount of storage. As with RFC, it seems difficult to characterize the storage requirements of HiCuts as a function of the number of rules in the
classifier. However, given certain design constraints in terms of the maximum available
storage space or the maximum available classification time, HiCuts seems to provide
greater flexibility in satisfying these constraints by allowing variation of the two parameters, binth and spfac.
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Figure 5.12 Variation of preprocessing times with binth and spfac for a classifier with 1733 rules. The
measurements were taken using the time() linux system call in user level ‘C’ code on a 333 MHz PentiumII PC with 96 Mbytes of memory and 512 Kbytes of L2 cache.

4 Conclusions and summary of contributions
The design of multi-field classification algorithms is hampered by worst-case bounds
on query time and storage requirements that are so onerous as to make generic algorithms
unusable. So instead we must search for characteristics of real-life classifiers that can be
exploited in pursuit of fast algorithms that are also space-efficient. Similar to Chapter 4,
this chapter resorts to heuristics that, while hopefully well-founded in a solid understanding of today’s classifiers, exploit the structure of classifiers to reduce query time and storage requirements.
While the data structure of Chapter 4 remains the same for all classifiers, HiCuts goes
a step further in that it attempts to compute a data structure that varies depending on the
structure of the classifier — the structure is itself discovered and utilized while prepro-
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cessing the classifier. The HiCuts algorithm combines two data structures for better performance — a tree and a linear search data structure — each of which would not be as useful
separately. The resulting HiCuts data structure is the only data structure we know of that
simultaneously supports quick updates along with small deterministic classification time
and reasonable data structure storage requirements.
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CHAPTER

6

Future Directions

As we saw in Section 1 of Chapter 1, the packet processing capacity of IP routers
needs to keep up with the exponential increase in data rates of physical links. This chapter
sets directions for future work by proposing the characteristics of what we believe would
be ‘ideal’ solutions to the routing lookup and packet classification problems.

1 Ideal routing lookup solution
We believe that an ideal routing lookup engine (we restrict our scope to IPv4 unicast
forwarding) has all of the following characteristics:
• Speed: An ideal solution achieves one routing lookup in the time it takes to com-

plete one access in a (random-access) memory in the worst-case. This characteristic implies that an ideal solution lends itself to pipelining in hardware.
• Storage: The data structure has little or no overhead in storing prefixes. In other

words, the storage requirements are nearly 32N bits, or better, for N prefixes in
the worst-case. A less stringent, though acceptable, characteristic could be that the
storage requirements scale no worse than linearly with the size of the forwarding
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table. If the backbone forwarding tables continue to grow as rapidly as we saw in
Section 1.2.1 of Chapter 1, exponentially decreasing transistor feature sizes will
enable implementations of an ideal routing lookup solution to continue to gracefully meet the demands posed by future routing table growth.
• Update rate: Based on current BGP update rates, an ideal solution supports at

least 20,000 updates per second1 in the worst case. Furthermore, updates are
atomic in that they do not cause interleaved search operations to give incorrect
results.
• Feasibility of implementation: Implementations of an ideal lookup solution

should be feasible with current technology, e.g., should not consume an unreasonable number of chips, or dissipate unreasonable amount of power, or be too
expensive.
Note that amongst the solutions known at the time of writing, ternary CAMs have
desirable storage (and possibly update rate) characteristics, but do not have the speed of
one RAM access, and do not admit feasible implementations supporting large routing
tables. Even though the algorithm proposed in Chapter 2 seems to satisfy all but the
update rate requirements, the large storage requirements of this algorithm dictate that the
fastest memory technology, i.e., SRAM, cannot be used. This imposes an inherent limitation on the routing lookup rates achievable using this algorithm.
If an ideal solution did exist today, it would consume 32 × 256K = 8 Mb of memory
for 256K prefixes.2 Now, 8 Mb of fast SRAM (with 3 ns cycle time) can be easily put on a
reasonable sized chip in current 0.18 micron technology. Hence, an ideal solution would
be able to lookup 333 million packets per second, enough to process 40 byte minimumsized TCP/IP packets at line rates of 100 Gbps.3 In contrast, only 66 million packets per

1. This is two orders of magnitude greater than the peak of a few hundred reported by Labovitz [47].
2. 256,000 is more than double the number of prefixes (98,000) at the time of writing (see Section 1.2 of Chapter 1).
3. Again, this ignores the packet-over-SONET overhead bytes.
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second can be looked up by solutions available today — the algorithm proposed in Chapter 2 (using embedded DRAM), and ternary CAMs (using 2-4 chips).

2 Ideal packet classification solution
An ideal packet classification solution not only has all the characteristics we saw
above of an ideal lookup solution — that of high speed (classification at line-rate), low
storage (to support thousands of classification rules), fast incremental updates, and feasible implementation (cost effective) — but also the characteristics of flexibility in the number and specification syntax of packet header fields supported. In contrast with routing
lookups, it is harder to quantify the desirable values of these parameters for packet classification because of the lack of a sufficient amount of statistical data about real-life classifiers. However, it is not unrealistic to imagine a carrier’s edge router supporting 1000 ISP
subscribers, each with at least 256 five-field classification rules, for a total of 256,000 128bit rules required to be supported by the classification engine of a router.
In light of the worst-case lower bounds on multi-dimensional classification algorithms
mentioned in Chapter 4, an ideal classification solution is unlikely to be able to support all
possible worst case combinations of classification rules, and yet satisfy all the other characteristics mentioned above. We believe that intelligent heuristic solutions should be
acceptable.
We now see how close the solutions known at the time of the writing of this thesis
approach that of an ideal solution. A total of sixteen 2 Mb ternary CAM chips are required
to support 256,000 128-bit classification rules. The resulting power dissipation and cost of
the system would be clearly excessive. Similarly, the Recursive Flow Classification algorithm of Chapter 4 would require approximately 9 DRAM chips.1 Though not in terms of
1. Based on experiments shown in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4, we assume that 4K rules occupy a maximum of approximately 4.5 Mbytes of memory, and that each DRAM chip has a density of 256 Mbits.
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power dissipation, this solution is still expensive in terms of board real-estate. The HiCuts
algorithm of Chapter 5 would require 4 DRAM chips but would be two to four times
slower than a ternary CAM or recursive flow classification solution.

3 Final words
The above mentioned ideal lookup and classification solutions appear challenging to
obtain, and will probably require not only improved circuit technologies, but also new
data structures and algorithms. Hopefully, this dissertation will serve as a useful foundation for future research in this exciting field in general, and in attempts to obtain these (or
similar) ideal solutions in particular.
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Appendix A

Proof of correctness for the Optimized one-instruction-update algorithm of Chapter 2

Define D ( m ) , where m is a memory entry, to be the depth of the longest (i.e., deepest) prefix p that covers m . Also define L ( p ) to be the length of a prefix p .
Claim C1: For all prefixes p , PS ( p ) ≤ MS ( p ) .
Proof: By definition.
Claim C2: For all prefixes p , ME ( p ) ≤ PE ( p ) .
Proof: By definition.
Claim C3: For all prefixes p and q , either of the following hold:
(1) PS ( p ) ≤ PS ( q ) ≤ PE ( q ) ≤ PE ( p ) i.e. q is completely contained in p .
(2) PS ( q ) ≤ PS ( p ) ≤ PE ( p ) ≤ PE ( q ) i.e. p is completely contained in q .
(3) PS ( p ) ≤ PE ( p ) ≤ PS ( q ) ≤ PE ( q ) i.e. p and q are completely non-overlapping.
Proof: Follows from the definitions of PS and PE and the basic parenthesis property of prefixes.
Claim C4: For all memory entries m such that PS ( p ) ≤ m < MS ( p ) , D ( m ) > L ( p ) .
Proof: As MS ( p ) is the first memory entry covered by prefix p , all memory entries between its
prefix start and memory start must be covered by deeper (i.e., longer) prefixes.
Claim C5: If a prefix p is deeper than q and PS ( q ) ≤ PS ( p ) < MS ( q ) , then MS ( q ) > PE ( p ) ;
i.e. p has to end (prefix end) before MS ( q ) .
Proof: Follows from the fact that q cannot actually start in memory before any deeper prefix has
completely ended.
Now, let the update instruction passed on to the hardware by the processor be Update(m,Y,Z).
Before any updates, as m is the first memory entry chosen to be updated by the processor,
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D ( m ) ≤ Y . If while executing the algorithm, hardware encounters a start-marker marking a new
prefix, say q , on a memory entry m2 , m2 equals MS ( q ) but it may or may not equal PS ( q ) .
We will show that L ( q ) > Y in both cases.
Case (S1): m2 = PS ( q ) = MS ( q )
Proof: Since the hardware is not done scanning, it has not yet encountered PE ( p ) . As it has
encountered m2 ( = PS ( q ) ) , (C3) tells us that q is wholly contained in p , and so
L ( q) > L ( p) = Y .
Case (S2): PS ( q ) < m2 = MS ( q )
There are two subcases possible within this case depending upon where PS ( q ) lies with respect
to m :
Case(S2.1) m < PS ( q ) < m2 = MS ( q )
Clearly in this case, prefix q is wholly contained in prefix p , and so L ( q ) > Y .
Case (S2.2) PS ( q ) ≤ m < m2 = MS ( q ) . Clearly in this case, p is deeper than q (as m needs to
be updated, and m lies in between PS ( q ) and MS ( q ) ). By (C3) and (C5), PE ( p ) < MS ( q ) ,
and therefore the hardware should have stopped scanning before reaching m2 . This subcase is
thus not possible at all.
The correctness of the update algorithm now follows immediately. If the hardware, while scanning
memory entries encounters a start-marker, it indicates the start of a prefix which is necessarily
deeper than Y , and hence is not to be updated. This is exactly what the algorithm does. By updating only when DC equals 1, it ensures that a memory entry is updated only if it had a prefix shallower than Y covering it before the update. ❏
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Appendix B

Choice of Codeword Lengths in a Depth-constrained
Alphabetic Tree

Lemma 1 A depth-constrained alphabetic tree with maximum depth D satisfies the characteristic
inequality of Lemma 3.1 (Chapter 3), when the codeword lengths l k of the k

th

letter occurring

 min( – log q , D)
k = 1, n
–D
*


k
with probability q k  q k ≥ 2 ∀k  are given by: l k = 
.
 min( – log q k + 1, D) 2 ≤ k ≤ n – 1
–lk

Proof: We need to prove that s n ≤ 1 where s k = c(s k – 1, 2 ) + 2
defined by c(a ,b) =

–lk

, s 0 = 0 , and c is

a ⁄ b b . We first prove by induction that
i

si ≤

∑ qk

∀1 ≤ i ≤ n – 1

k=1

For the base case, s 1 = 2

–l1

≤ q 1 by the definition of l 1 . For the induction step, assume the
–li

hypothesis is true for i – 1 . By definition, s i = c(s i – 1, 2 ) + 2
sible cases:

–li

. Now there are two pos-
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1.

– log q i + 1 ≤ D , and therefore 2

– ( li – 1)

≤ q i . Using the fact that

a ⁄ b < a ⁄ b + 1 , i.e., c(a, b) < a + b for all nonzero real numbers a and b , we get

the following using inductive hypothesis:
si ≤ si – 1 + 2

–li

+2

–li

≤2

– ( li – 1)

∑ qk ≤ qi + ∑ qk

+

∑ qk

=

k=1

k=1

k=1

2.

i

i–1

i–1

– log q i + 1 > D . This implies that l i = D and hence q i ≥ 2

integral multiple of 2

–D

–li

. Also, as s j is an

i–1

–li

∀j , c(s i – 1, 2 ) = s i – 1 ≤

∑ qk and thus:

k=1

si = 2

–li

sn = 2

–ln

∑ qi = 1 – qn ≤ 1 – 2

i=1
–ln

+ c(s n – 1, 2

)≤2

–ln

∑ qk

+ c(s i – 1, 2 ) ≤ q i +

n–1

Therefore, s n – 1 ≤

+ c(1 – 2

–ln

–ln

i

i–1

–li

=

∑ qk

k=1

k=1

–ln

–ln

. Also:

,2

–ln

) = 2

+1–2

= 1 . This completes the

proof that these codeword lengths satisfy the characteristic inequality.❏
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